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Mackie Real Time OS'm 3.0 
Fat Channel Screen. 

New 3.0 Mix Editor Window 
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Massenberg Stereo Parametric 
Equalizer 

nther digital mixers get old. The Mackie Digital 
8•Bus gets better and better. 
We just added over 50 significant enhancements with 

our new, free Mackie Real Time OS' 3.0 upgrade 
including... 

• 3rd-party plug-ins 
• Enhanced dynamics 

• Pre-DSP inserts 

• 200 levels of undo 

• 48-channel overview screen 

• 24-bit Alt VO 

• An advanced Mix Editor with auto-
punch, view sizing arrows, auto-
loop SMPTE time code boxes, Loop 
In/Loop Out, Punch In/Punch Out 
and Locate markers in the time bar Acuma Labs.. Filter 

Machine. and more. 
• Event Automation Track 
• Enhanced Surround Sound mix environment 
with Depth of Center and LF Gain Control 
for each channel, surround-corrected bus and 
track assignment, front-to-rear pan via D8B 
control surface or MIDI and a 72-channel 
Overview window that instantly shows you 
where everything is 

• Enhanced, flexible MIDI VO mapping for all 
channel strip and Master parameters 

• 24-bit plug-in inserts across the main UR buses 

We could go on and on. But the main point is that 
if you buy a Mackie Digital 8•Bus now, you're not 
just getting a superb, productivity-boosting creative tool. 
You're buying the only digital console with an open 
architecture that provides for future enhancements, too. 
Mackie Real Time OS' 3.0 is dramatic proof...and 
there's more to come. 

Call for an excruciatingly detailed brochure or log onto 
our web site for more information on the remarkable 
Digital 8•Bus. 
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6 d Clean, rich and soaring reverbs with superclean tails...one of 
the most classy reverbs I have encountered and I would seriously 
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developed the Harmonizer units: smooth, accurate... more 

natural and open sounding than any of my other effects boxes. y y 

—Dave Martin, Recording Magazine. 

Mix and match any number of channels in standalone, 

Eve/Net remote controlled, or economical blank front 

panel Orville/R configurations. The Orville + Eve/Net sys-

tem changes and grows with your requirements. 



Get the MX-2424 
Advantage! 

‘‘ The 'Golden Ears' all found the 
TASCAM performed extremely well, 
nearly beating out a unit priced four 
times higher. The listening tests 
confirmed what I already knew: the 
MX-2424 is a solid performer at a 
great price. yy 

- Glen O'Hara, 
Pro Audio Review Magazine 

id ...the MX-2424 puts 
high-resolution sound quality and 
professional recording features at 
your fingertips. yy 

- Electronic Musician Magazine, 
2001 Editor's Choice Award 

4‘ ...the TASCAM MX-2424 
is a rock-solid, excellent studio 
recorder that performs well, sounds 
great and is priced right. yy 

- George Petersen, 
Mix Magazine 

iÉ The machine alone is impres-
sive enough to warrant close atten-
tion, but the implications inherent 
in the control and networking 
capabilities make it potentially 
astounding. yy 

- Rob James, 
Studio Sound Magazine 

TASCAM MX-2424 
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* based on an average 3 1/2 minute 
song of 24 tracks at 24-bit/48kHz. 

Your mileage may vary. 

t Offline CD-R backup is possible 
with an Ethernet-equipped 
computer. The 1749 (USD) 

reference is based on 
TASCAM's CDR-Pro Bundle. 

MX-2424 24-TRACK 24- BIT HARD DISK RECORDER/EDITOR II copyrights are the property 
of their respective holders 



know that with thousands and thousands of 
use around the world, the TASCAM MX-2424 
most popular 24-track recorder ever made. 
might not know is that the MX-2424 offers huge 
that aren't available on other standalone hard disk 
regardless of price. Whether you're making the 
from analog and tape-based digital recorders or 
into recording, here's some info to help you truly 
the MX-2424 advantage. 

Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics 
Not Required 
If you've ever recorded before, 
you'll find the MX-2424 as easy to 
use as any multitrack recorder. Flip 
the Power switch, arm a track and 
hit the Record and Play buttons. 
Voila...you're tracking to its 
internal hard disk. Since TASCAM 
has been the world leader in 
multitrack recording for over 
25 years, we know how to 
create gear that's powerful and 
sophisticated without making the 
learning curve too steep. 

Edit How You Like: 
MX-View- Waveform 
Graphic Interface 
and Extensive Front 
Panel Editing 
One of the main reasons to get into 
hard disk recording is the incredible 
editing power versus tape. Running 
in native Mac and PC versions 
and connected via a fast 100Mb 
Ethernet interface to your computer, 
the upcoming MX-View is a powerful 
graphic editing interface that offers 
sophisticated, sample-level editing 
on par with full-featured digital 
audio workstations. You can drag 
and drop on the fly, get onscreen 
metering for up to six MX-2424s, 
set up custom configurable key-
board shortcuts, manage virtual 
tracks and much more. If you want 
to use the MX-2424 in the field, its 
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extensive built-in front panel editing 
tools let you edit without lugging 
around a keyboard, monitor and 
mouse. 

True Recording 
Power: Take the 
Punch-In Challenge 
24-track, 24- bit digital audio 
requires a powerful hard disk 
recording engine. The MX-2424 is 
so strong that it allows for seamless, 
gapless punches across 24 tracks, 
with up to 72 tracks of throughput 
to accomplish this considerable 
task. If you're brave, try arming 
24 tracks on any other standalone 
24-track hard disk recorder and 
quickly punching in and out, It's just 
one example of the MX-2424's 
awesome dual-processor recording 
power and extremely fast 
SCSI bus. You can choose 
between TapeMode and 
Non Destructive recording, 
and access up to 999 virtual 
tracks per project with 100 
locate points, 100 levels of 
Undo and much more. 

Broadcast Wave audio files to PC 
disks, it's easy to move sound back 
and forth between your computer 
and the MX•2424. With these 
standard time-stamped file types 
and professional SCSI drives, 
you're ensured sample-accurate 
compatibility with Pro Tools , 
Nuendo", Digital Performer and 
more. With compatibility being so 
important to MX-2424 owners, it's 
no surprise that its 24-channel 
interfaces are ready to connect to 
just about any console, digital or 
analog. Or that its analog, TDIF and 
AES/EBU interface modules are 
96kHz ready, 

Back Up Your Tracks: 
As Low As A Buck 
Per Song 

Media 
90 Minute IDE Drive 
Orb Drive 
TASCAM DVD-RAM 
()Mine CD-R Backup' 

Cost of Drive 
5299 
$299 
5599 
5749 

Get the Advantage 
of the Most 
Powerful and Most 
Affordable 24-Track 
Hard Disk Recorder 
Available Today 
There's much more to the MX-7424 
than what fits on this page, like 
its award-winning sound quality, 
professional built-in synchronization 
tools and TASCAM's amazing online 
support forums. So if you're getting 
into the hard disk revolution, you 
might as well take advantage of the 
recorder with all the advantages 
Just go to www.mx2424.com 
for the complete MX-2424 story, or 
check out the MX-2424 for you irself 
at any TASCAM dealer. 

Media/10 Projects 
10 Drives 
1 Drive + 86 Disks 
1 Drive + 20 Diskç 

Total Cost 
57990 
52079 

If you're torced to use cheap disk drives to backup, you'll pay in the long run. 
DVD-RAM drives may be connected to the MX-2424's front panel or rear SCSI 
port, and offline CD-R backup via Ethernet transfer to your computer is the 
most cost-effective backup method available on any HD recorder by far. 

Sound Designer 
Broadcast Wave Files 
and SCSI Drives for 
Ultra Flexible 
Compatibility 
TASCAM understands the reality 
that you may need to interface your 
audio with other pieces of 
equipment. Since the MX-2424 
writes Sound Designer II" audio 
files to Mac-formatted disks and 

Hard disks are great for 
recording...but not so great for 
archiving and transferring audio. 
That's why the MX-2424 gives 
you choices like 9.4GB DVD-RAM 
discs for your backup solution. Or 
simply transfer your audio to your 
computer and backup to CD-ROM 
for as low as one dollar for an 
average pop tune*. 

Available soon, the new MX-View graphic editing soft wire offers 
DAW-style waveform editing power, drag-and-drop editing on the 
fly, control of up to six MX-2424s with metering and much more. 

TASCAM 
www.mx2424.co rri a whole world of recording 
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I CAN DO IT ALL BY MYSELF. 

The Yamaha AW4416 is all the studio you need to single-handedly record, mix and master a multi-platinum CD. This digital audio power-

house comes fully equipped with every feature, specification and extra you could possibly want, including many crucial items our com-

petition inexplicably left out. Arid its all integrated with the signature style, performance and innovation that's put Yamaha digital gear in 

a class hy itself. Once again. Yamaha gives you more for less. 

NO DATA COMPRESSION — THE AW4416 delivers full-fidelity INSERT I/O — Patch your analog gear onto any track to augment 

24- bit or 16- bit audio all the time on all 16 tracks the AW4416's capabilities 

.WAV FILE FORMAT — Files are stored in standard .wav 

format for ultimate compatibility and import/export ease 

SONIC FOUNDRY' SOFTWARE SUITE — Acid Sound Forge' 

and Siren Xpress are included for comprehensive editing 

02R LEVEL DIGITAL MIXER — Motorized fader automation accom-

panies an internal digital patchbay, providing infinite routing 

options 

STUDIO-GRADE EFFECTS — Yamaha loaded the AW4416 with 

dedicated 4-band parametric EQ and dynamics on all channels. 

plus two patchable multi- effects processors 

EXPANDABILITY — Dual card slots let you add analog and digital 

I/O options, Apogee converters or the new WAVFS multi-

effects processor card 

YAMAHA CD BURNER ON-BOARD — CD mastering and backup are 

always available and easily accessible 

DEDICATED METER BRIDGE— It's not a pricey option, its included 

MAXIMUM PORTABILITY— The AW4416 is small and light 

enough to carry on location in our new hardshell case* 

AFFORDABILITY — Get all this power for only $3,299 — 

YAMAHA 
WWW.AW4416.COM 

weieee 
NOMINEE 

For 'adieu., uall (BOO) 937-71/I ext. 621.111M YAYS4.AW4416.com and mini, yarnaha conPproaudio Case is optional ' ,Estimated street pr Le. All tiadeniarks are me nrobeny Of Mau riminntivn companies. 

2001 Yamaha Opi wale ut America. Pro Au010 FlOilüftÉ, PO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622 All rights reserved. Yamaha is a registered trademark of Yamaha Corporation. 
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EDITORIAL 1111 

Lost Along thE Way 
Recently I upgraded to a shiny Apple Titanium G4 PowerBook. 

My old PowerBook was getting a bit long-in-the-tooth for run-

ning digital audio software, plug-ins, and software synths/sam-

plers. Right now, the old machine is serving as the front end for 

my home stereo; I'm converting my CD collection to MP3's, 

and the PowerBook is being used as a server/jukebox for them. 

Yeah, I know — MP3 is a tool of the devil. But before you retch 

at the idea, I'm converting the CDs at high variable bitrates; 

which provide much better sound quality than you find with 

Web downloads (but less space savings). The sound quality is 

fine for this non-critical listening environment and application. 

The CDs will end up in my studio, where I can enjoy them in all 

their uncompressed glory. 

An unexpected benefit of ripping all those discs is that I've 

rediscovered a lot of really cool music. This sparked my inter-

est in revisiting some of my own older music. But I'm running 

into problems. It's stored on a variety of tape formats, some of 

which I no longer have access to. Worse, much of it only 

exists as data files dating back to Commodore 64 and Atari 

1040st, as well as myriad Macs and PCs, using a staggering 

array of long-gone sequencers and patch librarians, disk for-

mats, synthesizers, samplers, effects processors, automated 

mixers, and so on. I was pretty religious about transferring 

basic content as I upgraded, but a lot of little stuff was lost 

along the way. And in the instances where I did transfer data 

as I moved from platform to platform, a lot of vital documen-

tary information has gone missing. 

Somehow the world will keep turning without benefit of 

hearing my early masterpieces. I'm the only person who'll 

likely miss them, and, honestly, I got my full value in the 

learning process of creating them. But you may have an old 

back-catalog that's worth more, either financially or artistical-

ly. Do yourself a favor; unless you've kept the exact same 

gear and software over the years (who has?), take some time 

to revisit and verify your own archives. And make sure that 

you have a workable long-term archiving plan in place — not 

just backup (which is mandatory), but true archiving that will 

let you access and re-

create everything. A big 

part of this is document-

ing everything accurately, 

then also archiving the 

documentation. It takes 

space and it takes time, 

but in the long run, it's 

worth it. 

—Mitch Gallagher 

mgallagher@uemedia.com 
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m the M Series b Soundcraft 

SERIES 

Available in three sizes 
Spirit M4, M8 & M12. All include: 

(4 mono, 8 mono, 12 mum)) 
• High quality mic preamp: 

as used in our TEC Award winning 

Ghost Recording Console 
• Separate 24 bit S/PDIF output: 

allows recording direct to PC soundcard, 
CD burner or other digital recorders 

• Four stereo inputs & four stereo returns 
• Integral rack mounting system: 
Simply remove side panels to reveal 

the rack mounting system 
• Full length 100 mm faders: 

fur inure precise control and 
greater resolution 
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LETTERS TO EQ 

"BECAUSE PRODUCERS HAVE BEEN TREATED AS ROYALTY IN SOME PLACES, THEY FEEL THEY HAVE 

THE RIGHT TO ABUSE THE HELP" 

-JAY 1150N, N65VAII, 

VtO W.ÇPMAG.CONI IN 'LI 
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' IESTED:TASCAM MX-2424 RECORDER 

GET YOUR OWN 
DAMN COFFEE! 

You should have labeled the "Service is 
King" z rticle in the July 2001 issue "The 

Egotistical World of L.A. Producers." I 

used to work at a fairly famous recording 

studio in the Midwest as an 

engineer/assistant engineer. I had a 

bunch of really great experiences with 

awesome producers from this area who 
were fantastic mentors. Then, Mr. L.A. 

producer came to town (I won't say 
names, but he's a famous and well-

respected producer who's been featured 

in your magazine) and made me hate the 
music industry with his ego. Since when 

does vibe come from yelling and scream-

ing at the assistant? Since when does 
vibe come from treating people indignant-
ly? I'm willing to take the fall for someone 

a couple of times to save their face — 
that's part of being an assistant. However, 

when the producer has obviously made a 

mistake, blames the assistant, yells at the 

assistant because the producer spliced 

the tape incorrectly, then kicks the wall 

while screaming very vulgar obscenities 

— you really start to hate your job and the 

industry that fed the monster. 

After three weeks of being blamed for 

the producer's mistakes, being cursed, 

and being threatened, it all came to a cli-

max. This nutcase freaked out while the 

tape was rolling because the tape 
machine was rewinding too slowly 

between takes. This was apparently my 

fault. In the middle of a take, he got up 

and walked over to me and started 

screaming obscenities in my face. The 

veins on his bald head were practically 

popping out of his skin. Most people 

would have left the room or knocked the 

little pinhead down, but I waited until the 

end of the song to make sure we got the 

take, and then left the room. 

After about 15 minutes the producer 

came out of the studio and very calmly 

asked if he could speak with me out-

side. So we go outside, and, in a very 

fatherly way, he told me that I just was-

n't cut out for the music business! 

Because producers have been treat-
ed as royalty in some places, they feel 

they have the right to abuse the help. 

They also look at assistants as sub-

servient. This is because of comments 

like, 'When you see my coffee cup half-

empty, I shouldn't even have to tell you to 
fill it." Do you even realize how slimy that 

sounds? Sure, the assistant is there to do 
things like get coffee when things are 
really flowing and vibing. If there's a vibe 

and a friendship/respect for the assistant, 
he or she will be happy to get coffee — 

and know when coffee is needed. I would 
never treat an assistant, and have never 

treated an assistant, like slave labor. I 

treat them with respect and try to teach 

them what I know. 
Jay Lison 

Neenah, WI 

STEP BY STEP 
After reading the review on Pro Tools 
5.1 in your April 2001 issue, I found it 

curious that you state: "Need to feed a 

stereo mix to a DAT machine, cassette 
deck, and CD recorder simultaneously? 

No problem. Want to mult an aux send 

to feed two different effects boxes? A 

snap." I've been unable to get that sce-
nario to function. Can you help by giving 

me a step-by-step explanation on how 

this is achieved? I've tried in vain to find 

this information in the manual and have 

tried many combinations (some logical, 

some not so logical) in the I/O window, 
but have been unable to get multiple 

outputs to be assigned. 
Jeffrey Campo 

Production Manager 

Soweto Productions 

[Here's one solution: Say you want to 

route a stereo mix to three recorders, 
which are on the first three pairs of out-

puts on your interface. Create three 

stereo paths that address those 

recorders. Instead of busing the outputs 
of all your tracks to a stereo master 

fader, bus them to a stereo aux fader. 
Assign the output of the aux fader to 

the first path. Control-click the aux 

input's output assign and select the 

second stereo path. A "+" should 
appear before the path assignment for 

the aux fader. Control-click again to 
add a third path, and so on. Audio 

tracks and aux inputs, as well as their 

sends, can be assigned to multiple out-
put paths in this way. 

This doesn't work for master faders, 

although you could set up three master 
faders assigned to the three stereo 

paths, then send the outputs of all your 

tracks to those three master faders. 

DSP-wise, this is better, since master 
faders don't use any DSP. —Mitch 

Gallagher, Editor] 

LIVING THE DREAM 
I would just like to say thanks for all the 
good stuff that is brought to us by the EQ 

people every month. Without you guys, I 

would not be where I am today. EQ gave 

me the confidence to pursue my studio 
dreams, and also supplied the know-

how on gear and attitude. Mr. Kooper 
and Mr. Nichols are both incredible peo-

ple — their articles, whether comedy or 

business — are invaluable. In regards to 

the Dr. Dre article in the June issue, 

thanks again. Being partial to rock, rap is 

not something I listen to on a daily basis. 

I must admit to liking Dr. Dre, though. It 
was good to read how he makes such 

unbelievable albums. 

Mike Lynn 

Maple Sound Co. 

CORRECTION 
In the July issue, in the "Summer Gear" 
feature, we state that the AD16 and 

DA16 are 8-channel boxes; they are in 

fact 16-channel boxes. 

10 I AUGUST2001 I E0 
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ON THE BOARDS 

VOCALS AND DENSE MIXES 
I'm working on a "Bangra" project for a 

client of mine. This music is just chock-

full of percussion, including dholak's, 
tablas, congas, bongos, shakers of all 

kinds, a drum kit, bass, guitars, etc. This 
mix is very dense and is pretty much 

"pedal to the metal" from start to stop. 

The male vocalist is excellent and 

quite dynamic, and it's quite difficult get-

ting the vocal to sit right in the mix. 

Would it be a good idea to thin every-

thing else out a bit to make room for the 

lead vocal? This could make the per-

cussion track less powerful, though — a 
big no-no in this style of music. Or is it 

better to EQ the lead vocal, adding 
presence and reducing bottom end a 
bit, and then apply heavy compression 

and limiting to it? — d&dmusic 

Try this: Run the whole mix, except the 

vocal, through a TO Electronic Finalizer 

or a three-band compressor plug-in. 

Put the vocal through its own compres-
sor, but not compressed too much. It's 

a good idea to thin out some of the bot-

tom end on the vocal so it doesn't com-
pete with the bottom end of the track. 

Add the vocal into the track after the 

track has been limited. Now the vocal 

can have some dynamics that aren't con-

strained by the limiter on the entire track. 

Sometimes you can use the vocal to 
feed the sidechain of the track limiter so 

that the track is crunched just a hair more 

during the actual vocal, but then the track 

is allowed to expand a little when the 
singer is between verses. Don't do this 
very much; you don't want to hear the 

track pumping in and out between lines 
of the vocal. — Roger Nichols 

LOW-END TROUBLES 
i mix on a pair of Alesis Monitor Ones 
powered by an RA- 100 amp, in a small 

room with four inches of 

rockwool/woodwool everywhere. The 
bass response at my mixing position is 

fairly neutral (all notes from various 

bass instruments and a frequency gen-

erator come across at approximately 

the same volume). 
My problem is that my mixes sound 

like I want them to at my studio, but 
are bass heavy/muddy/booming at 

various other places. I wonder if get-

ting myself a subwoofer will help, or is 

it a better idea to get a 31-band EQ 
and tune the response of the moni-

tors. I'd prefer the subwoofer 
approach, as I like to hear a lot of 

bass while working. Besides, since 

bass response already seems neu-

tral, I can't imagine I'd accomplish 

much with monitor EQs. — jsiyer. 

Inexpensive, tried, and true: Check your 

mixes (once you think they're done) on 

other sources. Headphones (good and 
cheap ones), boom boxes, car stereos, 

computer cheapies, and the old home 

stereo. If there's a problem, it's bound to 
show up somewhere. Then compare 

your work with records you like. 

Acoustically speaking, completely 

padding your room has eaten some of 

the mid and high frequency response, 

thus increasing the low-mids and bass 
perception. Funny, because this would 

cause the opposite of what you're expe-

riencing. Anyway.... 
Bring your speaker closer if not right 

against the wall. That will increase the 

bass response. ( It will also mess with 

the flatness of the whole spectrum, but 

it's probably not flat to begin with.) Does 

that help? 

From your mixing position, move 

back and forth within a few feet while 

listening to some bass content. Loop a 

short segment for consistency. The 

ED CHERNEY 
BEHIND THE BIG BOARDS 

ROGER NICHCKS 
DIGITAL RECORDING FORI IM 

GEORGE MASSENBURG 
ASK GEORGE MASSENBURG 

DAVID FRANGIONI 
STUDIO TECH 

web 
Have a question you'd like answered? Visit 
Roger Nichols, George Massenburg, Ed 
Cherney, and David Frangioni online at 

bass perception is probably being 
greatly altered as you're doing this. 

Maybe you're sitting in a dead spot. 

—Emile 

MIC SPLITTER 
I'm looking into buying a 16- or 24-

channel mic splitter for live recording. 
Can anyone point me in the right direc-

tion as far as what sounds good and 

what doesn't? —Jason 

What sounds best is no splitter. So if 

you're doing a recording breakout, 

make sure that there's a passive output 

before the split transformers. One well-

grounded, isolated system can general-
ly share the stage ground, which, for 

well-known safety reasons, should be 
grounded to the same tie as the mics 

and stands. We always try to do the 

recording off of this one. 
Nathaniel Kunkel and I have perfect-

ed this system of doing live recording 

with a pile of calibrated mic pres, a few 

EQs and limiters, and a [Sony] 3348 or 

two sitting right by the monitor setup. No 
truck. No separate ground (ground is 

tied in to stage ground). No hum. Great 

communication with stage crew, etc. 
—George Massenburg 

WORD CLOCK CABLE LENGTH 
Is it important to keep all word clock 

cables at the same length and, if so, 

what are the cable specs? I keep all my 

AES cables the same length, and I also 
try to keep my other audio wiring the 

same lengths, like speaker cables, etc. 

Should one stick to that with word 

clock? —Chris L. 

It's not necessary for each word clock 
cable to be the same length, but it 

never hurts to keep them as short as 

possible. By using very high-quality 

word clock cable, your lengths can go 

pretty far (30 ft.). The spec on tradi-

tional word clock is BNC-terminated, 

75-ohm cable. — David Frangioni 
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2001 1926 

Happy Birthday to us... 
Who would have thought that the Tantalum alloy 

rectifier Guy Fountain designed in 1926 would 

lend its name to one of the audio industries lead-

ing loudspeaker designers and manufacturers? 

While rectifiers are no longer part of our portfolio 

the legacy of creativity that marked those early 

days persists. 

As you may notice, 2001 marks our seventy-fifth 

birthday - quite a unique landmark in an industry 

CIRCLE 49 ON INFO CARD 

where brands come and go at the blink of an eye. 

But we're not growing old - far from it. We're 

seventy-five years young and our efforts ontinue, 

generating new and groundbreaking idea that bring 

advancements to the science of louds1 aker design 

and application. Designs that stand th test of time 

and meet the demanding needs of industy professionals. 

11111%.1.0-. NOY 
FOR THOSE WHO KNOW 

Tannoy/TGI North America Inc. • 335 Ave., 

Suite 1 • Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 2M 5E1 

Phone: ( 519) 745-1158 • Fax: ( 519) 74 2364 

Dealer order hotline: ( Fax) 1-800-525-70 

Literature hotline: litplease@tgina.com e-mail: 

inquiries@tgina.corn • Web site: www nnoy.com t ot 
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PRODUCT VIEWS 
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Eventide 
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THE PRODUCT: Fostex DV40 
THE BASICS: DVD Master Recorder 
THE DETAILS: Designed to record (and 
playback) audio data directly onto a DVD-
RAM disc, the DV40 offers a variety of 
useful features and takes advantage of the 
UDF file format for DVD-RAM disc encryp-
tion that aids compatibility between multi-

ple computers. The DV40 provides 
internal file conversion 
between four-track, stereo, and 
multitrack mono files. Insert 
mode allows the user to undo 
functions by time and date. The 
other option is Tape mode, 
which is destructive. This varia-
tion does provide data security 
for accidental power cut (up to 
the point of power failure). 
Sampling frequencies are 44.1, 

48, 88.2, 96, 176.4, and 192 kHz (an 
optional hard drive installation is required 
for 88.2 and 96 kHz/four-track and 176.4 
and 196 kHz recording). 
CONTACT: Fostex at www.fostex.com. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 104. 

THE PRODUCT: TC Electronic version 
2.0 System 6000 Software 
THE BASICS: Latest Version of 6000 
Software with New Features 

THE DETAILS: TC Electronic is 
now shipping Version 2 software 
for their acclaimed System 6000 
multichannel signal processing 

platform. The new version includes 
user interface improvements such as 
a four-engine overview page, extended 
preset management and storage to 
PCMCIA cards, as well as improved 
surround reverbs and additional factory 
presets. 
CONTACT: TC Electronic at www.  
tcelectronic.com. Circle EQ free lit. #105. 

THE PRODUCT: Eventide Eclipse 
THE BASICS. Harmonizer Brand 
Effects Processor 
THE DETAILS: Eventide's handy new 
Harmonizer unit provides 24-bit digital 
conversion and 96 kHz sampling, deliv-
ering pitch change, reverb, and special 
effects presets through a dual-engine 
architecture in stereo, dual-mono, 
series, or parallel. Digital inputs/outputs 
include two channels of AES/EBU, and 
the unit has five-pin DIN output and thru 
seven-pin DIN input MIDI connections. 
CONTACT: Eventide at www.  
eventide.com. Circle EQ free lit. #106. 

11E3 tin 
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Digital Audio Essentials 
from the digital audio interface experts 

:• : 11+11u: /m 

• 

NEW! ADAT S/PDIF conversion 
z-8.8a Lightpipe Detangler is a Lightpipe patch bay and also converts 
bidirectionally between ADAT Lightpipe format and S/PDIF (AES/EBU 
optional). S/PDIF inputs also feature defeatable sample rate conversion, 
allowing four asynchronous stereo digital sources to feed an eight-channel 
Lightpipe destination. 

Digital Detangler automated digital audio patchbay 
Available with 8x8 or 16x16 inputs and outputs. Supports AES/EBU, 
S/PDIF optical & coaxial, ADAT Lightpipe optical (no format conversion 
to and from ADAT format). Mix and match port configurations to build the 
perfect solution for your studio (standard configurations also available). 

Rack-mount sample rate converters 

With a full range of input and output formats, input and output wordwidths 
up to 24 bits at sample rates up to 96 kHz. Available in two-channel (z-3src) 
and eight-channel (z-8src) packages. 

Digital Detangler Pro automated digital audio patchbay 
Available in 8x8, 16x16, 32x32, and 64x64 configurations. Can be controlled from 
dedicated remote controller, Mac, or PC software (network versions available). 

NEW! 24/96 miniature sample rate converters 
z-link96 and z-link96+ support up to 24 bits at 96 kHz with user-selectable 
16- or 24-bit output 

Lightpipe and ADAT are trademarks of Ales is Corporation 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
Tel: 352.371.0990 I> Fax: 352.371.0093 

z-sys@z-sys.com > www.z-sys.com 
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PRODUCT IIEWS 
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THE PRODUCT: Korg Electribe EM-1 
THE BASICS: Music Production Station 
THE DETAILS: Korg's Electribe series 
continues with the EM-1, which sup-
plies two synth and eight drum parts, 
11 insert effects, and real-time and 
step sequencing. The EM- I's PCM 
sound engine features 50 synth wave-
forms and 144 drum sounds. 
CONTACT: Korg at www.korg.wm. 
Circle EQ free lit. #107. 

THE PRODUCT: Apogee AD16 and 
DA16 
THE BASICS: 16-Channel Converters 
THE DETAILS: The AD16 supplies 
16 channels of 24-bit AID conversion 
at up to 96 kHz. Features include 
syncable word clock, Apogee's UV22 
word-length reduction system, and 

"Softlimit," which is used to maxi-
mize digital output level without 
overs. The Apogee DA16 provides 
16-channels of 24-bit DIA conversion 
at 96 kHz with AES/EBU, TDIF, and 
ADAT inputs and the "IntelliDAC" 
system, which utilizes two-stage re-
clocking that processes particularly 
jittery signals with two clocks. 

CONTACT: Apogee at 
www.apogeedigital.com. Circle EQ 
free lit. # 108. 

SONICALLY PURE 
AMEK System 9098 Compressor/Limiter 

The System 9098 Compressor/Limiter is yet another classic dynamics processor from the bench of Mr. Rupert Neve. 

Inspired by his now revered 2254, the 9098 CL offers the legendary performance of Mr. Rupert Neves classic designs 

with all the versatility demanded by today's production requirements Contact AMR and ask about arranging a demo. 

"-es " -.11,0441tdo e•.* • - • • . • 

Ow MANCHESTER 
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Equalizer & Dual Mic Amplifier also availahla 

• LOS ANGELES flk NASHVILLE TOKYO 

1 ( 800) 585 6875 1 (888) 286 9358 81 3 5606 3101 etIVIEK 
MI A Harman International Company 
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audiolechnica 

The big consoles, the top studios, the 

best talent...a Grammy. That's what 

I want. And that's what I'll get... 

someday...with hard work, a little luck 

and the right gear. 

For me, the right gear starts with 

microphones. On vocals, guitar cabs, 

overheads, everything, 30 Series 

mics give me exactly what I want. 

That's why they'll be with me 

all the way to the top. 

30 series 

AT3035 
large- diaphragm 

cardioid condenser microphone 

AT3031 
cardioici condenser microphone 

AT3032 
omni condenser microphone 

For more info, 

visit www.audio-technica.com 

no-Teclinica Inc.1 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 330,686.2600 Fax: 330.686.0719 I E-mail: proaatus.com I vvww.audio-techruca.corn 

, plumy Exissy Simla's. North Hollywood. CA, courldAY of GadAW. Inc 



By StEVE La CErra 

Dynaudio AIR SEriEs 
Developed as a joint effort between Dynaudio 

Acoustics and TC Electronic, the AIR Series of 

loudspeakers is a new line of "intelligent" studio 

speakers designed to overcome some of the 
problems associated with 5.1 (as well as stereo) 

monitoring in recording studio, postproduction, 

film, and mastering applications. Technology 

behind the drivers utilized in the AIR Series was 

developed by Dynaudio Acoustics, while sys-

tem control and power management technology 

was handled by TC Electronic. AIR Series 
speakers combine onboard DSP and network-

ing technology in a compact package, providing 

remote adjustment of system parameters, and 

allowing a user to easily integrate their monitors 
into any given acoustic environment with preci-

sion and repeatability. 
Initial AIR Series products include the AIR6 

and the AIR15. Both of these speakers are 

biamped, two-way neartield monitors employing 
a 1.1-inch soft-dome tweeter; the AIR6 employs 

a 6-inch woofer while the AIR15's cabinet fea-
tures a 9-inch woofer. Each driver is powered 

by an internal 200-watt PWM amplifier. Three 
different AIR sub-

woofers are available, 

each tailored to a spe-

cific acoustic applica-
tion. Any of the AIR 

Series monitors may 

be networked for use 

in stereo or 5.1 appli-

cations. 
Many engineers 

who are working 

on the 5 1 platform 

have discovered that 

there are calibration 

issues different from 

those apparent when 

working in stereo. In 

rliYNAUDIO AIR SERIES 
WHAT IS IT? A new series of powered moni-
tors with networking capabilities for distribu-
tion of audio and control information. 

WHO NEEDS IT? Anyone doing critical listen-
ing or mixing in stereo or 5.1. 

WHY IS IT A BIG DEAL? AIR series moni-
tors provide store and recall functions for 
parameters such as EQ, time-alignment, and 
crossover points. 

SHIPPING: Fourth quarter, 2001 

PRICE: TI3A 

CONTACT: For more information, contact 
TC Electronic at 800-482-4536 or visit 
www.dynaudioacoustics.com. Circle E0 
free lit # 120 

addition to physical placement of the cabi-

nets in the listening room, time-alignment, 
bass management, and varying mix formats 

all complicate the 5.1 monitoring process. 

AIR Series speakers contain DSP tools to 

help overcome these problems. Precise 

control over the EQ of each cabinet allows 
an AIR system to be fine-tuned for a partic-

ular listening environment. Through the use 

of a delay incorporated into the DSP, each 

cabinet may be aligned for proper arrival 
time to the listening position. Integrated 

bass management includes adjustment of 

the crossover point, as well as low-frequen-

cy level. All of these parameters may be 
stored and recalled to facilitate quick, accu-

rate reset for varying format requirements. 

In addition, any of the monitors in an AIR 

system may be muted or soloed for easy 
isolation of a particular channel. 

An AIR system may be centrally controlled 

from either a dedicated remote or a "Master" 

AIR loudspeaker. Rear-panel features of an 

AIR Series "Master" speaker include bal-
anced analog audio input on XLR connectors, 

AES/EBU digital audio input, word clock 
input, and CAT5 network connectors. An AIR 

Master cabinet distributes audio and control 

data to "slave" enclosures via a single net-

work connection, simplifying the number of 
cables required for connection of complex 

systems. The Master cabinet features a front-

panel, back- lit LCD, which shows information 

such as global volume setting, status of high-

pass filter, preset number, and level calibra 
tion of each cabinet. An AIR system may also 

be controlled via optional Mac or PC inter-

face. A proprietary software package devel-

oped by TC Electronic will offer advanced EQ 
and delay tools specifically designed for 

acoustic consultants and installers. • 
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Sweetwater Best Prices. Largest Selection. Amazing Service. 

  iLL 73 gear 7200 viPfl 
If ydif brilg shop -di "out 

local music store, you're 

missing out on a lot! 

Sw—éseWater offers you: 

• The BEST fetés›! 

• The LARGÉST Nitiriety of 

top brands in stock and 

réti'd y to ship! 
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the industry's leading :« 

music specialists! 

• Hassle free shopping! 

Make the smart Chbice for 
your music. Buy dirett 

from SWeetWater todkryi 4 

—  or — 

Visit our website. 
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5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

Tel' (219) 432-8176 • Fax: (219) 432-1758 

http://www.sweetwateccom 
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sweetwateccom 

Experienced and Factory-authorized 

Knowledgeable Salespeople service center 

Sweetwater 
music technology direct - 
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By Lisa Roy 

SESSION FILE 

SiMate, Kevin Syzmanski 

Korn's Drum Sound 
Michael 

BEinhorn and 

Frank Filipetti 

help create a 

monster drum 

sound 

SIGNAL PATH 
"We're tracking on an SSL 9000J," explains 

Frank Filipetti. "Conway has a nice, big tracking 

room with high ceilings, and it sounds live with-

out being uncontrollable. Michael and I are big 

fans of putting the mic pres as close to the 
source as possible. (Hint to console manufactur-

ers: remote mic pres!). We put most of our drum 

mics through outboard Neve 1053's, 1057's, and 

1073's. The mics were bussed to a rack of 24 dB 

Technologies Blue A-to-D converters. The AES 

outputs of the Blues were connected to an 
Euphonix R-1 digital multitrack. The R-1 was 

running 24-bit/96 kHz. We then ran the digital 

output of the R-1 to another rack of dB 
Technologies Blue D-to-A's for monitoring." 

MIC POSITION 
According to Frank Filipetti, "Michael and I start-

ed talking about this record almost a year ago. 
During our conversations, we both agreed that 

we wanted to record this album a little different-

ly than usual. Albums that are recorded analog 

just don't have the 

transient response of 
a live performance. 

The initial Impact of a 

snare or bass drum 

simply gets lopped off 

on analog tape. On 
the other hand, 

most digital record-

ings don't have the 
warmth or resolution 

of analog recordings. 

We wanted nothing 

less than the best of 

DATE: May—July, 2001 

STUDIO: Conway Recording Studios, Studio C 

LOCATION: Hollywood, CA 

ARTIST: Korn 

DRUMMER: David Silveria 

PROJECT: Untitled work in progress 

TRACK: "Ass Mower" (working title) 

PRODUCER: Michael Beinhom 

ENGINEER: Frank Filipetti 

ASSISTANT ENGINEER: Kevin Szymanski 

both worlds — digital's transients and analog's 

warmth and detail. 

"Between Michael, myself, and Conway, we 
had a terrific selection of old and new mics to 

work with. The first issue was the bass drum. 

I've always loved putting an AKG D12 on the 

beater, while putting a [Neumann] '47 FET a 

foot or so further back to capture the low-end 

bloom. Sometimes I'd build a little tunnel 
around the front of the drum for the '47 to keep 

it focused on the bass drum. And, occasional-

ly, I like to add a [Sennheiser] '421 to the D12, 
making sure their capsules are time-aligned. 

'This time, Jonathan Davis (Korn's lead 

singer) brought along an AKG D30, which I had 

never used before. I set it up in place of the '421 

and it added a nice bit of punch to the sound. 

With five U 47's available, we decided to try one 
on the kick instead of the FET. When we set it 

up to listen, the 1057 mic pre was too hot and 

was distorting. Mixed with the AKG's, however, 
it added an awesome low end. I cut back on the 

preamp to clean up the signal, but found that 

some of that 'bloom' around the bottom went 
away. So, I printed the distorted version! 

'The snare mic was — surprise — a Shure 

SM57! It's still a great combination of transient 
response and rising high end. Although I love 

the air a condenser can add on a snare or a 

tom, I find the transients just too much for the 

capsules to accurately reproduce. We had a 

Sennhelser 441 under the snare with the 

phase reversed. Although the crack of the 

snare came through nicely with the two mics, 

we still felt the midrange of the snare was a bit 

light, so we added an Audio-Technica ATM25 

positioned at the air vent on the snare. A bit of 
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The Langevin Dual Vocal Combo is a 2 channel microphone 

preamplifier with 2 shelf equalizers plus 2 channels of 

electro-optical limiters. Full-on STEREO, baby! 

This combo is the result of suggestions from our 

customers to combine two of our most popular Langevin 

products and make the price irresistible, half the price of 

the Voxbox in fact, for 2 channels of great sounding all-

discrete channel strips. Sound interesting? 

The PVC includes real VU meters, individual phantom power, 

limiter linking, and time proven circuitry. This is an ideal box 

for musicians and engineers on a budget and is equally at 

home in a big league studio, mobile recording truck, or live 
gig. It has the relial2ility, functionality, and the sound 

without the any of the complexity— the essential features 

without the "sea of knobs." Easy on the wallet, easy to love. 

Built with precision and pride by: 

Manley Laboratories, Inc. 
13880 Magnolia Ave. Chino, CA. 91710 USA 
tel: (909) 627-4256 fax: (909) 628-2482 

www.manleylabs.com 
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that added in did the trick, and gave us 

the midrange punch we were missing. 
'We started out using Audio-Technica 

ATM35's mounted on the toms. These 

are personal favorites of mine, and I've 

been using them for years. They're small-

capsule condensers that are specifically 

made to handle high SRL. Unfortunately, 

they also have a relatively high gain struc-

ture, and with the Neve pre's lowest set-
ting, we were still getting too much gain. 

The studio didn't have any in-line pads 

available, so we put up Sennheiser '421's 
on the two rack toms and two floor toms. 

They sounded fine and we decided to 
stay with them. [Drummer] David Silveria 

also has a "gong" drum, which is basical-
ly a stretched head over a shell. It has 

very little tone (it's more like a thud), but 
goes very deep. A '421 over the head did-

n't give us enough low end, so we added 

an Audio-Technica AT4047 inside the 
shell, looking up toward the head (again 

with the phase reversed). 

"For the overheads, we were blessed 

with a complement of four red-striped 
Siemens AKG C12's. I had hoped to use 

three mics to capture the scope of 

• 

David Silveria's amply miked kit. Shown here: the tour overhead mics and snare drum mics. 

David's kit, but it became quickly appar-
ent that his setup was too large. So I 

ended up using four overheads. The 

extreme left and right mics were placed 
equidistant from the snare head. (I like 

my snare to be in the center of the over-

head mics.) The inner two mics were 

also placed equidistant from the snare. I 

True blue. 
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Scorn plus 
Stereo Compressor/Limiter 

tried to get the overheads as close to the 
kit as possible, while still getting a uni-

form soundfield from the coverage. 
"Then came the room mics. The first 

step was to have David play while 

Michael and I walked the room. As a 
drummer myself, I've always liked the 

sound of the kit behind the drums. I found 

 MFEM 

It combines a feature-rich Compressor/Limiter, Expander/Gate and 

Enhancer offering precise control. And its logical front panel layout 

with extensive metering makes it easy to use. The plus is for its useful 

De-Esser that removes sibilance from vocals and reduces overly bright 

audio. Most importantly, S.com plus's audio path employs super 

low-noise VCAs with vast headroom and imperceptible distortion for 

transparency and sonic integrity. 

And it carries S Class's assurance for intelligent design, superior 

functionality and unparalleled performance. 
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two spots in back of the kit that had just 
the combination of power and warmth 

that I was looking for. I placed two U 47's, 

in omni, at those spots approximately 

nine feet in the air. Michael found a spot 

at the front of the kit, facing the bass 

drum, that had the additional transients 

we were looking for. After some experi-
mentation, we finally settled on two 

Neumann CMV 3's flanking a Telefunken 
CM51, approximately two feet in front of 

the kick at beater height. 

"Finally, we added a pair of rear over-

heads to get a sense of room, while still 

staying fairly close to the kit. After all the 

mics were placed, I put a phasP clicker 

through them all to check for phase. With 

over 30 channels of open mics, it's extreme-
ly important to constantly monitor phase." 

PROCESSING 
Frank Filipetti says, "There was no signal 

processing added, except a little EQ 
through the Neve mic pres. I added very 

little EQ to the snare and overhead mics, 

just a little 10 or 15k on top, nothing seri-

ous. I did add some serious low end on 

the console to the CMV 3's to bring out 

the bottom-end transients. Maybe about 

7 or 8 dB at 60 Hz. That's it." 

TRACK NOTES 
Frank Filipetti elaborates, "When Michael 

Beinhorn first approached me to record 

the new Korn record, his first comment 

was that, while he wanted this to be a 

truly aggressive record, he also wanted it 

to be 'high fidelity.' 

'The key to achieving that would come 

from two components: First would be the 
recording medium, and second would be 

the drum sound. Based on our discus-

sions, I came to feel that an analog tape 

machine would never get the kind of in-

your-face transients that Michael wanted 

to achieve. We spent our first day in the 

studio not getting sounds, but choosing a 
multitrack recorder. For our tests, we had 

Michael's custom-built Studer eight-track 

two-inch analog tape machine, a Sony 

3348HR, and a Euphonix R-1. 

Supplementing the digital tape machines 

was a wide array of A-to-D converters, 

including those from Panasonic, Apogee, 

dB Technologies, Sony, and Euphonix. 
'The winner in the digital comparisons 

was the dB Technologies A-to-D Blue 

converter running at 96 kHz into the R-1. 

But what did surprise everyone, including 

Michael, was the degree to which that 

setup blew away the analog multitrack. 

"Now that we had a recording medium, 

the next step was to set up David's drums 

and choose the right kit. We found that 
David's live kit was not altogether what we 

needed in the studio. David likes playing an 

18-inch bass drum, but we felt it wasn't 

going to give us the low-end punch we were 

looking for. We finally settled on a 20-inch 

(although we found a 22-inch that sounded 

awfully good). We also tried many snare 

drums and settled on one for the project. 
"One final point is that no matter how 

good the engineer, or the mics, or the pre-

amps, or the console, or the room, the sim-
ple truth is that a poorly tuned kit played by 

a less-talented drummer is going to sound 
just exactly like what it is. We did come up 

with a sound we all love, but the bottom 

line is that Judd Kalish did a wonderful job 

in tuning and keeping the drums cracking. 

And David just plain knows how to hit 
them. In the end, that's the real story 

behind a great drum sound." • 
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It's  simply the most versatile and flexible four-channel headphone 

amplifier you can own. Each channel incorporates independent Level 

control, Two-Band EQ and a Stereo Aux Input. Listeners can also mix 

in more of their own signal for "More Me." Plus, the amplifier will 

power all twelve headphone outs. 

The S•phone, like the entire Samson S Class range. represents a new 

perspective on audio processing tools. 
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S Class. Burning Audio Technology. Cool Processing Tools. 
To learn more about S Class products visit our website at www samsontech com 
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By Lisa Roy 

ROOK- WITH A VU 

The Steakhouse 
Adding SOME 

mEat to thE 

middlE of 

North 

Hollywood's 

studio row 

STUDIO NAME: The Steakhouse 

LOCATION: North Hollywood, CA (in the mid-

dle of studio row, known as NoHo) 

KEY CREW: Kelle Musgrave, Lee Bench, 
Rex Goggins, and Justina Powell 

CREDITS: Steve Lukather — Luke was one of 
the first projects done at The Steakhouse, along 

with a Jeff Beck solo record, as yet untitled and 

unreleased. According to studio manager Kelle 
Musgrave, "Since re-opening in May, we've 

been block-booked with Sally Browder tracking 

and mixing Pepisito Reyes of the Buena Vista 
Social Club, the 1-10 Chronicles for Virgin 

Records, and Danni Leigh." 

MIXING CONSOLE: 56-input, custom 80 
series EMI/Neve 

AMPS: H and H MOSFETs 
MONITORS: JBL, KRK, Tannoy Gold, 

Yamaha NS-10 
RECORDERS: Studer A827, Ampex AIR-102 

w/four speed cards, Alesis M20 ADATs, 

Masterlink 
OUTBOARD: TC Electronic TC1140, Aphex 

661, 107, 109, 105, 622, 651, 720, 320A; 

Anthony Demaria Labs ADL-1000s, Schubert 

Systems six-band parametric EQ 

EFFECTS: Lexicon Super Prime Time, 

PCM-70, 224 with LARC; Eventide H-

3000/SE, H910; Alesis Q20, A/DA stereo 

tap delay STD- 1B, DigiTech GSP-2101, 

Dynacord CLS-222, AKG stereo 

reverb/delay, Roland SRV 2000, SDE 

3000; Yamaha SPX 90 
MICS: Selection of tracking mics includes 

AKG, Neumann tubes, Sennheisers, Audio-
Technica AT4033's, Shure, and Groove 

Tube 

COMPUTERS: Macs and PCs 
STUDIO NOTES: Musgrave explains, "The 

studio was built from the ground up for musi-

cians by musicians. The partners are broth-

ers Lee and Rick Bench, Rex Coggins, and 
Aaron Reiff. In their eyes it will always be a 

labor of love and a work in progress. 

Acoustician Carl Yanchar designed the build-

ing with its isolated footings and the studio 
with its oak performance room. In the fall of 

1996, Steve Lukather joined the studio alum-
ni with his real-world experience. This 

brought The Steakhouse out of its ten-year 

preproduction period. 
EQUIPMENT NOTES: Chief engineer and 
co-owner Lee Bench says The 

Steakhouse's centerpiece is definitely the 

EMI/Neve custom 80 Series. Bench 

explains, " It was built from two identical con-

soles custom-made for EMI in 1975. This 

console was formerly housed at Great 

Linford Manor Recording Studios and is the 

largest EMI/Neve in the world. It offers 56 
channels with Flying Fader automation, 48 

of which have 1064 discrete EQs." • 
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GO. FARTHER. FASTER. 

Pro Tools124 MIX' + Power Mac G4 

Three Mix cards - 

The most sophisticated, 

dedicated hardware system ever. 

Four available slots — 

Giving you an extra slot for 

expandability and options. 

The power of your computer 

with TDM to mix and process 

your audio — Giving you the 

best of both worlds. 

Prepare to Operate 
at the Speed of Creativity 

Pro Tools® I 24 M 
Ultimate Power. Infinite Possibilities. 

www.digidesign.com/mixcubed 
cligicitasigre 

6/01. Digidesign and Pro Tools I 24MIX' are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc, or its subsidiaries or divisions. A division of Avid 
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RCA KI 
by StEvE La CErra 

MICROPHONE NAME: RCA KU-2A 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF: Bob 

Paquette, The Microphone Museum, 

Milwaukee, WI 
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE: Circa mid-

1930s 
TYPE OF MIC: Dual ribbon 

POLAR PATTERN: Unidirectional 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 to 10,000 Hz 

OUTPUT LEVEL AT 1,000 Hz: —60 dB into 

a matched load, 0 dB = 0.001 watts 
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE LEVEL AT 

1,000 Hz: 1460 x 1 0-e volts at 250 ohms 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 250 ohms (as 

shipped; may be changed for 25-, 50-, or 

500-ohm operation) 
DIMENSIONS: 4.75 wide, 4.75 deep, and 

8.5 long (inches) 
WEIGHT: 4.25 pounds 
MIC NOTES: Referred to by some people 

as the "skunk" microphone due to the white 

racing stripe on its windscreen, the RCA 

KU-2A (RCA part number MI-3043) 
employs two separate ribbons suspended 

in a common air gap. One of the ribbons is 
open to sound waves from the front and 

back, and acts as a velocity microphone. 

The second ribbon element is loaded from 

the rear using a tube with a damped 
acoustical labyrinth. The two ribbons are 

electrically connected in series with their 

combined output yielding a cardioid direc-

tional characteristic. This particular KU-2A 

is shown with an RCA windscreen (part 

number MI-3059), and is suspended in a 

boom mount (part number MI-3040). 
USER TIPS: RCA literature on the KU-2A 

suggests suspending the microphone so 

that the ribbon makes an angle of 45 
degrees with the floor. A minimum dis-
tance of three feet from the source is also 

recommended, since the KU-2A begins to 

exhibit proximity effect within that dis-

tance from the source. Built into the hous-

ing of the KU-2A is a small equalization 
circuit designed to smooth the high-fre-

quency response; disconnecting the EQ 

will result in an upward bump of about 3 

dB at 6,000 Hz. 

Technical data courtesy of Arthur Garcia. 



Renaissance Collection and the 
New Renaissance Collection 2 

Powerful and musical! 
Intuitive interfaces for Maximium productivity! 

Renaissance Clt %ion Native $300 MSRP 
,aiged Essential tools use Von industry leaders! 

Classic analog response for rich, clear 
equalization. Gerzon, Baxandall, 
shelving and cut filters with variable 
slopes. 

Exceptional compressor 
with Opto and Electo 
modes. plus ARC TM auto-
release, & L-1 - style brickwall 
limiter on output. 

NOMINEE 

Pro Quality Classic sound. With Halls, 
Plates, Chambers, Rooms, Gates, Reso, 
Echo and Reverse. 

NEW Renaissance Collection 2 Native $200 MSRP 
Our newest tools provide more punch and clarity! 

Free 2 week demo download at www.waves.com. 
Available also for TOM. See your WAVES dealer! 

Brings vocals & solo instruments 
to the front of the mix while 
pushing out unwanted noise. 
Unique, powerful and pratically 
magic. 

Pumps up the bass without 
distortions and allows low 
frequency bass perception 
through small speakers. 
A refinement of our popular 
MaxxBass. 

The next generation DeEsser, 
offering an Adapative Threshold 
Control that provides more unified 
DeEssing and more natural 
sounding results. 
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TECHNIQUES 
REMOTE RECORDING 

Truly remotE rEcording in WEstErn Samoa 

riTinforgettablE 
by Lynn Fuston 

It's a dark and stormy night on my scenic 
hilltop outside of historic Franklin, 

Tennessee when the phone gives a star-

tling ring. "Wanna go to Samoa and 

record a kids' choir?" asks the voice on 

the other end of the line. 

"Uh, sure. Sounds great," I answer, as 

any independent recording engineer is 
likely to do. Say yes first, gather details 

later. "One question though. Where is 

Samoa?" 
As I discuss the music producer's 

proposition further, I discover that this pro-

ject involves traveling to Western Samoa 
in the South Pacific. To appreciate how far 

away it is, flying from Los Angeles to 

Hawaii will get you halfway there. Our 

destination is the largest island, Savaii, 
which has only 40,000 people. The vege-

tation is lush and green like a rain forest, 
the people are bronze-skinned, and the 

climate is extremely "tropical," which is a 
diplomatic way to say hot. It's never cool-

er than 75°F and the humidity is never 

below 80%. The villages are small ( 1,000 
people or less), and most houses don't 

have electricity or running water — many 
don't even have walls. In many respects, 

it's like traveling back in time to the late 
1800s. That's not insignificant when 

you're planning a recording session there. 

The project we're discussing was 

tracked on ADATs, but the producer 

doesn't care how we record the choir 

overdubs so long as they're recorded 
well and arrive safely back in the States. 

We'll travel with the video director and 

the videographer, who'll be videotaping 
the kids singing for a presentation at an 
international missions conference. As we 

discuss the details further, he adds, "You 

realize, of course, that Samoa isn't a 
recording Mecca. There's not a single 

recording studio in the whole country." 

"Hmmm. That will complicate things a 

bit. What can we get on the island that 
we won't need to take?" I inquire. 

"Hopefully 110V power," is the less than 

reassuring response. 
All of the equipment I need will have to 

be carried with me on the airplane. Since 

the only direct flight from the U.S. arrives 
once a week, anything that I don't bring 

won't arrive until it's time for us to leave. 

THE GEAR 
After a week of research, I decide to rent 
a G3 PowerBook-based Pro Tools sys-

tem, complete with a tiny Magma expan-
sion chassis that holds the Mix Core and 

Mix Farm cards, a 9-GB SCSI drive, an 
888/24 interface, and a FireWire CD 

recorder. That takes care of the recorder, 
giving me 24 tracks of record/playback in 

one suitcase. 
Next comes the critical part — captur-

ing the sound. For microphones, I consid-
er several options but decide to take two 

Audio-Technica 4050's and a 4060. I 

choose the 4050 because it's small and 
sounds good in a wide variety of situa-

tions. I can say the same of other mics, 

but many are larger or less roadworthy, 
both significant considerations. I'll take the 

4060 along for solos and to have another 

"color" in case I need it. I take an EV BK-
1 with a switch for the talkback mic. 

Lynn Fuston (blue shirt, center) and the children's choir wading for the session to begin 

I decide to take a Great River MP-
4MH four-channel preamp for two rea-

sons. First, it's built like a tank, and relia-
bility is a major concern. Second, I've 
never tried it on a source where I didn't 

love the result. That counts for a lot when 
I'll only have one shot at getting it right. 

The next decision is monitoring. I con-

sider small powered speakers, but any 

that would offer accurate sound will be 
unwieldy to carry. One big factor is that it's 

unclear where we'll be recording, since 
there are no studios. The producer men-
tioned renting two adjacent hotel rooms 

(to have air conditioning) and then running 
cables between them. In that situation, 
with marginal monitoring conditions at 

best (a bedroom with parallel walls, no 

carpet, no wall treatments, etc.) and sig-

nificant acoustic crosstalk to the recording 

space at worst, accurate loudspeakers will 

hardly be an asset. 
The other option for a recording space 

is Samoa's only TV studio. It's large and 

air conditioned, but that's all I know. In that 
situation, I might end up with the recording 

equipment in the same room with the 

mics, which would preclude using speak-

ers at all. When I find out the TV studio is 
available for the time we need, I decide to 
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TECHNIQUES 
REMOTE RECORDING 

work there to have the extra space. It 

turns out to be a wise choice. 
In the end, I decide to use head-

phones for monitoring instead of loud-

speakers. That will save significant 
weight and space and will ensure consis-

tent monitoring regardless of where I end 
up with the gear. I decide to take my 

trusty Fostex T-20 headphones. I've 
owned and listened to them for years, so 

I know them well. To drive them, I take a 

single space Rane headphone amp, 

which can also drive the producer's 

headphones as he conducts the choir. 

That brings me up to one suitcase for Pro 
Tools, a four-space SBK roadcase for 

the preamp, 888, and headphone amp, 
and one case for cables and mics. 

The last thing I need is a cue system 

for the singers — all 16 of them. A studio-

style cue system will require headphones, 
headphone boxes, cabling to each box, 
and then a power amp. Once I hoist the 

power amp off the floor, I decide it's not 
something I want to haul all over a tropi-

cal island. The other alternative is a 
portable FM stereo transmitter that can 

transmit to FM Walkman receivers with 

headphones. That will eliminate all the 

boxes and cabling. I try out the transmit-

ter and convince myself it's the best 
option. So, I purchase 17 sets of Sony FM 

Walkman headphones (16 and a spare), 
and that fills my fourth and final case. 

THE TEST RUN 
Now three weeks after the initial phone 

call, and with a complete 24-track studio in 
four cases, the Pro Tools sessions loaded 

on the drive, on the system drive, and also 
backed up on CDs (what I call the "Digital 
Triplicate Rule"), and a handful of blank 

discs, I'm ready to go. I set up the system 
the night before our flight — a wise pre-
caution for an endeavor like this. 

Batteries, spare cables, blank CDs, spare 

hard drive, backup CDs, ground lifts — 
everything I might need better be in those 

four cases. There won't be any "Radio 
Shack runs" for cables on a remote tropi-

cal island in the South Pacific! 

As I start my test session, I immediate-
ly discover two problems. The first is just a 
bad mic cable (better to find it now than 

Yes, that's cooled lava they are walking on. 

later). The other problem is that Pro Tools 

won't play back and record more than six 

tracks at a time. We discover that the set-
tings for the SCSI accelerator card are 

wrong. With this remedied, I can get all 24 
tracks recording and playing back. I'm 

reassured, but still slightly unsettled. I'm 
the kind of person who likes having contin-

gency plans — a Plan C in case my Plan 

B fails. But I realize that there's no way to 

W hat Would You Call a Modular, Multi-Function 
LitepipeTM Patching System That Puts All of 

Your LitepipeTM (or S/PDIF Optical) Sources and 
Destinations Within Fingertip Reach For Easy 

Patching, Signal Insertion, Substitution, 
Splitting... And More ? 

www.hosatech.com 
ADAT and Litepipe are trademarks of Alesis. 

From Any Authorized Hosa Dealer. 
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Flexible by Design 

If you work with today's audio production facilities you already understand that flexibility is what 

you really require from the gear you use. With Nuendo you are not bound to just one 

platfot'in, or forced to huy one brand of dedicated audio hardware. In fact, whether your 

setup is a Macintosh PowerBook, a PC laptop or even a high speed multi-processor 

desktop CPU; nothing stops you from working on any part of your project at 

different locations with the hardware at hand.A songwriter, for example, 

can work on pre-production using a laptop, the band can be 

recorded in the studio on a dual processor PC, vocals can be 

edited on your PowerBook,and everything combined for 

final mix-down on a G4 working across platfoi Ins is 

no problem with Nuendo. 

Nuendo -Flexibility by Design. 
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TECHNIQUES 
REMOTE RECORDING 

safeguard against all possible risks. 

The next day, I fly from Nashville to Los 
Angeles, where I'll meet the music pro-

ducer Dan Smith, video director Tim 
Schirman, and videographer Frank 
Gamble. Dan is there at the gate when I 

arrive to help me carry the recording gear. 

I'm surprised by how much this seems like 

a scene from Mission Impossible. Four 
people flying from all over the U.S. to work 

together in accomplishing an ambitious 

task on a distant island.... 

SAMOA SOUTH PACIFIC, 4 AM 
When we arrive, the airport is absolutely 
bustling. As the only direct U.S. flight 

each week, if someone is coming from 
the U.S., they're on this flight. And their 

family is here to meet them at the airport. 
That explains all the activity. 

After a breathless wait at the baggage 

carousel, I finally get all four equipment 

cases. After clearing Customs, we head 
to the hotel, 45 minutes away. The night 
sky is amazingly clear with more stars 

than I've seen before in my whole life. 

THE SESSIONS 
After a short and restless nap, we head 
to the TV studio. When I walk in, I dis-

cover a rectangular room (40x60) with 
concrete walls, floors, and ceiling. It 

sounds like a parking garage. For 
recording, it will be a challenge. 
I decide to set up in one corner where 

there are curtains on two walls and thin 
carpeting on the floor. I ask the owner for 

quilts or blankets to hang up to deaden 

the space. He laughs out loud, "Blankets? 
In Samoa?" Right. What was I thinking? 

So much for that idea. I use the studio 
"wardrobe," which is a roll-around clothing 

rack with shirts and dresses to deaden 

one wall and two movable plywood gobas 
to cut off the livest part of the room. 

I set up my rig in the video control 
room. After locating the 220V-to-110V 
transformers (the one thing I didn't bring) 

and setting up and plugging in all the gear, 

I press the button and hear that extreme-
ly welcome startup chime on the Mac. So 

far, so good. The system starts up, the 

Pro Tools session opens without incident, 

the mics work, and we start recording just 
after noon. We begin with native Samoan 
percussion overdubs with wood blocks, 

cane blocks, and the most unique percus-
sion instrument — Coke bottles rolled up 

in a coconut mat, played by hitting them 

with wooden sticks. We record two native 

songs, conch shell horns, and then over-

dub percussion on one song. The players 

use my headphones to hear themselves 
recorded for the first time in their lives. I 

get some seriously big smiles. 
After a restless night (can you say jet 

lag?), we head back to the studio to meet 

the 49 kids who are in the choir. I was told 

that only 16 of them would sing, hence the 

16 headphones. But they're all so excited 

about participating, that we decide to use 
them all. (Good thing we're not in the hotel 

room!) The 16 best singers get head-

phones and the others will derive time and 

pitch from them. First, we record several 

songs in their native Samoan to let them 
warm up. Then we move to the overdubs 

in their memorized English on the two 
songs with prerecorded tracks. They're so 

eager, cooperative, and attentive that we 

finish recording within three hours, includ-
ing the solos. I breathe a huge sigh of 
relief. My part is nearly done. 
A reporter from Samoa's national 

newspaper, the Samoa Observer, is 

here to take photographs and report on 

this event. Four Americans bringing a 
recording studio and video crew is a big 
deal to the Samoans. It's a big deal to 

me, for that matter. After the interview, 
the crew is invited to be guests on a 

national Samoan TV show. As they 

videotape the show, I consolidate the 

vocal tracks, make transfers to a backup 
drive and CD, make submixes, and burn 

CDs for the video shoot. Within two 

hours of finishing the vocal recording, 

everything is packed in the four cases, 
we load our "studio in a suitcase" into the 

van, and head for the first video shoot 
location. Mission accomplished. 

THE MEMORIES 
We'll spend another two days here in 

Samoa, videotaping the kids, but my 

part is done. For me, it's been a wild 
experience in remote recording, an 

uncanny juxtaposition of high-tech 

recording in a primitive and isolated 
tropical setting. It was an experience 

that I'll never forget. • 

wEb 
For more on this exotic recording session, visit 
www.3daudioinc.com/samoa travelog.html  
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Nice Rack... 
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 recommend the AudioRack 
to any Pro Tools user" 

- John Karpowich, Grammy Award 

Winning Engineer - "Supernatural" 
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Models include the NEW LP rack, desktop arrays and 

Application Specific Design — that's what our 
engineers call it. Unlike most audio storage systems that 

are simply just a bunch of off-the-shelf drives in a pretty 
box, Medea storage solutions are designed from the 
ground up to support the specific requirements of your 

DAVV. And we do it at the lowest price per gig in the industry! 

Our new AudioRack LP packs up to 300 GB of high-
performance audio storage in only 1U of space and looks 
like a single disk drive to your DAVV - simply format the 
system and you're ready to roll. AudioRack LP is also 
optimized with Medéa's proprietary Audio Stripe 
Technology (AST). AST dynamically distributes audio 
tracks evenly among the drives inside all Medéa audio 
products. The bottom line is that you can record/playback 
up to 64-tracks of 24-bit/96 kHz audio to/from a single 
AudioRack LP and eliminate the need to juggle 

tracks between multiple storage devices. 
The AudioRack LP is a rack you can be 

proud of — in both its performance 
and its good looks. 

Perforin ce 
Reliability 

Val 

edea 
888-BY-MEDEA 
www.medea.com 

PO wholeSCAM rkl of recording :• titivitl íi' high capacity rack mounts featuring removable drives 
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The Knowled e You Need For The Tools You Use 
Introducing 
blindshare Ventures & Future Media Concepts present: 

Avid world 
bliamm 

CO, 

WHERE CREATIVITY MEETS TECHNOLOGY 

Including 

Pro Tools 
CONFERENCE 

October 7-10, 2001 
New Yorker Hotel, NYC 

The Education and Networking Mecca 
for Editors and Sound Pros 

Hone your skills and enhance your creativity by utilizing Avid technology. 
Learn to unleash the full potential of Avid's tools - Media Composer, Symphony, 
Avid I DS, Xpress DV, Unity, AvidProNet Review & Approval and 
Digidesign's Pro Tools. Sessions presented by the nation's leading Avid Certified 
Instructors and Avid editors — featuring Guest Celebrity Editors from film, 
TV and music industries. 

70 Sessions in All: 
• Media Composer power techniques 
• Pro Tools power techniques 
• Finishing techniques for 
Composer and Symphony 
• Technical troubleshooting 

for editors 
• Graphics and special effects 

• Video compression and streaming 
• DVD authoring 
• DS editing and compositing 
• Editing and shooting HD 
• Bluescreen and tracking techniques 
• Working with After Effects, Photoshop, 

Boris FX and various plug-ins 

DV Format and its uses 
HD and Digital Cinematography 
Interactive TV 
New workflows in a connected world 

"The Next Gig" Soiree - A networking and career night for digital media pros 

Produced by: 

Future Media  Concepts 

Avid Autherind 
tdetatlen Ceetft 

In co-operation with: 

Avid. ijicJijri 

For more info and to register — www.avidworldeast.com 
Limited sponsorships available - call Guy Epstein at 212.645.8140 x24 

Primary Media Sponsors: Post prosound Videograpliy 
Media Sponsors: 

MIX Ellà AUDIO MEDIA Sirriall ElectrunitMusician etaniX 'bOritle creqty2ELA.uu SHOOT 
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Producer JOSH ABRAHAM'S schEdulE is packed with chart-toppErs 5uçh as Staind. UmpBizhit. and 
Orgg, and he still found time to build a project studio in a historic location. Here's how he does it.... 

story and photos by MR E3ONZAI 



I use the Hyperfuzz pedal by Roland 

to fatten the guitar sound on some of 

my guitar tracks. 
Tell me about working with 

Staind.... 
It was the easiest and most enjoy-

able record I've worked on. Talent 

speaks for itself. 
What about working with Korn? 

Working with Korn rekindled my 
belief in the power of musical talent. 

Throughout our sessions, Jonathan 

Davis and I were able to expand upon 
our friendship to further expand Korn's 

music, which I believe has led to a 
change in popular culture. 

Limp Bizkit? 
I worked on Chocolate Starfish and 

the Hotdog Flavored Water with Fred 
Durst, primarily on the vocal tracks for 

MR. BONZAI: What are your main 

recording tools here at Pulse 

Recording? 
JOSH ABRAHAM: I have a 24-bit 

Pro Tools rig with an Apogee PSX100 
for channels one and two. I also have 

three 888's. My console is a 16-chan-

nel API with Pro Control and a Mackie 

HUI. I also have a couple of 
Telefunken U47's for vocals. I use the 
studio strictly for overdubs, and it works 

well. Considering some of the vocal tal-

ent that I've worked with over the 
years. this studio is perfect. 

What is in this rack you're sitting 

in front of? 
I have a pair of 1073 Neve Pre/EQs, 

a Focusrite ISA110 Pre/EQ, a pair of 

[Empirical Labs] Distressors, a pair of 
DBX 160 XT's, an original black-face 

1176, an ADR Vocal Stressor, a Spectra 

Sonics 610, an LA2A, an Eventide 3500, 
a Lexicon PCM 41, a Yamaha Rev 7, a 

Yamaha SPX 900, a Roland SDE 3000, 
a Roland SRV 300, a TC Electronic 

Fireworks, a Marshall JMP1, an API 

Lunchbox with two 312 pres, two 560B 

EQs, and two Angus EQs. 

What new toys have you recently 
discovered? 

The Roland VP9000, which is great 

for vocal harmonies. 
What do you have that no one 

else has? 

I have a Urei 176B compressor, 
which still sounds great. I wouldn't say 

that no one else has one, but it's quite 

rare. 
Give me one — just one — of 

your sonic secrets? 

T' ûjjFir t our sessions, 

[Korn's] Jonathan Davis 

and I were able to Expand 

upon our friendship to 

further expand Korn's 

music, which Ibi E.. . a 

led t 5pangE ifl 

cultue 
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eight songs, and it was great. We did 

some vocals in L.A. and ran out of gas, 

so we took a jet to South Beach in 

Miami and finished the record. In 

Miami, we would wake up and go 

straight to the beach with a portable CD 
player and discuss what vocal 

approach we should take for the song 
we were about to record. The studio 

was literally on the beach, and we 

would sit with headphones on for most 
of the day and bang out the vocals. 
Sounds posh, but it actually worked. 

Fred really knows what's best for his 

band and what his fans really want. His 
creative intuition is immeasurable. He's 

truly in touch with what his fans need. 

Depeche Mode? 
I worked on a remix. Nothing else 

need be said — other then when I'm re-
mixing I become one with the track. 

Orgy? 
Jay Gordon and I are like brothers, 

so working with his band is almost like 

I'm the sixth member of the group. I've 

written with them on both of their 

records, and there is a mutual trust fac-

tor that I have with them that I have with 

no others. Jay and I have been able to 

push past the technical boundaries that 
often plague a project. I know that the 

band and I both believe that we 

achieved just that. 

Kid Rock? 
I re-mixed "Bawitdaba" for the Ready 

to Rumble soundtrack. He and I have a 
great relationship, and working with him 

was a crazy experience. 

Crazy Town? 

I didn't go in thinking that that band 
would achieve the success that they 

have. But I knew we made a good 
record and I'm really happy for those 

guys. We remain really good friends, 

and the working experience we shared 

was one that I wouldn't trade. 

Did you ever lose anything? 
When you're working in Pro Tools 

extensively, you need to back up the 

files on another hard drive. It's the best 
insurance plan. Just thinking of the stuff 

I lost — and what it could have been — 

pisses me off. However, most of the 

time I back up the files, but careless 

mistakes happen, drives go bad, com-
puters crash, and some engineers 

smoke lots of weed. It's part of the 
process. Even so, every time we've lost 

something, we've gone back and, luck-

ily, whatever we've re-recorded has 

been better. 
If you were a musical instrument, 

which one would you be? 
The flute — so lips would be 

wrapped around me all the time. 

What's wrong with the music 

industry? 
I think there is a bit of confusion with 

the way digital audio is being distrib-

uted. For example, you have a CD with 
musical content on it that could easily 

be converted to an MP3 file, and, with 

the ability to download such files from 
the Internet, those who want to access 

those files can. It has the potential to 

broaden a band's listener base. 
However, because of copyright laws 

and who actually has the right to obtain 
such product, there's a major hiccup. I 

think once the majors figure out a way 
to regulate the distribution to make both 

sides happy — whereby artists still get 

their publishing and mechanical fees, 
the labels and publishing companies 
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Powered Plug-Ins 
The Natives are Restless 
Your native workstation is about to get a serious power 
boost. Introducing Powered Plug-Ins-, plug-ins equipped with 
their own power source, the revolutionary UAD-1". DSP card. 

No Compromises 
Think about it. Ever had to trade quality for quantity in plug-in 
effects? With Powered Plug-Ins, create the project of your 

dreams without those painful trade-offs. Ever wondered if 

plug-in companies make compromises too? They do. We 
don't. With our single super-computer DSP chip we avoid the 

inherent limitations of multi-chip DSP cards. The result: 
ultimate plug-in power. 

How Much is Enough? 
No workstation on the market — at any price — matches the 

UAD-1. Take the most popular (and expensive) DAW available 
today. Multiply its power by three. Now you're close (for a 

whole lot less!). Imagine a project with 8 RealVerb Pros or 
32 EQs, 16 compressors and 3 RealVerb Pros running 
simultaneously — all of a quality previously limited to pricey 

high-performance workstations. With no hit to your CPU, 

you've got tons of overhead for more tracks, automation 
and native effects. This is serious stuff. 

Best of Both Worlds 
Powered Plug-Ins combine the value of native 
systems with the power of dedicated DSP. And 

because they're from the Analog Ears and 
Digital Minds of Universal Audio, you get 
the best of the analog and digital 
worlds, with obsessively exact digital 

emulations of our very own 1176LN"' 
and LA-2A- Vintage Compressors". 

Are Your Plug-Ins Powe,ied? 
Add some serious horsepower to 
your VST system today. Powered 

Plug-Ins, just $995, available for 
VST/PC applications ibcluding 

Cubase, Nuendo and 'Logic 
Audio. 

Visit www.uaudio.corn and 
register to win your;own 

Powered Plug-Ins bundle. 

Powered Plug-Ins . 
include: 

> UAD-1 -

> RealVerb Pro'" 

.>1) age Compressor 
- 1176LN and LA-2A) 

www.uaudio.com wiDb I 831 468 3737 voice I 831 466 3775 fax 

DIGITAL iD2001 Universal Audio. All rights reserved. Tradernarks are the property of their respective holders. 
All features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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In nife 

Studio?. 

FREE Guide 
Saves You 

Time & Money! 
No matter where you record 
your project. you need this 
FREE 36-page booklet before 

leaving the studio. 

Contact Us Today: 
1-800-468-9353 
wwvv.discmakers.com 
info@discmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 
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LEARN the ART of RECORDING. 
You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to success-
fully start your career as a recording engineer or producer. For 
29 years, thousands of students from the US and around the 
world have started their career at the Recording Workshop. 

• The Original since 1971 • 2 Month, 300+ hrs Training 
• Very Affordable Tuition 

• Latest Equipment • On-Campus Housing 
• Hands-On Training • Job / Internship Assistance 
• 3-6 Students per Class • Financial Assistance 

• 8 Studio Facility 

Contact us for a Free Brochure 

800-848-9900 
www.recordingworkshop.com 

R EC 

RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 
Outside USA: 740-663-2544 
Fax Machine: 740-663-2427 
email: info@recordingworkshop com 
455-Q Massieville Road 
Chillicothe OH 45601 
0,o Sore fee: d   Seood 0.epsnoon 2$3-07.06%1) 

still get paid, and the Internet compa-

nies cash in as well — there will be less 
frustration in the industry. 

What music would you like played 

at your funeral? 
The music of This Mortal Coil, a very 

dark, celestial band. 
What do you listen to while you're 

driving? 
Prince, alternative radio, and music 

that further heightens my road rage. 
What's the first music you 

remember hearing? 
John Denver's "Thank God I'm A 

Country Boy." 
What did you learn from Eddie 

Kramer? 

That this studio was the sh*t in the 

'60s. 
Who were your musical heroes 

when you were getting started? 

Pink Floyd, Jimi Hendrix, The Cure, 

Peter Murphy, and Depeche Mode. 

There were plenty of others, but if you 
listen to my work, you can figure them 

out. 

Whom do you respect and admire 

today? 
Andy Wallace, David Foster, 

Brendan O'Brien, Terry Date, Jay 
Baumgardner, and Alan Moulder, 

among others. 

Is there anyone in the world you 

would like to produce and record? 
Working with Jane's Addiction would 

be fun. 
How would you like to be remem-

bered in history? 

It would be nice to just be remem-

bered. 
Do you know any interesting busi-

ness tricks? 
Learn to trust and listen to those who 

can best provide the best advice. 

What was your most ridiculous 
experience in a recording studio? 

I won't mention any names, but an 
artist asked if we could listen to what 

we did the night before. So, I put up 
the rough mix and he was sitting 

there with an IV in his arm and a bag 

of vitamin B-12, looking at me like I 

was nuts. 
What old saying do you hate the 

most? 
"Everything happens for a reason." 
Any advice for getting a good 

start in the music business? 

Follow your heart and believe in your 

dreams. 
Have you ever really pissed any-

one off? 
I'm sure I have, but it was uninten-

tional. • 
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4ST GOT 
EASIER 

INPUT IF T 

OUT eIN AT THE TOUCH 
OF A BUTTO 

Vacuum Tube 
OR 

Discrete Transistor 
Setectable at Every Function 
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Input Et 
Output 
Choices 

Solid State Opto-Compressor Et De-esser 

Transformer 
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with Twin Topology... 
• combines a single channel , 
of every Millennia solid state 
and vacuum tube audio • 
function ...over 130 
product combinations 
in one toolbox. 

Vacuum Tube Mic Preamp 

Solid State Mic Preamp 
Tube D Instrument Input 

4- Band Vacuum Tube 

Parametric EQ 

4- Band Solid State 

Parametric EQ 

Inia 

Vacuum Tube Opto-Compressor Et De-esser 

• Upcompromised Millennia sonic performance. Priced under $ 3,000 

Millennia Media, Inc. 

Pleasant Valley, CA 
.530-647-0750 

fax 530-647-9921 

www.mil-mediam)m 
MWenriia Music & Media Systems 
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Take Cent 
London-14 Studio 

Europa FlottAr Wall 
eScandia Scatter Blocks 

Orientique Washboard 

0Australis Bass Trap 

Europa Flutter Wall 
Reduces front to back echo, 
standing waves and monitor fold 
back. Over 28 creative patterns to 
choose from. Prices start at S150*. 

;I: own 

-111111111111i1 

Face it. Most project studios and post-production rooms are built in typical rectangular rooms. 
You spend thousands nf dollars on gear only to battle standing waves, flutter echo, and all 

the hash that makes it difficult to get a good mix. Battle no more. 

Introducing Primacoustic. A new concept in broadband acoustical treatment that is easy 
to install, affordable, and has the look and performance of an architectually designed studio. 

Primacoustic is based on a modular concept whereby precision-cut acoustical absorbers 
are combined to resolve the four main problems common to all square rooms: The Europa 
Flutter Wall controls 'front to back' flutter and works with the Scandia Scatter Blocks to 
reduce standing waves. The Orientique Washboards reduce side wash and powerful primary 
reflections. The Australis Bass Trap is a corner wedge that tighens up bass and brings 
balance back into your room. 

Calling London for Under $600* 
The London-14 is one of the more than dozen studio packages available. London combines all 
four acoustical systems into one affordable package (London Studios start at 8450*.) Other 
packages include the New York Voice Over Booths. Rio Video Suites and Montreal Studios. 
With complete rooms starting at S200* - no other acoustical treatment is as affortable or so 
effeutive! We even include the glue. 

For more information call Primacoustic and ask for a brochure, visit our web site, or gó to 
your local pro audio shop. 

io 'wit you want w Take Centro! 

Scandia Scatter Blocks 
Affordable alternative to diffusion. 
Keeps room live and reduces standing 
waves. Over 12 creative patterns to 
choose from. Prices start at 8100. 

Orientique Washboard 
Absorbs primary reflections and 
side-to-side flutter. Six creative 

patterns to choose from. Prices 
start at S80*. 

Primacoustic is a division of JP CableTek Electronics Ltd. # 114-1585 Broadway, Port Coquitlam, BC, CANADA 
Tel (604) 942-1001 Fax (604) 942-1010 

Australis Bass Trap 
Effective down to 45Hz. tightens up 
bass and reduces smear. Can be 
used in corners or on walls. Priced 
at $ 100* each. 

'Suggested US Mall pnce. 

www.primacoustic.com 
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BLUE SKY 
SAT 6.5/SUB 12 
POWERED 2.1 
MONITOR SYSTEM 
By Mitch Gallagher 

BLUE SKY SAT 6.5/SUB 12 

MANUI h. Blue Sky 
International, 200 Sea Lane, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. Tel: 
631-249-1399. Web: 
www.abluesky.com. 
SUMMAR', An integrated 
full- range powered monitor 
system that offers great 
sound at a great price. 
STRENGTHS: Smooth sonic 
transition from subwoofer 
to satellites. Full- range. 

Solid low end. Easy to set 
up. Built-in bass manage-
ment. Excellent bang-for-
the-buck. 
WEA,,,IESSES: Extended 
response can result in bright 
sound in some rooms. 
PRICE: 2.1 system (as 
reviewed), $1,395; Sat 6.5, 
$425; Sub 12, $545; 5.1 sys-
tem. $3,295 
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BLUE SKY SAT 6.5/SUB 12 
POWERED 2.1 MONITOR SYSTEM 

bass driver to the satellites. There's no 

impression that you're listening to a sub 
and satellites, you simply perceive the full 

frequency range. I did find that the Sat 

6.5's have a "present" quality — the sound 

really jumps out of the cabinets. The Sat 

6.5's extended frequency response can 
cause high-frequency build-up in certain 
rooms. In fact, I would rank them as the 

brightest of the various monitors available 

to me for comparison. 

Imaging was solid and wide, while 

detail was easily discernible in the high-

est ranges. However, with the extended 

high frequencies, the lower-mids and 

upper-bass were marginally blurred. 

I found the Blue Sky's easy to listen to 

for extended periods of time, whether 

they were playing Han Zimmer's orches-

tral score to Thin Red Line, Steely Dan's 

2 Against Nature, Rob Zombie's over-
the-top Hel/billy Deluxe, or George 

FULL-RANGE VERSUS 2.1 
Blue Sky contends that few monitoring systems in use in studios today are actually full-range. 
Their claim is that only an integrated, matched, bass-managed system can deliver true full-range 
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) in-room response. To that end, they've coined the term "2.1" to label their new 
stereo satellite/sub system. Unlike 5.1, 6.1, and 7.1, Blue Sky's "2.1" doesn't imply a discrete LFE 
subwoofer input, rather it's used to describe the physical configuration of two satellites and a 
matched bass-managed subwoofer. 

In the Blue Sky system, the Sub 12 subwoofer contains the bass management capabilities. 
The stereo output from your mixer (or other source) is fed into the subwoofer, where it's high-
pass filtered at 80 Hz and sent back out to the satellites. The stereo input signal is also sent to an 
80 Hz low-pass filter and then on to the Sub 12's amplifier/driver. In use, all of this is transpar-
ent; all the user needs to do is dial in the subwoofer gain relative to the satellites. 

Note that the Sub 12 does contain both a discrete subwoofer input and a subwoofer output. 
These can be used to daisy chain multiple subwoofers together, or in a 5.1 configuration, the sub 
input can be used to accept an LFE feed from an external bass management system. 
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World's Largest 
Audio/Video 

Supply 
Equipment & 
Accessory 
Super Store. 

Order 16,000 
Items On-Line ! 

Massenburg's work on Lyle Lovett's 

extremely dynamic Joshua Judges Ruth. 
On my own mixes, the Blue Sky's 

were flattering, adding a pleasant pres-
ence to the sound. Because of the slight 

brightness, I found myself initially setting 

mixes a bit dry and dark, but once I 
accustomed myself to the sound of the 

speakers, I had no difficulty creating 
transportable mixes. The system never 

sounds strained or compressed, even 
when playing at higher volumes, main-

taining good clarity on loud peaks. 

Blue Sky has done an admirable job with 

their first product. The Sat 6.5 and Sub 12 

integrate into a powerful, clean, highly lis-

tenable monitoring rig. At its suggested 
retail of $1,395, the newly termed "2.1" 

system is an outstanding value, offering 
sound quality comparable to significantly 

more expensive monitors. If you're on a 

budget, give these speakers a very close 
look. And even if you're not on a tight bud-
get, you should still scope the Blue Sky's 

out — you won't be disappointed. • 

Just Released: 

MUSIC 
YELLOW 
PAGES... 
2002 EDITION 
The #1 Industry Resource 
rn nrnnrn eurruiP 

Only $9.99 - a $24.95 Value 
• Avaiiabie in print n1 On LU -NUM 

• 40.000 listings of every major 
manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor 
and nationwide dealer. Featuring 
Musical Instruments, Pro Audio Gear. 
Sound Reinforcement. Lighting, DJ 
Products and Worldwide services. 

• Online: MusicYellowPages.com/UEM 
• Toll free: (800) 357-8776 
• Fax: (516) 538-9429 

o Super Saver Combo: CD 8, Print Edition: $14.95 
o The 2002 CD-ROM Edition: $9.99 
' o The 2002 Print Edition: $9.99 

Fax Orders: Please select a choice and fax mailing and credit card information on a separate 
page to: (516) 538-9429 All orders include Free shipping in continental U.S. $6.00 for all other orders. 
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Introducing the Panasonic DA7 mk11  
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38 total inputs, with up to 24 digital inputs 

4 band parametric EQ on every channel & buses 

Dynamics on every channel and buses 

24-bit AID and DIA converters 

16-high quality mic pre-amps 

100mm Moving Faders, Instant recall of all settings 

Dynamic and Snapshot automation with 

Offline Editing 

Custom/MIDI Layer and DAW mode 

5.1 and 3+1 Surround Sound Panning with 

Discrete outputs 

Over 200 User LIBRARIES and SCENE Memories 

Optional Tandem mode allows bi-directional 

control of two mixers 

A classic is back, and better than ever. 

Great sound quality, flexibility and high performance: Its easy to see how the Panasonic DA7 became an industry 
favorite. To improve it, we had to turn to the experts--and that's where you came in. 

The Panasonic DA7mk11 Digital Audio Mixer is the board you helped design. It's loaded with the improvements you 

asked for— including new shortcut keys. advanced MIDI faders, a new version 2.5 operating system, and a lot more than 

we had space to list here. 

Visit www.panasonic.com/proaudio to see everything new about the DA7mkII, and to find out how other professionals 

are using theirs. (Check out the new 96 series of AD and DA converters while you're there.) You'll be glad we couldn't 
leave well enough alone. 

Taking Digital Further .... Again Panasonic wAss.-
Professional Audio Group 
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Keyboard August 2001 
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Future Music May 2001 
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idt4sejii 5 She Paring: 
"Sonar takes the recording process to 

levels previously unavailable 
Sonar is capable of real time amplifier 

simulations via DirectX plug ins. 
An impressive array of reverb, delay, 

duirus• and othet digital effects 
are included. It will lake mantha 

uncover all of the features in 
-,Étnier. }bull be recurdaig new musk 

within minutes of installing Sonar" 

• Digital ProSound.cain: 
"Sonar is a serious tool for the professional 

yet friendly enough for 
the beginner to enter into 

the world of computer music production 
and not want for mare features 

shortly down the road" 

ZlInet.com: Riding Are bullets! 
"Perhaps Sonar's greatest achiemue 

is its single, nonretiite 
workspacib;"Sonar incorporates 

▪ many much needed functions and features 
• whilkmaintaining the quality and usability 

that made its predecessor popular 
Great attention to detail makes for a reliable 

  '• 4111111e1~ workspace for recording and mixing 
Y professional sounding audio projects on your PC" 
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Keyboard Magazine August 2001: 
"SONAR is the only prgoram for 

Windom that incorporates extensive MIDI 
editing and processing, 

digital audio recording, software synthesis, 
and ACID-style looping 

If your needs demand this 
broad a palette uf functions, 

SONAR is the program lu beat." 

Mature Music May 2001: 
"Cakewalk SONAR 9 out of 10 rating 
Cakewalk catches up. SONAR is a high 
spec music system, excpilent value and 

written specifically for the PC. 
The soft synths and loops make it a 

well rounded package 
PLATINUM AWARD!" 

ProRec.canz: 
"SONAR is a cornucopia of 

powerful features. 
If you can make the switch 

to SONAR and take advantage 
of what it offers, then you will be both 
pleased and amazed by its capabilities. 

At 5299 street or 599 upgrade, 
the capabilities are much more than 

the cast in time and money 
• ed to make the change." 

audioMIDI 

Real Solutions, Real Service, Real People, Real Products 

your NO-NONSENSE resource for cornputerMLISIC products 

17700 raymerSTREET sufte5000 nerthR1DGE CA 91325 call 818.993.0772 lax 818.993.0856 
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Composer and multi-instrumentalist Patrick O'Hearn may 
be a musical jack of all trades, but master of none? No 
way! A much sought-after session bassist, the man's 

recorded and performed with a dazzling array of top-notch 

artists, from world music icon Ravi Shankar to pop music 
iconoclast Frank Zappa. There have been many others 

along the way as well — guitar virtuoso Carlos Santana, 

throaty-voiced superstar Rod Stewart, Hollywood sound-

tracker Mark Isham (with whom O'Hearn co-founded the 

modern jazz ensemble Group 87 in 1980), and a host of 
jazz greats, including saxophonists Dextor Gordon, 

PATRICK O'HEARN makes a 
music-recording odgssew fr. 

L.A. to North Carolina 

Charles Lloyd, and Joe Henderson, to name but a few. 

In the early-'80s, O'Hearn endured a brief foray into the 

cut-throat, disposable world of pop as part of Missing 

Persons, comprised of vocalist Dale Bozzio and her then-

husband Terry (now an in-demand drummer), plus guitarist 

Warren Cuccurullo, who went on to find fame and fortune 

revitalizing Duran Duran. O'Hearn did well. Parallel to that 

blossoming session résumé, he became a successful 

recording artist in his own right — twice-Grammy-nominat-

ed to boot. For many, his name remains inextricably linked 

with former pivotal Tangerine Dream member Peter 
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NEAT() 
CD and OTHER MEDIA 

Labels and 
Packaging 
from YOUR 
Desktop! 

CP 
udeitut 

KIT 
INCLUDES 

• The 
amazing 
NEAT02000 
CD Label 
Applicator 

• Assorted NEATO CD Labels, 
Jewel Case Inserts 

• MediaFACE-llTM 
• Design Software ( PC), Templates 
(Mac) 
• Digital Background Art for Labels 
and Inserts 
• Label and Insert Templates for 
Popular Graphics Programs 
(Mac/PC) 

Cb 

'444 
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.eak- CO LABELS 

VIDEO 
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Also Video Labels d Wraps 
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1 JEWEL 
CASE 
INSERTS 
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LABELS I 
SLEEVES 

NEATO LLC 
250 Dodge Avenue • East Haven, CT 06512 

800-984-9800 
203-466-5170 • Fax 203-466-5178 

www.neato.com 
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Baumann's Private Music label, heady 

digital days when O'Hearn and stable-
mates Yanni, Suzanne Ciani, and later 

Tangerine Dream themselves regular-
ly jockeyed for position on the Billboard 
New Age Albums chart. All were regu-
lar visitors to its hallowed heights. 

O'Hearn's a man of many musical 
parts, all of them talented. And 
nowhere do those talents shine more 
brightly than on So Flows The 
Current, his first solo album in over 
four years, and the first on his new 
Patrickohearn.com independent label. 

LAST OF THE 
NEW AGE MOHICANS 
O'Hearn's initiation into the fledgling 
New Age field was both unexpected 
and spontaneous, helping launch 
Baumann's Private Music venture 
with his Ancient Dreams solo record-

ing debut. 
"I had no idea whether anyone 

would be at all interested in the 
album," confesses O'Hearn, before 

adding, "but I loved it, and that was all 
that mattered to me. As it turned out, 

lots of people loved it, which was a 

pleasant surprise." 

CHASING 
THE DIGITAL DREAM 
Clearly, Ancient Dreams paid off — 
so much so that Private called for a 
second album, Between Two Worlds, 
which followed a studio renovation of 
his home and the rental of a 
Mitsubishi X800 that saw recording 
action in his converted laundry room. 

Between Two Worlds was followed 
by River's Gonna Rise, in which 

O'Heam took another step toward 
achieving his project dream-studio 

with 1988's Rivers Gonna Rise, his 
third Private Music outing. Parallels 
can further be drawn in the sense that 
both albums credit the high-end, up-
to-date equipment on which they were 

recorded. 
And as the high-flying '80s drew to a 

close, Private Music moved cross-

country from New York City to their final 
Los Angeles resting place on Melrose 
Avenue. This was just in time for what 
was to prove to be O'Heam's full-length 

,51w1INTOP6t 
• MIXING CONSOLE: Mackie 8-Bus (48-channel), Digital 8-Bus. 
• MONITORS: Genelec 1031 with 1092 sub (mid-field stereo), 1092 sub (surround), 

Mackie HR824 [5], Yamaha MSP5 
• RECORDING: Echo Layla [3] ( 24-in/30-out), Fostex CR-200, Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, 
TASCAM CD-RW 5000, DA-88 [3], IF-88AE interface 

• OUTBOARD: API 312 mic pre [4], 550 EQ [2]; DBX PB-48 patchbay [4], Electro-devel-
opments Strate Gate [2], Neve 1073 mic pre-EQ [2], 2074 EQ [2], Urei 1178 limiter [ 2] 

• EFFECTS: Eventide H3000S, Lexicon PCM 42 [2], PCM 70 [2], PCM 80 [ 2], PCM 90 
[2]; Line 6 Pod 

• MICROPHONES: AKG C414-TL [2], Solidtube [2]; Crown PZM [2], Neumann M147 
[2]. Shure SM57 [2]. 

• COMPUTER: Custom-built Pentium Ill with internal TEAC CD-R and multiple hard drives 
• SOFTWARE: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro 2.0, CD Architect 4.0d, Vegas Audio 2.0; 

Steinberg Cubase VST 3.72, various DirectX plug-ins 
• MIDI: JL Cooper MSB 8x8, MOTU Micro Express, Roland MPU-101, Doepfer MAQ 

16/3, Shaltwerk 
• SYNTHESIZERS/SAMPLERS: Akai S6000, Analogue Systems custom modular, Clavia 

Nord Lead, Doepfer MS-404, E-mu Procussion, Oberheim 4-Voice, Xpander, PPG 
Wave 2.2, Roland JP-8000, Sequential Circuits Prophet 5, Studio Electronics MIDI-
Mini, Waldorf Microwave 

• ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS: Fender fretted and fretless basses, lap-steel guitar, Strat; 
Kay acoustic guitar, German flat-back acoustic bass (c1720), Music Man fretted and 
fretless basses, Yamaha piano, Armstrong Silver C flute, cello, various ethnic drums, 
percussion objects, ethnic flutes, drums, and cymbals 
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The first name in MIDI 
is 

the last word in Digital Audio. 

USB MIDISPORT 1x1 - I in/ I out MIDI interface. 

r e 

olisee/IMIN 

USB MIDISPORT 4x4 - 4 in/ 4 out mu interface. 

USB MIDISPORT 2x2 - 2 in/ 2 out 
MIDI interface. 

USB MIDISPORT 8x8/s - 8 in/ 8 out MIDI interface with SMPTE 

DELTA 1010 - 10 in/ 10 out PCI digital recording system. 

KagiC 
ultimate 

buy 

Computer Music says of 
the Omni Studio 

..the recording quany 
supreme. the 'reams 

sound utterly 
fantastic.. .versatility 
at its best 10/10' 

Logic Delta - A powerful 24bit/96kHz audio & 
MIDI program optimized for and included with the 

Delta 1010, 66, 44, and OMNI Studio. 

How does it sound, 
Well, in a word; 

stunning. This has to 
be one of the best 

sounding cards we've 
had in for review for 

some time.' 

Competer Music 

It's easy to see why we were ranked the 

# "I fastest growing company 
in the music industry in 2000. 

The MIDISPORT line is compatible 
With: Mac Us, 63s. iMacs and PCs. 

The Delta product line features full 24-bit 96kHz 
operation. We are proud to offer the following 

driver support 

0.41Pintei  

Omni Studio - 24bit/96kHz 
integrated desktop audio station 

te 

NI Powered. 

Audiophile 2496 - 24bit/96kHz 
full-duplex recording interface. 

Corning soon: 
use MIDI Keyboards 

Surface One virtual controller 
More USB Audio 

Music Tr•ade,, Magazine 

800-969-6434 • WWW.MIDIMAN .COM • WWW M-AUDIO.COM • EMAIL INFO@ MIDIMAN .COM 
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EL 
studio epitaph for the label in 1991's 

well-received Indigo. The O'Hearn fam-

ily then paradoxically headed south, 
relocating to Atlanta, GA. 

"Our family moved away from Los 

Angeles in 1989 because we were 
growing in numbers and needed a 

larger pad," states O'Hearn, matter-
of-factly. "And being that that year 
was a peak in the ever-cycling 

Southern California real estate mar-

ket, we decided to strike the tents and 
eventually headed to Atlanta, where 

my wife is from, and where we could 

afford far more crib for the dollar." 

STORMY WEATHER 
O'Hearn released the Grammy-nomi-

nated Trust in 1995 on his newly 
launched Deep Cave label. As far as 

this compelling musician was con-

cerned, Private Music's river of 

dreams had long dried up. 

"By late 1994," says O'Hearn, "I 
was finally 'pardoned' from my 

recording contract and free to do as I 
pleased. Artist-owned 'vanity' labels 

had become commonplace and I, too, 
joined the new school with my own 

label. I had high hopes of picking up 

the pieces and putting the darker 
Private days behind me." 

RIVER'S GONNA 
RISE AGAIN 
Weathering the unfavorable record-

industry climate proved difficult, and 

so 1996's critically acclaimed 
Metaphor proved to be Deep Cave's 

second and last release. Then Patrick 

O'Hearn fell silent, at least to the out-
side world, after the demise of the 

Deep Cave Web site in 1998. While 

Deep Cave's catalog remained spo-
radically available, O'Hearn was 

already planning ahead, looking to re-

enter the music business on his own 

terms. But he still had to fully realize 

that serious project studio of which 
he'd been dreaming for so long. That 

dream was about to become reality. 

Prior to the release of Trust, the 

O'Hearn family was on the move 

again, this time for the small-town 

country lifestyle offered by Bat Cave, 

North Carolina. "By 1994, Atlanta had 

rapidly spread out around us," explains 

O'Hearn. "In Atlanta, what had origi-

nally been our rural fringe of the metro 

area was now being swallowed up in 

suburban sprawl. We were always 

taken with the scenic beauty of nearby 

Western North Carolina, and so we 

decided to 'head for the hills.' I figured, 

'Hell, I'm so far removed from 

Hollywood now, what difference is 200 

more miles up into the Blue Ridge 

Mountains going to make?" 

Which brings us to Studio A.O.T., 
credited on this year's So Flows The 

Current. O'Hearn explains, "Trust 
began and continued in an interim 

workspace — a rental loft space that 

I worked in between '94 and '97, 
when my new studio was ready. My 

wife convinced me in late '96 that it 
was high time I had my own 

'detached' free-standing structure in 

which to work. She had an architect 

friend who agreed to design me a 

workspace based on a 30x30 foot-
print. I called my friend, engineer 

extraordinaire Bruce Swedien, to ask 

for a few tips on the matter. As soon 

as I mentioned the 30x30 figure, he 

broke in and said, 'For God's sake 
man, whatever you do, don't build a 
cube!' Bruce gave me important 

insights on creating non-parallel, non-

plumb walls, and being conscious of 
setting up the interior in such a way 

as to reduce potential standing 
waves, all of which was most helpful." 

CHANGING GEAR 
Light, bright, and ergonomic, the fin-

ished product certainly makes for a 

comfortable and inspirational compo-

sition and recording environment. "I 
wanted a large open space without a 

ceiling, so we used a traditional hip 

roof or pyramid design, and included 
an office, storage, and machine room 

of dissimilar dimensions to offset the 

main room," explains O'Hearn. "The 
structure sits atop a three-foot foun-

dation, which enables me, if and 

when I get around to it, to run all 

cabling under the floor. 
'When we left Atlanta, I decided to 

cut loose the Harrison console and 

Sony 3324. The Harrison was a great 

board, but it required regular mainte-

nance — no sweat in Atlanta, but out of 
the question where we were headed. 

The Sony, too, was not going to be 
practical in a 'coon skin' cap, so I 
replaced them with three TASCAM DA-

88's and an expanded Mackie analog 
8•Bus. Although the Mackie is well 
designed and its EQ sounds great, it 

was a big step backward in terms of 

overall console. In fact, not until I 

replaced the 8.Bus with Mackie's newer 
[digital] D8B did I regain the flexibility I 

lost with the Harrison. This phase of my 
home studio experience also cast me 

out of the secure XLR world that I had 
happily dwelled in to that of the mixed 

bag cabling gumbo that is much of 

today's project studio fare." 

SO FLOWS THE CURRENT 
"In making this album, I finally kicked 
the habit and detoxed from using 

MIDI, SMPTE timecode, and soft-

ware sequencers as a basis for 

everything," O'Hearn confesses. "Not 
since recording Ancient Dreams, 

some 16 years earlier, had I done 

this. I got so hooked into MIDI and 

MTC over the years, especially when 

doing film work, that it was all but 
essential. It had become my de facto 

way of composing and recording — 
so it was tough to let go. 

"Along the way, and in my effort to 

shake loose the software sequencer, I 

had purchased two wonderful Doepfer 
boxes — the Schaltwerk and the 

MAQ16, neither of which are featured 

on this album, but will, however, shine 

on future tracks," divulges O'Hearn, 
before expanding upon his current 

modus operandi. "I also switched from 

tape to direct-to-disk recording using 

Sonic Foundry's Vegas Audio and 
three Echo Layla boxes, a transition 

that began in '93 with an early 

[Digidesign] Pro Tools system, but was 

later abandoned. Using Vegas Audio, I 

recorded myself playing bass, piano, 
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• Ancient Dreams [One Way Records, 
2000] 

• Between Two Worlds [One Way 
Records. 2000] 

• Rivers Gonna Rise [Private Music, 
1988] 

• Eldorado [One Way Records, 2000] 
• Mix Up [Private Music, 1990] 
• Indigo [One Way Records, 2000)] 
• The Private Music Of Patrick O'Hearn 

[Private Music. 1992] 
• White Sands O.S.T. [Morgan Creek 

Records. 1992] 
• Trust [Deep Cave, 1995] 
• Metaphor [Deep Cave, 1996] 

Patrick O'Hearn • A Windham Hill 
Retrospective [Private Music. 1997] 

• So Flows The Current 
[Patrickohearn.com, 2001] 

synthesizers, and percussion, as well 

as the other musicians and their 
respective live instruments. Although 

some cut-and-paste editing was done 

— in particular the looped piano 
phrases on the title track — almost 

everything is performed as heard." 
Live performance recording 

implies mucho microphones, and 
here Studio A.O.T. doesn't disap-

point. "I used Neumann M 147's, 
AKG Solidtubes and '414's, and 

Shure '57's," reveals the master of 

recording ceremonies. A modest yet 

classy collection of desirable out-

board spiced up the production pro-
ceedings. "Some of the tracks were 

recorded through outboard Neve 

1073's and API 312's and 550's, but 

much of the recording was done 

straight into the Mackie Digital 8-Bus 

or analog 8•Bus, and then into the 

computer. I recorded click-tracks and 

worked in the visual tar/beat' format 

of Vegas to navigate around the 
tune's different sections in a familiar 

visual format, and with the aid of 

markers Effects used were an 
Eventide H3000SE, Lexicon PCM 90, 

two PCM 42's, and two PCM 70's, 
some D8B internal effects, a UREI 

1178, and a Line 6 Pod. Monitoring 
was handled through the trusty old 

Genelec 1031's and a 1092 sub." 

SPATIAL AWARENEqS 
Speaking of speakers, O'Hearn has a 

Remove the communications TAILIK A 
barrier in your studio... Da nCV TM 

e Talk Back Mic Pre-Amp 

*Aux Inputs and Outputs for Cue 

e Wired and RP' Remote Controls 

• Monitor Dimming 

• Headphone Amplifier (model 200 only) 

• All Balanced I/O 

• A/B Monitor Switchine 

*Available with Talk Back Model 600 only 

QUANTUM 
TECHNOLOGIES. INC. 

models to 

meet your 

needs. 
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Experience unrivaled 

Talk Back for digital 

audio workstations, 

portable recording 

workstations, or 

consoles. Two 

ift 
www.qtiay.com 
(256) 922-1200 

Better. 
SuperNice'compression: 3 layered stereo compressors in one box. 

Cleaner. 
loo kHz bandwidth. Meticulous circuit design and layout. 

Cheaper. 
"Compression at a near-unbelievable price- performance ratio.... 

absurdly cost effective." -Craig Anderton, EQ 

Really Dice Compressor 
Digital signal processing & a pristine analog signal path 

creates what some professionals are saying is the best 

compressor you can buy for under P.000 ! 

S200 msrp! 
www.fmraudio.com Austin, Texas 512.280.6557 
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few more tucked up his studio sleeve, 

for while So Flows The Current was 
mixed down in stereo for its initial 

release on the now not-so-new CD 
format, Patrickohearn.com confirms 

that work is underway on a 5.1 sur-

round sound version: "The project will 
be authored in the Dolby Digital for-

mat and released on DVD-Video. 

Although the disc will have little, if 

any, video content, this format seems 

to be the best way to go at present 

given the fact that so few DVD-Audio 
or so-called `universal' players exist. 

The DVD-Video disc will be playable 

on all DVD players and anyone who 
has a Dolby Digital-equipped player 

or receiver and a 5.1 home theater 
speaker setup will be able to listen in 

this most enjoyable new format. 
"As far as additional equipment 

goes," says O'Hearn, "I'm still trying to 
puzzle it out, as I'm sure many who 

are just getting into this format are. I'm 

using five matched speakers, Mackie 

HR824's, and a single Genelec 1092 

sub, although I believe I'll soon 

upgrade to a larger 1094 sub for the 

left-right-center and perhaps use the 

1092 for the surrounds. I'm not using 
the discrete sub channel, and with the 

left-right-center speakers running 
through the 1092, and its internal 

crossover, quasi-bass management is 

achieved for monitoring. My setup is 

modest; I don't have a master matrix 

control such as a Martinsound 

MultiMax, which would provide 
options such as fold-down, master 

volume, calibration, and bass man-

agement. But, armed with Tomlinson 

Holman's excellent reference book, 

5.1 Surround Sound Up and Running, 

I'm making do with what I've got and 
slowly feeling my way into this inter-

esting new realm." 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 
"Last year I put together a custom 
analog modular synth rig from an 

English outfit called Analogue 

Systems — no microprocessor, no 
keyboard, and no sound unless you 
grab a wad of patch cables and start 

experimenting. It's very open and 

refreshing. That instrument, when 
controlled with the Doepfer hardware 

sequencers, becomes most enjoy-
able, and may well be the basis for my 

next record." Which just goes to show 
that there's room for everything in our 

increasingly varied recording world — 

including innovative, independent 
artists such as Patrick O'Hearn. • 

›wEb 
For more information on Patrick O'Hearn, 
visit www.patrickohearn.com, or email him 
at patrick@patrickohearn com 

"The BBE can be a real life savet'vvhen dealing with poor 
quality source material, whether it be in film/video or broadcast 

pi'oduction, mastering or tape duplication chains." George Petersen 
MIX MAGAZINE 

•1100.55 

Sound Inc 
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Tel: 714. 897. 6766 Fax: 714. 896. 0736 Web: www.bbesound.com 
In Canada Please Contact Sounds Distribution Tel: 416. 299. 0665 
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With the TASCAM 
creativity knows 
Four in the morning...back at the hotel...and you want to keep 
the creative juices flowing after last night's gig With your 

computer and the US-428 DAW Controller/USB Interface fro 
TASCAM and Frontier Design Group, you can. Just connect it to 
your compatible Mac or PC via its USB interface and record 
24-bit digital audio and MIDI tracks to your heart's delight. 

Then use its real faders and knobs for total hands-on creati 
control of the included multitrack recording software...Cubasis 
VST for PC from Steinberg and Deck LE for Mac from BIAS. 
Or, use your compatible audio software from Digidesign , 
MOTU , Emagic and more. Either way, nu matter where and 
when you want to be creative, the US-428 is the ultimate 
plug-and-play solution for computers and music...in a cool blue 
box from the world leader in recording technology. 

Want to make sure that your computer and 
software are compatible with the US-428? 
Go to www.tascam.com and check out the 

"US-428 Compatibility Chart", or learn all about 
computer recording from our " PC Recording Guide". 

TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 

323-726-0303 wwvv.tascarn.com 
All copyrights, logos and trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 

d your computer, 

• 

TASCAM US-428 by 

FRONTIER 

TASCAM 
a whole world of recording 

Here are a few of the innovative software developers who offer support 
for the US-428. Cakewalk, Sonar and more virtual synth support coming 
soon. See the TASCAM web site for the latest info. 
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_ 
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EXP. SIGNATURE 

Make your check or money order for $30.00 per song payable to: 
John Lennon Songwriting Contest 
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rock world gospel/inspirational 

electronic pop folk 

_ Mail y(1.. - John Lennon Songwriting Contest 
620 Frelinghuysen Avenue Suite II 131 

Newark, NJ 07114 

children's 

r&b 

jazz country latin hip-hop 

www.psc.com 

Each entry must consist of: 
Completed and signed entry form (or photocopy). 
All signatures must be original. 
CD(s) or audio cassette(s) containing one song 
only, five (5) minutes or less in length. 
Lyric sheet typed or printed legibly (please 
include English translation if applicable). Sheets 
not required for instrumental compositions. 
Check or money order for S30.00 per song (U.S. 
currency only) payable to John Lennon 
Songwriting Contest. If paying by credit card, 
$30.00 per song will be charged to your account. 

Entries must be postmarked no later than September 28. 2001 

Please read all rules carefully, and then sign your name In the 

space provided. If entrant is under 18 years old, the signature 

of • parent or guardian la required. 

1 Each song submitted must be contestant's onginal work. Songs 

-nay not ekceed five 151 minutes in length. No song preveouy recorded 

and released through national distribution in any country will be eligible. 

Songs may have multiple co-writers. but please designate one name 

only on the application. Contestant may submit as many songs in as many 
categories as he/she wishes, but each entry requires a separate cassette. 

entry lorm, lyric sheet. and entrance tee. One check or money order lor 
multiple entries/calegories is permitted. (Entrance fen ,s normefundable 

JLSC is net responsible for late, lost, damaged, misdirected, postage 

due, stolen, or misappropriated °nines.) SIGNATURE 

' Prizes. Twelve 112) Grand Prize Mnners vv. receive 52.000 in cash. 

55.000 in Yamaha project studio equipment, and a $5.000 advance 
from EMI Music Publishing. One ( 1) Grand Pnze Winner will receive 

$20.000 for the " Song of the Year" courtesy of Maxell. Thirty-six (361 

Finalists will receive SI.000. Seventy-two (72) Runners-up will racer,. 

$100 horn Gortar Center Stores. 
3. Contest is open to amateur and professional songwriters. Employees 

of JLSC, their families, subsidiaries, and affiliates are not eligible. 

Winners will be chosen by a select panel of Judges comprised of 

noted songwriters, producers and music industry professionals. 

Songs will be judged based upon melody, composition and lyrics 
(when applicable). The quality of performance and production will not be 
considered. Prizes will be awarded jointly to all authors of any song. 
division of prizes is responsibility of winners Void where prohibited. 

All federal, state, and local laws and regulations apply. 
Winners will be notified by mail and must sign and return an affidavit of 

eligibility/recording nghtsi publerty release within 14 days of notification 
date. The affidavit will state that winner's song is original work and 

nerme holds all nghts to song. Failure to sign and return such affidavit 
Within 14 days or provision of false/inaccurate information therein will 

result in immediate disqualification and an alternate winner will be 

selected. Affidavits of winners under 18 years of age at time of award 

must be countersigned by parent or legal guardian. Affidavits subject 

to verification by JLSC and its agents. Entry constitutes 

permission to use winners names. likenesses. and voices for future 

advertising and publicity purposes without additional compensation. 

&Winners will be determined by January 15. 2002 after which each 

entrant will receive a list of winners in the mail. CDs. Cassettes and lyncs 

will not be returned. 

I have read and understand the rules of the John Lennon Songwriling Contest 

and I accept the terms and conditions of participation Ill entrant is under 18 
years old the signature 01 a parent or guardian is required.) 

DATE 

John Lennon is a trademark owned by Yoko Ono Lennon. Artwork Copyright 1996 Yoko Ono Lennon / Licensed exclusively through Bag One Arts. Ltd., NYC 
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and Toby Wright's successful career 
as producer of some of the fiercest 

thrash-rock bands around would 

seem to lend credence to that theory. 
Easy-going, even-tempered, and — 

well, we have to say it, downright 

pleasant — Wright isn't the kind of guy 

who would strike you as the in-your-

face production and engineering force 
behind the likes of Alice In Chains, 
Korn, and Slayer. Wright's equanimity 

may be ascribed to his varied career, 
as he started out in the unlikeliest of 

roles — as a maintenance engineer. 

He worked in the maintenance 

department at New York's famed 
Electric Lady before making the move 

to L.A. and joining the techno-boffins 
at Village Recorders. He later landed 

at Cherokee. 
Eventually tiring of fixing gear, 

Wright made the improbable transi-

tion to assistant engineer, then engi-

neer, and is now one of the most in-

demand producers in the industry. 

During the course of his journey, he 

has crafted hits for an eclectic group 
of artists — not just the thrashers 

he's best known for, but also bands 
such as Primus, Fishbone, The 

Wallflowers, and Third Eye Blind. 
Wright shared his unique approach 

to making records with us at L.A.'s 

Record Plant one sultry afternoon 
during a break in finishing up mixes 

for a new band called Tantric. 

BO: Your productions tend to fea-

ture a lot of dense instrumentation, 

lots of distorted guitars, and lots of 

vocals, yet the separation is excel-
lent. How do you achieve that with 

such thick backing tracks? 
TOBY WRIGHT: Well, Jar Of Flies 

[Alice in Chains] was done in about 

ten days. It was completely written, 

arranged, produced, recorded, and 
mixed in that period of time, and there 

wasn't a lot of time to think. It was 

basically "capture those guitars and 
go." We really didn't even have time 

to sit down and make a plan. "Set up 

and let's jam," was our motto. 
So you didn't spend a lot of 

time in the recording process 
focusing on sounds? Was more 

time spent in the mix process? 

No, it was all of the above. We just 
slammed it to tape and slammed the 
mixes just as fast. I have a motto 

that, if it takes five minutes to record, 

it should take five minutes to mix. If it 

doesn't, you're overthinking it. It's 

probably a very simple song if it just 
took one pass to record; it should be 

treated the same way when you mix 
it because that's obviously the intent. 

On the other hand, if you spend a 
lot of time on a song and get out the 

microscope and get into every little 

tiny nook and cranny, then you should 

probably do the same thing when you 
mix. That way it brings out the shine. 

I've found that, for a lot of the songs 
that I record and mix, I can go through 
them pretty quickly because I've 

recorded them — I know how I want to 

hear it. I pretty much know my vision 
for the song or the entire album, and I 

just keep pecking away at that. And, 
as far as getting separation, it's just a 

matter of getting the tones. I have a 

few odd, special pieces of gear that I 

use for certain instruments here and 

there. 
Can you run down a few of them? 

Sure. I use a UREI 546 for my gui-
tars. It's an old four-band parametric 

[EQ] that has a really crunchy sound. 
I have Trident A-range modules — 

ten of them — racked up. I'm proba-
bly the only person in the world that 

has such an array. I'm also a big 

[UREI] 1176 fan. I have purple ones, 
I have a black face, and a silver pre-

black face, and every single one of 
them sounds different. 

Have you hot rodded them at all? 

No, I don't really believe in all that 
hyped-up electronic stuff. I was a 

maintenance engineer for a long 

time, and I've seen mods go bad. 
Are these all guitar toys, or do 

you use them on other instru-

ments? 
I use them on pretty much every-

thing. I don't use a lot of EQ. When 

I'm recording, I use mostly mic 
placement, dating back to the old 
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school. I listen to the source careful-
ly and then, if I like what the source 

sounds like, I like to get that to come 

out of the speakers as well, so it 

sounds really close, if not better, in 

the control room. 

The problem is, if you go for a mon-
ster guitar sound every time, it's going 

to get pretty crowded in that little song 
if you also have big monster drums 

and monster bass. If everything's 
monster tone, you're not necessarily 

going to have a monster-sounding 

record; you're going to have a pretty 

compressed. small-sounding record. 
Plus it's going to be very hard for 

the vocal to sit on top of that track. 

It sure is. Sometimes band mem-
bers will say, "Hey, solo up my so-
and-so," and it kind of sounds sh*tty 

to them in solo, but when you drop it 
in the track, sometimes it comple-

ments everything around it, and 

that's pretty much what I'm looking 
for. It doesn't matter what it sounds 

like in solo to me. It can sound like 
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the weirdest thing on earth; as long 

as it fits and complements the track 

and what's going on around it, it's 

there to stay. 
Obviously, the signal is passing 

through lots of tubes. Are you an 
analog guy, are you a digital guy, 

or are you both? 

I guess I would be a "digilog" guy. I 
capture things on analog initially, but 
I'll dump it into Pro Tools to preserve 

the sound, because, as all of us ana-
log freaks know, once you run the 
tape over the heads five times, your 

sound is gone. Remember that sound 
you once fought with the guitar player 

for a third of a dB at 3k? The point is 
moot because it's gone now! So I use 

Pro Tools to save the sound, and then 

I'll edit it, push it around, clean it up a 
bit, and then spit out the drums and 

the bass and any low-end type of stuff 

back onto fresh tape before I mix. I'll 

keep the vocals and the guitars corn-
ing digital out of Pro Tools. It keeps 

the crispness so the original sound 

you've recorded makes it to your mix. 
I did one project completely in Pro 

Tools and it sounded thin and silly; it 

didn't have any balls at all, and I was 
not very happy with it. I don't know 

any digital medium at this point in 

time that can replicate warm music. It 
just doesn't happen, to my ear. 
How are you getting from your 

rack into Pro Tools? Are you 

using stock A/D converters? 

Just stock 888's. I did a test a long 

time ago; I bought a 16-bit system and 
put it up against some drums I'd 

recorded on tape, and I could tell the 
difference, so I got rid of it. I did the 

same thing when 24-bit came out, and 
I couldn't tell the difference, so now I 
own a 24-bit system. I can't tell the dif-

ference; it doesn't matter after that. 

There are a lot of tech people that will 
tell you I'm wrong, but my ears don't lie 

to me. What I hear is what I hear, and 
I think that, at the end of the day, the 
consumer can't hear the difference. 

They can hear the difference, 

however, between an all-digital 
recording and a mixed recording. I 

can hear it on the radio quite well. 
Compression grabs digital on the 

radio in a very strange way — it's got 

a weird top end, even coming over a 
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radio speaker. It's just strange and 
pointed. It's just not right, not pleasing 

to my ear, anyway. 
That's probably because the 

transients are different. 

Yeah, it's a strange thing. But ana-

log tape will warm things up, though it 
can still be really crisp and clean on 

the top end. I don't over-compensate 
when I record, though; I record exact-

ly what I want to hear. 

Do you work at 44.1 or at one of 
the higher sampling rates? 

44.1. I can't hear the difference in 

using higher sampling rates; it just 

makes for longer, bigger files. 
Plus you don't have to do any 

down-conversion. 

Exactly. 
So the basic signal chain is 

good mic positioning, rack of tube 

vintage gear, then to tape, then Pro 

Tools.... 
Yeah, everything goes to tape. 

Sometimes I'll use that tape compres-

sion, and sometimes I'll hit it a little 
lighter and I'll just capture it. Generation 
loss, to me, just doesn't matter. I work 

at 30 ips, +5, non-Dolby. Traditional. 

Do you use plug-ins much? 
Yeah, but mostly for effects. I don't 

use a lot of compression, but if it calls 
for it and I can get what t want with a 

plug-in compressor, I'll definitely put it 
on there. I'm not afraid to use any-
thing, but I don't use things that I don't 
need. I'm a minimalist, I guess. 

How do you decide whether to 

use an analog processor while 

you're still in the analog domain 
versus using plug-in processing? 

It depends on what I'm hearing. If I 

just need a simple delay, I'll probably 

take it from an outboard source. But if 

I'm after something that's a little bit 
more insane or off-the-wall than 
comes with normal outboard gear, I'll 

twist it up with a plug-in because plug-
ins can be a lot more drastic. 

From what I've experienced thus 
far, I can twist sounds and make 

them more unreal in the digital 

domain than I can in the analog 
world; it just adds some weirdness. A 

reverb is usually a little smoother in 

the analog world than it is in the digi-

tal world. But for effects — flanging 

and ring modulating and all that kind 

of stuff — you can get a little more 

drastic in the digital world. 
After you've done your editing 

and plug-in work, do you go back 

out again from Pro Tools to tape? 
When I mix, yes. I'll take a rough 

mix out of Pro Tools as a starting 

point, but then I'll dump drums and 
bass to tape. Sometimes I'll use 16-

track, sometimes I'll use 24-track. 

So you don't dump all the tracks 
to tape, just the ones that need 

warming up? 
That's right. I'll put the drums and 

bass back where they belong, on ana-

log, and sometimes vocals, depend-
ing on how they're cut, depending on 
the DSP power of my computer. If I 

have eight tracks of vocals and I'm 

running AutoTune on all of them, I'm 
going to print them to tape so that I 

can have the DSP power to help me 
out if I need a ring modulator on a gui-
tar, for instance. I then use the stock 

D/A converters out of Pro Tools to get 
the signal into an analog console. 

Is the final mix to half-inch? 

Half-inch, 30 ips, ATR 104/102, 

always, and again at +5; I don't hit it 

too hard. I back up on DAT and on 

Pro Tools, but I never use the digital 
mixes. The analog wins every time. 

Never had any kind of digital device 

win. And I've been through pretty 

much all of them. 
With this recording technique, is 

there any kind of problem with tape 

hiss buildup? Because it sounds 

like some tracks are third genera-
tion by the time you get to the mix. 

Well, digital, to my ear, doesn't 

count as a generation. If I go off of 
tape to digital and then go back to a 

piece of tape, it's the same exact 

sound, it's not a generation loss. 

But you've got some hiss from 

the first tape recorder... 

And Pro Tools preserves that... 
...and then you're going to 

another recorder and adding a little 

bit more hiss. 
Ah, but I do go through a special 

program on the way out from Pro 

Tools. [Whispers.] That's a secret, 
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though! [Laughs] 

So there's some kind of pro-
cessing used for removing the 
hiss? 

Yes, coming back out. Going in, I 
don't really care 'cause I get rid of it 
when it comes back out. Mostly. 

Is that same process used 
before you mix to tape? 

Yes, it is. Everything is de-hissed, 

making for just one generation of 
hiss, at maximum, which might 
attribute to the good separation. 

That's achieved by just keeping the 
sound clean and free of tape and 
hiss distortion. 

I gather you're not slamming 
the tape very much either. 

Not really. Sometimes I do for an 

effect, for the compression. But I'm 

pretty conservative. If I record a 
drum kit, for instance, and I really 

want the kick drum to be com-
pressed, I'll compress it outside and 

then I'll slam it to tape and get that 

extra boom going on. Then I'll 
reduce it when it comes into Pro 

Tools 'cause it's usually too hot. I'll 

make it so the meter doesn't move, 

ever. The song starts, the meter 
moves, the song ends, the meter 

moves. [Laughs.] That's the last 
time it moves. 

That's something some engi-

neers talk about with some degree 

of despair, but I suppose those are 

the demands of modern recording 
today. 

Back in the days when I was a 

maintenance engineer at Cherokee, 

Roy Thomas Baker was working on a 
Cars record — Candy-0 I believe it 

was — and he owned a 40-track 

Stevens machine, two-inch. We 

called it the cricket machine, 

because all you heard was [makes 

cricket noise] and that was the sound 

of his meters bouncing off their stops, 

and if he didn't hear that, it wasn't 

good enough. So he got me into that 
train of thought a long time ago, and 
I guess when you learn from those 

who are considered the best, you 

tend to follow in their footsteps. 

I don't believe in having records 

sound the same internally within 

songs. I like to take one song at a 
time, build it until it's completed, and 

then sit back and listen to it and say, 
"Okay, I like where that's going, I like 

the vision that that song creates, I 
like where that takes me." Then I'll 

move on to the next song. There are 
certain records out there that use the 

same sounds from top to bottom, 

and they sound like one long song. 
Boring. I don't care who you are or 
who the band is, it's boring. 

I like the listener to stay interested. 
It's my own personal thing: I get 

bored easily and can't even make it 
through a 400-page book! [Laughs.] 

Does that extend to things like 

mic selection and placement? 

Would you re-mic the same drum 
kit for different songs? 

Absolutely. On this Tantric record 
that I'm working on now, I moved the 
drums six times in 14 songs and even 

changed out mics here and there. 
Some things stayed the same, some 
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things didn't. I also used a few differ-

ent vocal mics, depending on the 
song, depending on what I was after. 

Same thing with guitar mics: we used 
tons of different equipment. The guitar 

player came with one guitar, one cab-
inet, and we probably rented about 

$50,000 worth of gear because you 
can't do a record with one guitar and 

one cabinet. Well, you can, but it's not 
going to have a lot of variation in it. 

You're the first person I've inter-

viewed who made the transition 
from maintenance engineer to suc-

cessful producer. 
I don't think there are many. It's 

taken a long time; it's been about 20 
years. But when it comes to physics 

and the properties of sound and how 

sound travels and what instruments 
do and how their sound resonates, 

it's all very, very useful information. I 
can look at a guitar and pretty much 
tell you where is going to be the best 

place to mic that guitar after hearing 
it strummed once; it's all physics. 

And if you've got a little electronics 
background, you can figure out how 

things work under their specifica-

tions, and then you can learn to push 

them even harder if you need to. And 
you can learn what they do when 

they're pushed harder, so you don't 

blow stuff up. [Laughs] 
It's real easy to blow stuff up, you 

know. I've seen people literally smoke 

modules and catch consoles on fire 
just because they had no idea what 

they were doing. I would love to see 
more engineers come up through the 

maintenance department. 

Most people who want to be 
engineers don't gravitate to being 

in the maintenance department — 

they'll be the runner or assistant. 
Yeah — runner, then assistant, 

then go on to engineer, but then you 

have really no background on how a 

Pultec works. Why does it sound so 
sweet and why does this digital EQ 

sound like sh*t? 
But do you really need to know 

how to fix gear in order to under-

stand that? 
No, I don't think so. I just chose 

that path. I needed to know how to 

operate gear better than an engineer 
did, because, if I walked into a room 

and there was a problem, I had to be 

able to solve that problem. 
Some engineers know just enough 

to be dangerous. I was doing a demo 
about 10 years ago in a little project 

studio and I asked the guy who was 
aligning the two-track machine, 

"When's the last time the azimuth was 

checked on that machine?" and he 

said "Oh, the azimuth? The azimuth is 
great in this room." [Laughs.] I got in 

my car and left. 
I'll never forget that as long as I 

live. Obviously, he had no idea what 

he was talking about, yet he called 
himself a producer. Very interesting. 
I would imagine that tech engi-

neers quake when they hear you're 

coming in to do a session at their 
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studio, because they know that 
they're going to have to deliver. 

Yeah, some do. Some get awfully 

mad at me, because I can't work 
under circumstances when I have no 

reference. I'll pretty much work any-

where, but technically it's got to be 
pretty close to correct. I can work 

around certain things, but if the mon-
itors sound like sh*t and that's your 

reference, how are you going to tell 
what you're actually doing? My trav-

eling reference is NS10, so I bring my 

CDs with me in a little CD player and 

plug it in and I know, "Okay, if it 
sounds like that, that's right." I can tell 

when NS10 woofers are worn and 
when they've been beat up by the 

client before me. A lot of people can't 

hear that; they haven't trained them-

selves to hear like that. 
When I was at Cherokee, one of my 

fortes was monitors. I used to go in 

and tune the rooms and hear exactly 

what 3k sounds like. You know, when 

you're EQing something and you think, 
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"Oh, that needs a little dip at 2.5k?" 

Well, how do you know it's 2.5k? I've 
trained my ears to tell me it's 2.5k. 

There are a lot of people who 

don't even know what phase is. You 
walk into somebody's house and 

they say, "Man! I don't have any bot-

tom end on my speakers, what's 

going on?" I'll be saying, "Whoa, 
shi, I'm getting dizzy now. I'm going 

to throw up. You're out of phase." 

They say, "How do you know that?" 
"Well, put your face right here, don't 

move.., hear that?" "Yeah, it's com-

ing from all over the place." Then I 

ask them, "Where's the kick drum? 
Where's the bass?" "Well, I don't 

know...." Then you switch polarity, 
get it in phase, and all of a sudden 

it's smaller, and then there's the kick 

drum and the bass in the center. 
"Ahh!" But a lot of people — unfortu-

nately, there are engineers in the 

business who are guilty, too — have 
no concept of the difference. 

What's the craziest studio trick 
that made it onto record? 

Recording guitar through a fan. 

[Laughs.] I was doing the Korn 

Follow The Leader record, and we 

were looking for some weird, wob-

bly sound — that whole record is 

pretty much based on experimen-
tation. So, I was messing around 

out in the live room with a little 
Pignose amp and I laid it on its 

back and there was a fan in the 

room going at half-speed, so I put 

it on top of that, and I put one mic 
right down in it so you hear the 

sound of the fan. That's one of the 
guitar sounds on the record; I 

don't exactly remember which 

song, but it's one of the focal point 

sounds on that song. That one 

surprised me; it just worked. 
I also noticed that in the Alice In 

Chains track "Shame In You" you 

managed to do what a lot of engi-
neers have told me they'd love to 

have the guts to do and never 

succeeded, and that's putting the 
kick drum on one side. 

Yeah 

Was that planned or an acci-
dent? 

Planned, for sure. You know, 

"The whole record sounds like this, 
so let's make this song sound differ-

ent." How? Well, it sounded exactly 

the same as every other song, so 
we decided panning was the best 
way. 

It works because the kick drum 

pattern is so sparse, its almost 
like another floor tom. 

Exactly, that had a lot to do with 
it. I couldn't do it on a speed metal 

song — it just wouldn't be right — 
you wouldn't be able to distinguish 
anything! 

Any final advice for our read-
ers? 

Just learn as much as you can. 

Never think you know everything; 

the minute you do, you don't. 

Howard Massey's latest book, Behind 

The Glass, is a collection of interviews 

with record producers, now available 

from Backbeat (Miller-Freeman) Books. 
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Our new hard disk recorder 
gives you 44 hours of 

uncompressed recording time. 
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AB REPEAT 

Good luck. 

Take a good look at the MRS-1044. Its power and simplicity bring the 

spontaneity back to digital recording. While you may not be able to see many 

of the dozens of features that make it so incredible, its greatest asset is the 
way they all fit together. It's the Zoom of desktop recorders. 

CLEAR 
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44 

UNDO 
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No manual required: The MRS- 1044's logical control surface makes it simple to record, 
edit and mix your songs. Large, logical controls and clear displays make it quick to get 
around with no learning curve. But Just in case, the owner's manual it ships with is brilliant. 

Bonding experience: Working with the MRS-1044 feels like working with tape. But each 
of its ten tracks is supported by ten virtual tracks. Auto punch and "easy bounce" allow 
you to combine and comp tracks with no generation loss. Then there's the familiar scrub 
control that lets you locate precise edit points with your ears. Scene memory and point 
markers make it even easier to get around. 

It's a bridge: We're talking full MIDI capabilities together with digital audio. There are 
programmable stereo drums and bass on their own tracks. Their sound — real. 

Personal effects: Process and sweeten the mix with legendary Zoom 24- bit digital 
effects, including EQ, Compression, Reverb, Chorus and even VAMS guitar amp modeling. 
There's also dedicated EQ on every channel. 

'011/411,_ „eat, 
It's well connected: The MRS-1044's open design provides enough ins and outs to satisfy 
any session. Phantom powered XLR balanced, 1/4 inch unbalanced inputs, stereo RCA 
analog outs, S/PDIF Optical out, MIDI and a slot for add- in SCSI and USB! No kidding. 

Zoom audio quality: The MRS-1044 gives you Zoom's legendary audio quality with 
remarkably smooth, clean 24- bit A/D and D/A converters and 44.1 kHz bit resolution. 

More questions? Obviously there's more than we're telling you here but we think we've 
already got your attention. With the MRS- 1044 all you'll need is inspiration. Good luck. 
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The Zoom MRS- 1044 MultiTrak Recording Studio 

For more about Zoom, click to www.samsontech.com or email sales@samsontech.com • ©2001 Samson 
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IN REVIEW By Craig AndErton • andErton@musicplayEr.com 

Korg DI600 Digital REcording Studio 
Korg re-thinks 

their all-in-one 

digital recorder 

"Studio-in-a-box" recorders just keep getting bet-

ter. Formerly sneered at by those with more 

macho studios, it's hard to ignore the fact that you 
can now produce truly pro-level recordings with a 

compact, budget-friendly box. 

The D16 already had an extensive review in the 
September, 2000 issue, so many aspects of the 

D1600 will already be familiar to readers. We'll 
concentrate on the major changes, but this box is 

definitely not an example of bolting a few new fea-
tures to an existing chassis. Several small but sig-

nificant improvements, such as the faders being 

extended from 50 to 60 mm, are indicative of a 
complete re-think; the cumulative total of these 

smaller changes add up to a more streamlined 
and functional unit. 

The problem with hard disk recording has 

always been where to put all that data. Although 

the D1600 has a SCSI connector for external dri-

ves, Korg offers an optional, internal, swappable 
20 GB hard drive (check with Korg for recommen-

dations on other compatible 3.5-inch IDE drives). 
Swapping is a simple procedure — remove the 
front panel, unscrew a couple screws, swap hard 

drives, and button everything back up again. 
There's also a drive bay for installing an option-

al CD-RW drive (of course, you can also burn CD-

Rs). This is a neater alternative than swapping out 
hard disks if you don't need to back up gigabytes 
of data. However, if you do, the D1600's backup 

routine can spread the data over multiple CDs. 

The backup process is similar to the kind done 

with computers — data has to be restored to the 

hard drive before you can use it. A second option, 
Copy, simply copies contents over to the CD, and 
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KORG 01600 
MANUFACTURER: Korg, 316 S Service Rd., 
Melville, NY 11747. Tel: 516-333-9100. Web: 
www.korg.com. 
SUMMARY: All- in-one recorder is easy to use, 
expandable, and offers quality sound.  
STRENGTHS: Cost-effective. SCSI-2 interface 
Optional CD-RW drive and internal, swappable hard 
drive Four mic pres with XLR connectors and phan-
tom power . Touch screen interface Obvious opera-
tion Stereo digital I/O. Imports/exports WAV files via 
SCSI, imports via CD drive. 16- or 24- bit operation 
Lots of effects, including some esoteric ones.  
WEAKNESSES: No multichannel outputs (analog 
or digital). Single aux out. No Disc-At-Once CD-
burning mode. Track midrange EC) has variable 
frequency but not bandwidth. 

PRICE: $2,000 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 103 

data can be read directly from it. 
The D1600 can import WAV files from CD, so 

you can bring in material from a sample CD with 

no extra steps (you can also bring WAV files in via 
SCSI). Cool. And once you've mixed your tune to 

stereo, you can burn a standard Red Book audio 

CD. One of the arguments in favor of computer-

based systems has always been that you can take 
a piece of music from original inspiration to fin-

ished CD, but you can follow the same path with 

the D1600. 
However, like other CD-burning programs that 

work in Track-At-Once mode, the D1600 always 
inserts two seconds of silence between tunes. So 

if you're doing a continuous dance mix, you'll need 

to use a computer-based burning setup (however, 

make sure the program can burn CDs in Disc-At-

Once mode, or you'll still have the same mandato-

ry two second break as the D1600). 
The D1600 offers 16-track playback/eight-track 

simultaneous record with 16-bit/44.1 kHz record-
ing, and eight-track playback/four-track simultane-

ous record with 24-bit/44.1 kHz recording. Higher 

sampling rates aren't available, which makes 



NEW GEAR 

We stock thousands of pro audio products from hundreds of 
manufacturers. From a single microphone to a turnkey studio system, 

you'll find it all at www.proaudiodesign.com. Or if you need advice, our 

staff of experienced audio professionals are ready to take your call. 

USED tfe VINTAGE 

We always carry a large inventory of desirable used and vintage 
gear and are experts at locating hard-to-find equipment. And because we 

refurbish ever ything in our own workshops, all items are sold with a warranty. 

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION PRE-OWNED CONSOLES 

We have successfully designed and installed many 
studios, large and small, providing o full service including 

room design, equipment supply, custom monitoring and wiring. 
Call Professional Audio Design to discuss your project. 

With exclusive factory authorization from SU, our 
workshops are world renowned for preparing pre-owned large 

format consoles for resale. Sales include optional installation by our 
own technicians. Call today for a current list of SSL, Neve, Trident, etc. 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 

sense because keeping everything at 44.1 

avoids sample rate conversion when burn-
ing audio CDs. Note that recordings aren't 

data-compressed — which is important if 

you want to export in WAV format. 

When it's time to mix, the D1600 does-

n't include automation per se. However, 
you can program up to 100 "scenes" and 

cause them to be selected automatically. 

Furthermore, the mixer level, pan, effects 

send, EQ, and several other parameters 

can transmit or receive MIDI data. Thus, 

you can do true automated mixing in con-

junction with an external MIDI sequencer. 

Even though there are channel faders 
and panpots, you might be taken aback 

by the seeming lack of channel switches. 
However, the D1600 uses Korg's 

"TouchView" touch screen, so basically 

your "switches" show up on-screen. The 
touch screen is quite wonderful; I could 
get around the unit fast by touching with 

my left hand and working the data wheel 

or increment/decrement buttons with my 
right. On a more subtle level, the touch 

screen makes using the D1600 somewhat 

of a tactile experience. 

As you can master/burn tunes within 

the D1600, Korg has beefed up their 

selection of effect algorithms with a bunch 
of mastering-oriented effects. The effects 

in general are a strong point, not just an 

add-on: there's stereo multitap delay, 
multiband limiter, four-band parametric 

EQ, bit reducer (for lo-fi effects), ring mod-
ulator, formant synthesizer for "vocal syn-

thesis," auto wah, multiple effects 

chains...you get the idea. 
There's way too much to cover, even in 

a reasonably long review — I particularly 

like the built-in rhythm patterns for when you 
can't wait to program a drum part, but there 

are also virtual tracks for putting together 
composite parts, a flexible effects architec-
ture, and even a ventilation fan with on/off 

switch to reduce noise (never fear; it turns 

on automatically if the internal temperature 
rises to unacceptable levels). About the only 

featurel miss is something like ADAT I/0 so 
you can bounce tracks over to a computer-

based system for extensive editing. On the 

other hand, if you need to do that much edit-
ing, you're probably not looking at a studio-

in-a-box type of product anyway. 

As this issue was going to press, Korg 
announced new operating system software 
versions for both the D1600 (v2.0) and the 
D16 ( v3.0). Here are the highlights: 

• Support for up to 8X speed for burning audio 
CDs, making data backups, and 
exporting/importing WAV files from CD-R/-RW 
(D16 v30 supports up to 4X speeds using 
external SCSI drives only) 
• Automatic data validation when making backup 

files 
• Make multiple copies of an audio CD 
• Export multiple WAV files at the same time 
• Export WAV files to CD-R/-RW media (makes 
an ISO 9660 format disc) 
• New "Format FAT16" command for preparing 
media for WAV file export 
• Ability to erase CD-RW media 
• Improved track display 
• More accurate metering 
• Faster previewing of WAV files 
• Faster locating 
• D16 Version 3.0 increases size and zoom reso-

lution of waveform display 

The competition in this product cate-

gory is fierce, but the D1600 more than 

holds its ground. It sounds great, is 

intelligently designed, and easy to use. 

And it's shocking to realize that, adjust-

ed for inflation, it costs about the same 
as my first four-track reel-to-reel 

recorder. Now that's progress! • 
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PS6: Breakin' the Law 
Our own eminent speaker designers, Frank Kelly and Walter Dick, have long claimed that 
when it comes to producing low end from a monitor speaker, "It's all controlled by the laws 
of physics." In other words, in order to get big low end you need a big box and a big woofer. 

And then Frank and Walter created the Project Studio 6—and gave it low end response that 
simply blows the laws of physics to smithereens. A 6.5" speaker in a tiny cabinet producing 
a deep rich 42Hz ... astounding! 

Part of the secret a custom 
biamplification system that 
delivers extended low fre-
quency response—and enough 
power to warrant a late night 
visit from the cops. 

Rounding out the package is a 
silk dome tweeter handed down 
from our award-winning 
20/20bas—for detailed, precise, 
and easy-on-the-ears high end 
response. And the dual front-
mounted low air restriction 
ports allow for easy placement 
in even the most confined 
spaces (like a jail cell). 

PS6 Biamplified 
Direct Field Monitor System 

Sound this good 
should be illegal. 

P.O. Box 4189, 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140 4189 

805-566-7777; Fax: 805 566 7771 
E-mail: info@eventl.com 

www.eventtcom 
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IN REVIEW By Bobby Owsinski • bobbyo@surroundassociatEs.com 

ManlEy LaboratoriEs Van-Mu 
TubE LimitEr/ComprEssor 
A classic get 

hot-rodde 

P1S3 

When does a unit become a "classic"? That's 

easy — when it becomes so widely used that it's 

considered standard studio fare. One piece of 
gear that definitely fits this description (certainly 

in mastering facilities) is the Manley Laboratories 

Stereo Variable-Mu limiter/compressor. 

To illustrate this point, while doing research for 
my latest book, The Mastering Engineer's 

Handbook, I asked most of the major mastering 
facilities exactly what equipment they were using. 

As you'd expect, the answers were all over the 

board in terms of gear preferences, but one piece 

consistently showed up on virtually all their lists: 

the Manley Variable-Mu. In fact, the Variable-Mu 
(or "Van-Mu," as it has fondly become known) was 

one of the units that most mastering engineers sin-

gled out as indispensable to their work. That cer-
tainly spells standard by any definition! And now, 
more than ever, I've been seeing the Van-Mu 

show up not only in the racks of major studios, but 

in independent engineer's racks as well. 
So why is the Van-Mu everywhere? From my 

personal experience, I can truly say that it's 

because it makes a mix sound better. The Vari-

Mu adds a certain "glue" to a mix when used as 

a bus compressor that's difficult to get with all but 

a few other boxes. 

THE BASICS 
The Manley Variable-Mu is an all-tube compres-

sor/limiter featuring real transformer balanced 

input and outputs and three dual triodes in a fully 
symmetrical all-tube circuit. This is the basic cir-

cuit configuration made famous by the hard to 

find and outrageously expensive Fairchild 670. 
Although originally designed around a 6386 vari-

able MU tube, Manley switched some years ago 

to the more easily obtainable 5670. A 7044 is 
used in the output section, which features a high-

er output current and better consistency than the 

original 12BH7 that was used. 
The unit is built like a tank, yet with a crafts-

manship and precision way beyond the norm 
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>MANLEY LABS VARI-MU 
MANUFACTURER: Manley Laboratories, Inc., 
13880 Magnolia Avenue, Chino, CA 91710 Tel. 
909-627-4256. Web: www.manleylabs.com. 
SUMMARY: A stereo vacuum tube 
compressor/limiter with a classic variable-mu 
design. 
STRENGTHS: Excellent design and workmanship 
Highest quality sonics. The ultimate "glue" for a 
mix.  
WEAKNESSES: Ganged input control makes it 
slightly difficult to use in dual-mono mode. 
PRICE: $4,000 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 121 

— which is the level of quality we've come to 

expect from Manley. The meters, attenuators, 
and input and output transformers were all 

custom designed, with the all-important mu-

metal encased transformers wound in-house 
at the Manley Lab's magnetics department (a 

very impressive part of the facility). And, 

indeed, the specs are equally impressive, with 
the input of the Van-Mu capable of up to +36 

dB (that's 52 volts RMS) with only 1% distor-
tion. Output is capable of +30 dB, which, in 

this world of transformerless output stages, is 

an impressive spec that harkens back to pre-

IC days. 
Though brief, the manual is one of the best in 

the industry, covering everything from installation 

to example settings and operational tips, to ser-

vice adjustments, and even including a section 
about correct interfacing and cable wiring. 
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ManlEg Laboratories Van-Mu 

SIMPLE FEATURES 
One thing about the Van-Mu is that it's 
not over the top feature-wise. In fact, the 

unit has exactly what's needed to get the 

job done — nothing more and nothing 

less. Essentially, there are two channels 
that are mostly independent except for 

one important exception — they share a 

common input gain control (more on this 
later). Each channel has a threshold con-
trol, output gain, attack and recovery 

(release), and a switch that selects 

between compression at about a 1.5:1 
ratio and limiting at about 4:1. The ratios 

are deceiving in that they actually 
increase as the amount of compres-

sion/limiting increases, with the ratio 
climbing up to 20:1 at 12 dB of limiting, 

hence the name "variable-mu" or vari-

able gain. 
A nice thing about the Attack and 

Recovery controls is that they have 
"slow" and "fast" panel designations 

that make them much easier to quickly 
set than those on other units that only 

have timing numbers. The envelope 

section provides quite a lot of control 

with the Attack settings available from 

"fast" at 25 ms, to "medium" at 50 ms, 

and the "slow" position at 70 ms. The 
Recovery control switches between five 

selections, starting with "very slow," 
with a time base of eight seconds, to 
"very fast," with a recovery time of 2 ms. 

There's also a hard-wire bypass and 
two large precision meters that indicate 

gain reduction. A link switch connects 

the left- and right-channel control cir-
cuits for stereo operation, although the 
individual controls aren't over-ridden, 
so you still need to set up both chan-

nels to similar parameters. 

There are several hot-rod options avail-
able for the Variable-Mu from the factory: 
the mastering version features precision 

1% metal film resistors, Greyhill rotary 

switches with gold contacts, and stepped 
threshold attenuators and output controls. 

The surround version enables three units 
to be linked together via a common detec-

tor (see the upcoming review in Surround 

Professional on this version). 
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24- bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O 
Two MIDI Ports 

"SonIcalIV, the LynxONE is 
top quality. Easy install 

and crash free operation... 
offers I/O and sync options 

professionals expect. 
One could use this card 
for a big-buck master 

session or block-buster 
movie without any 

reservations." 
- Pro Audi( Re\ iew, 

April 2000 

"It's extremely 
clean, very clear, 

and amazingly 
accurate. 

Rock solid with a 
wide range of 

programs." 
-Recording Magazine 

Fan uary 2,000 

"The Lynx0NE is an 
excellent mastering 

; card in terms of SOLUld 
quality and flexibility. 

Suitable for today's 
professional studio." 

AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [out of 5!] 

-Electronic Musician 
August 1999 

Lynx !toe° TeCD111310*, Inc. 
1098 IRVINE AVE. *468, NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660 ph.949,515.8265 • www.lynxstudlo.com 

Another version contains a true M/S 

feature that allows for Mid/Side record-
ing, playback, and processing. And, last-

ly, the M/S or Vertical/Lateral Mod allows 

for Mid/Side recording, playback, and 

processing, which can be used to give a 
wider sound by making the unit only 

compress the in-phase information, leav-

ing the out-of-phase info unscathed. 
Conversely, as in the Fairchild 670, one 

can achieve a more mono sound (helpful 

in disc cutting to minimize groove liftout) 
by setting the Van-Mu to compress more 

out-of-phase info. 

IN USE 
Over a period of months, I used the Van-
Mu on numerous projects. On bass, the 

tubes of the unit helped round out the 
sound, while controlling the peaks and 

evening out the quieter notes. On 
vocals, the tubes enhanced the sonics in 

a way that only tubes can do, adding 
both clarity and warmth. As stated 

before, the left and right channels share 

a common input gain control, which 
means that you have to adjust the 

source feed into the channel and work 
the threshold control a bit more than 

usual when in dual-mono mode, but this 
isn't much of a problem after you get the 

hang of it. 
But it's across the mix bus where the 

unit shines. At 4 to 6 dB of limiting, you 
don't even know that the unit is there 

(except for its effect on the dynamics); it's 
that transparent. Kick it up to something 

obscene, like 15-20 dB, and it squeezes 
the track like a silk glove, getting the 

effect without any nasty artifacts. There's 

something to this unit that just glues 

everything together and makes the track 
sound, for want of another term, "better." 

No wonder it's been the secret weapon 
of mastering engineers around the world 

for so long. 
At $4,000 retail, the Manley Labs Van-

Mu isn't what you'd consider inexpen-

sive. But there's a reason why everyone 

uses one and it's because it has that 

"sound." It's not a smash-you-in-the-face 

type of sound, it's more gentle and sub-
tle, yet equally as effective. You can't 

really compare it to anything else 

because it is indeed unique, a quality 
that's getting more and more difficult to 

find in this digital age. Once you try one, 

you'll be hooked forever. • 
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MADE IN AI 

OK, so it's an 
unfair comparison! 
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RODE NT3 
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• V • 

AKG C1000 

3/4" Real Condenser MiCrOph011e , fo Small Electret 

One of these microphones out-performs the other in every way. 
It's your choice! 

RODE 
MICROPHONES 

• 
USA - Ph! MO 428 7456 INTERNATIONAL Ph: 61 2 8765 9333 Fax: 61 2 8765 9444 

info@rodemicrophones,com www.rodemicrophones.com 
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IN REVIEW By RogEr Nichols • rogErnichols@Earthlinli.com 

Toast 5 Titanium CD-Burning 
SoftwarE for thE Mac 

Is Toast 5 

Titanium 

worth the 

bread? 

Since I often burn my toast, Toast seems an appro-

priate name for software that burns CD-R discs. 

Toast 5 Titanium from Roxio (software arm spun off 
from Adaptec) supports almost every CD burner on 

the market, including SCSI, IDE, FireWire, and 

USB. Toast 5 will burn CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, 

DVD-RAM, and DLT tape. You can burn data, 

audio, video, photos — you can make bootable 

CDs, Mac CDs, cross-platform CDs, and two-hour 
DVD-Rs. Toast will do everything that you need to 
do, and do it well. Well, that's it. The world's short-

est product review. Okay, for those of you who 
want to stick around for the details, I will continue. 

Toast is by far the most-used CD burning 

product for Macintosh. Toast 4.xx is bundled with 

most CD burners. The commercial version of 

Toast was called Toast Deluxe. The major differ-
ence is that the deluxe version burns in Disc-At-
Once mode, while Toast OEM (bundled version) 

uses Track-At-Once mode. Toast 5 Titanium 

uses Disc-At-Once mode. For audio CDs, Disc-

At-Once allows you to have no space between 
songs because the disc is recorded without any 

pauses. Track-At-Once, as it's name implies, 
records each track separately, leaving a slight 

pause between cuts. (There's actually an error 

#1 Selling 
en Burning 
Software 

for Macintosh 

TITANIUM 

111 

Burn your World on CD! 
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Toast 
TITANIUM 

>TOAST 5 TITANIUM 

01SeIli 
CD Burni 
Softwa 

for Macint 

MANUFACTURER: Roxio, Inc., 461 S. Milpitas 
Blvd, Milpitas, CA 95035. Tel: 408-635-7694. Web. 
www.roxio.com 

SUMMARY: Easy-to-use CD and DVD mastering 
software with a host of useful features 

STRENGTHS: Highly accessible drag-and-drop 
interface. Supports nearly all CD burners. Allows 
you to burn a wide variety of formats Many helpful 
extras such as Spin Doctor and Track-At-Once 
software. 

WEAKNESSES: None to speak of. 

PRICE: $89.95 

EQ FREE LIT. #: 102 

produced at the junction between the tracks 

because the laser is turned off and then the 
recorder "punches in" for the next track.) If you're 

transferring a live recording with audience reac-

tion (hopefully applause) between cuts. then you 

need Disc-At-Once. 
Toast 5 Titanium uses a drag-and-drop inter-

face to make CD burning as easy as possible. All 

you have to do is drag the file you want burned 
onto the Toast window. Toast detects whether the 

file is a data file that should be burned as a CD-

ROM, or an audio file that should be burned as an 

audio CD. If your CD-ROM drive is fast enough, 
you can even copy a CD or CD-ROM by dragging 

it onto the Toast interface. The information from 
the CD-ROM drive is then copied directly to the 

CD recorder. What could be easier than that? 

If you have a fast 16x or 24x CD-R drive and 
you're trying to copy a CD, you may want to copy 

the information to your hard disk first to avoid the 

dreaded "Buffer Underrun" error. This is some-
times referred to as "Beer Can Coaster" produc-

tion. Audio tracks that you've dragged to Toast 

can be re-arranged in any order you want. You 
can even preview the songs in Toast and change 

the space between songs if you want to. 
Before we move on, let me point out that you 

can also record CDs filled with MP3 songs. The 



"Full Sail gave me the confidence and 

know-how to make it in the 
entertainment industry." 
-Carlton Lynn 

Credits include: 

TLC 
Monica 
Sammie 
Stevie Nicks 
Brandy 

Collective Soul 
Joi 

Full Sail grads and winners 
of five GRAMMY' awards 
Carlton Lynn and 
Leslie Brathwaite. 

"Full Sail gave us the chance to have our 

hands on the latest studio equipment  
Now, we've got our hands on some 

GRAMMYs'. We got the education we 
needed to succeed tremendously and in a 

relatively short period of time." 
-Leslie Brathvvaite 

Credits include: 

TLC 

OUTKAST 
Micheal Jackson 

Monica 
Toni Braxton 

Aretha Franklin 
Boyz II Men 

Real World Education 
School of: 

Aúdio • Show Production & Touring 

• Film/Video • Computer Animation 

Digital Media • Game Design 

Tune into webstationzero,. 

800.226.7625 
at www.fullsail.com 

3300 University Boulevard • Winter Park, FL 32792 • Financial aid available to those who qualify • Job placement assistance • Accredited by ACCSCT 
c 2000 Full Sail Recorders, Inc. All rights reserved. The ternis "Full Sail", "Full Sail Real World Education", and the Full Sail and WebStationZero logos are either registered service marks or service marks of Full Sail Recorders, Inc 

Other product and company names mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners The appearance of these marks does not necessarily indicate a formalized sponsorship or affiliation with other such cor.p.lies. 
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Toast 5 Titanium 

MP3 format will play back on your comput-

er CD-ROM drive or a CD player that rec-

ognizes MP3 format CDs. Remember that 

you get much more playing time, but the 
quality is not as good as CD-quality audio. 

VIDEO CDS AND DVDS AND 

DATA 
Toast 5 Titanium will produce Video CDs 

from QuickTime files, MPEG-1 streams, 

iMovies, or Video CD disc images. A 

Video CD can contain up to 70 minutes 

of video. Video CDs can be played back 
in Video CD-capable DVD players, as 
well as most CD-ROM drives. To make a 

Video-CD, just select Video CD as the 

format and drag the video files to the 
Toast window. If conversion is required, 

Toast will ask for a folder to save the new 
file. After conversion, you're ready to 

burn a Video CD. 
To save movies on DVD, select DVD 

from the menu and drag the Video_TS 
file that was produced in a DVD authoring 

package into Toast. Because Toast isn't 
a DVD authoring program, you can only 

store one movie. The movie can be up to 

I Audio Magic From 

AL. 

TRRTECH 
Natural Sound 

Lab 

By Martinsound 

two hours long, though. This is twice as 

long as iDVD allows. A more appropriate 

task for Toast is to produce DVD-ROM 
discs with video and program files on the 

same disc. It works like a charm. 

You can also write DVD-ROMs. Just 
like archiving to a CD-R that holds 700 

megabytes, but DVD-R holds about 

4,200 megabytes of data. And any of this 

data and video can be written to DVD-
RAM or DLT tape, if that better suits your 

needs. 

OTHER GOODIES 
Don't stop here. Toast will also write CD-
ROM-XA, Mixed Mode, Enhanced Music 

CDs, and CD-i. If you're too lazy to type 

in the song titles when importing CD 

audio, Toast will get the track names 

online automatically from a CD name 

server site. Cool. 

SPIN DOCTOR 
The Toast 5 Titanium package comes 

with a program called Spin Doctor. Spin 

Doctor is designed for converting analog 

audio from cassettes, old LP records, or 

other sources into files for burning onto 

CD. You can set the record levels and 

record in an entire LP side at once. After 

the recording process, Spin Doctor will 
automatically detect the space between 
songs and mark them as separate tracks 
on the CD. If the LP is too noisy, Spin 

Doctor contains pop and click filters to 

remove some of the noise. You can also 

enhance the stereo, add more bottom 
end, or excite the highs without going to 

an external program for help. 

FINALLY 
What can I say? I like Toast. For me, it 

was a no-brainer. Toast has been my 
flagship CD burning software for seven 

years. I've purchased all of the others 
and tried them, but nothing comes close. 

I rest my case. 
Remember: Where there's Toast, 

there's Jam. Jam is Roxio's audio-only 

CD burning solution for those who need 

control over ISRC and UPC codes, level 
control of tracks, and the ability to cross-
fade between cuts. I have both, and use 

them every day. Happy burning! • 

You Ain't Heard Nothin' Yet 

le 1, 

IMI•••••«-

MSS-10 
The Natural Sound Mic Preamp 

"From now on, whenever 1 record, I'll 
be using the MSS-10s. I would love to 

have a ton of them." -Al Schmitt 

And nothing sounds so good 
If you can hear the unique qualities of the best mic 

preamps, compare your favorite to an MSS 10 and 

you will hear a big difference. 
The MSS-10's exquisite reproduction of mic sounds 

puts it in a new category that we call Natural Sound. 

When compared to an MSS-10, even the best 

discrete and tube preamps can be heard to color the 

sound of a great mic by obscuring those spine-

tingling details created by an artist in the room. 

Because it adds nothing, the Natural Sound of an 

MSS-10 brings you much closer to the sonic qualities 

you've always worked so hard to achieve. 

Order a free report about the MSS-10 and the 

unexpected benefits of Natural Sound. Get informed, 
then buy an MSS-10 and experience nothing but 

Natural Sound for yourself. 

Receive the free report 
Call or visit us on the web and order EQo3 

(800) 582-3555 or + 1 (626) 281-3555 

r 151 W Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA USA 91803-2493 
Fax +I (626) 284-3092 www.martinsound.com 
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LOUD IS GOOD. 
(Preferably so loud that you can stun small animals and peel paint.) 

Accurate is better. 
(...assuming you've practiced a lot and are reasonably in tune.) 

MS110530 IS BOTH. 

n terms of technical advancement, the active SRI530 

• resembles a conventional SR speaker about as much 

as a jet fighter resembles a hang-glider. 

The SRI530 is a 3-way design with a separate 6-inch 

midrange transducer, so vocals and instruments are ren-

dered with extraordinary detail and clarity. 

Each transducer is driven to its maximum output 
by an individual, custom-designed high-current power 

amplifier. You get higher SPLs, tighter bass and better 

dynamic response ... and don't have to lug around a rack 

of outboard amps and an electronic 

crossover. 

Built-in electronic equalization 

smooths each transducer's response 

curve: time and phase compensation 

circuits coordinate each driver's 

output for pin-point imaging. 

The RCF Precision" HF compres-

sion driver and midrange transducer 

are integrated into a single Optimized 

Wavefront" horn for flatter response 

and wider dispersion. The cast-frame 

I5-inch LF transducer features our 

exclusive Inside/Outside voice coil for 

maximum heat resistance. 

We could go on and on. But to 

become a believer, all you have to do 

visit your nearest Mackie Dealer and 

hear the loud, accurate SRI530. 

Our asymmetrical 

Optimized Wavefront 

horn integrates the output 

of the HF compression 

driver with.the 6- inch mid-

range driver (whose cone 

is shaped to become part 

of the main horn). Treble 

and midrange arrive at the 

audience's ears properly 

blended. 

PERFECT MATCH: THE SR24.4-VLZ PRO MIXER 
• 4-bus design • 20 premium XDR microphone preamps • 24 total 
channels with 20 mono line level/mic chs. & 2 stereo line level chs. 
• 6 aux sends per ch. • Inserts on mono chs. • 3- band Ea with swept 
mid & low cut filter (mono chs.) • EFX to Monitor • Separate talkback 
section with extra mic preamp • RCA tape inputs & outputs • 60mm 
long-wear log-taper faders • Solid steel chassis & mucho mondo more 

CIRCLE 14 ON INFO CARD 

The SRI530 just looks like an 
SR speaker. Actually it has a 
three-way electronic crossover, 
three FR Series— power amps 
with 500 total watts RMS de-
livered to the transducers, three 
parametric equalizers and an 
electronic time corrector...built 
into an astonishing SR speaker. 

I-Inch exit diameter compres-

sion driver with integrated 

phase plug 

Optimized Wavef ronr Horn 

properly blends HF and mido 

6-inch midrange transducer 

with integrated phase plug 

I6- ply Baltic Birch trapezoidal 

enclosure with rugged resin end 

caps 

weight-balanced side handles 

plus top and bottom handles 

15- inch cast-frame LF trans-

ducer with heat- resistant 

Inside/Outside voice coil and 

high-flux magnetic circuit 

Inside: 3 separate FR Series 

amplifiers with 500 total watts 

RMS delivered to the 

transducers 

Inside: Phase-accurate 

electronic crossover, electronic 

parametric equalization, time 

correction and phase alignment 

circuitry 
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Protect Your 
Investments! 
A few weeks ago, I mixed an outdoor show somewhere in the wilds of Michigan. 

Since it was a typical outdoor concert/motorcycle rally, I didn't expect the production 

to be first-rate. Imagine my surprise when I went out to FOH and found a beautiful 

new console — state-of-the-art, all under microprocessor control. I have to admit: I 
have a chip on my shoulder regarding this type of desk. The last time I used a com-

puter-assisted live console, it crashed right before the show. I politely asked the sys-
tems tech to disconnect the computer — which he did, and the show went fine. Such 

was not to be the case on this day: disconnecting the computer would render all 

VCAs and mutes useless on this desk. The systems tech assured me all would be 
fine, especially with a redundant power supply racked and ready. 

During my line check, the console went down and with it came the most thunder-

ous blast of noise that anyone ever heard from a PA. You know it was loud because 
even the bikers were scared. After we ducked a couple of thrown beer bottles, the 

system tech re-booted the desk and, a few minutes later, all was fine (accept for 
some broken glass underfoot). Maybe. Three songs into the show, the computer 

crashed again and the entire system became silent. Half a song later, the CPU re-
booted and the system came back up. 

What astonished me about this experience was the total lack of respect on the part 

of the PA company for such a sophisticated (and costly) piece of gear. After spend-

ing thousands on the desk, they didn't have a $200 uninterruptable power supply or 
even a surge suppresser on the PSU. It's one thing when you're using a desk like this 

in a theater where the AC is relatively stable, but to expect a computer to run happily 
via power supplied from an AC generator on a hot summer day is just plain foolish. I 
don't want to hear about how well designed the PSU may be, and how the failure rate 

is below 1%, because I live in that 1% — and so do most other live sound engineers. 

You wouldn't take your Pro Tools rig to an outdoor gig without AC protection, so why 
do it with a CPU-controlled desk? Take care of your gear. It's your bread and butter. 

Thank goodness the show was over before the lightning hit.... 

—Steve La Cerra 

slacerra@uernedia.corn 

New Products 
The latest product releases aimed at live sound applications. 

Meet My Rack 
Tim Shapiro 

Feature 
AC/DC Takes Flight 
Raising low end to the next level. 



WIVE: NEW PRODUCTS 

AUDIO TECHNICA WIRELESS 
THE PRODUCT: Audio-Technica Freeway Frequency-Agile UHF 
Wireless Systems 
THE BASICS: ATW-600 Transmitter System and Transmitters 
THE DETAILS: This complete transmitter system kit features the 
ATW-R600 receiver and one of five transmitters, allowing you 
to select an Audio-Technica mic or guitar wireless system to fit 
your needs. The system offers 10 selectable UHF channels with 
frequency in two bands (470-480 MHz) and (482-492 MHz). It 
features an adjustable squelch control and a removable docking 
power supply, which inserts into the back of the receiver. 
CONTACT: Visit Audio-Technica at vninv.audio-technica.com. 
Circle EQ free lit. #109. 

•• 

SABINE SWM-5000 SERIES 
THE PRODUCT: Sabine SWM-5000 Series 
THE BASICS: Wireless Microphones and Receivers 
THE DETAILS: Sabine has released the SWM-5000 series of True 
Diversity microphones with 2.4 GHz spread spectrum technology. 
It's the first wireless microphone system that allows up to 50 
units to operate simultaneously at one location. Available in one-
or two-channel varieties, the microphones feature FBX Feedback 
Exterminator, Target Input Processing, a compressor/limiter and 
de-esser, and, last but not least, mic modeling, which offers sev-
eral popular dynamic and condenser mic elements. 
CONTACT: Visit Sabine at vnvw.sabineusa.com. Circle EQ free 
lit. #111. 

CREST AUDIO X-MATRIX 
THE PRODUCT: Crest Audio X-Matrix 
THE BASICS: Expander Module 
THE DETAILS: This companion product to the Crest X-VCA con-
sole features front-panel rotary pots, 1/4-inch TRS balanced 
inputs and XLR output connectors, and LED level and master 
level control for all channels. The Expander can accept addition-
al matrix mixes from the X-VCA console ( up to four units can 
be powered from one X-VCA), and also has the ability to serve 
as a standalone matrix mixing system with the use of optional 
external power supplies. 
CONTACT: Visit Crest Audio at wvAv.crestaudio.com. Circle EQ 
free lit. #110. 

MARTIN AUDIO LEnPJB 
THE PRODUCT: Martin Audio LEQ2JB 
THE BASICS: New LE Series Wedge 
THE DETAILS: London's Martin Audio has added the LEQ2JB to 
their LE wedge monitor series. The LEQ2JB is a two-way 
active/passive multi-angled enclosure offering differential dis-
persion that varies from wide to narrow with distance from the 
monitor; this helps to throw the signal further and aids in 
reducing excess spill. Built with road-ready multi-laminate birch 
ply, the enclosure is available in left- and right-handed versions. 
CONTACT: Visit Martin Audio at www.martin-audio.com. Circle 
E0 free lit. #112. 
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MEET MY RACK 

TIM SHAP 
The sound of Bacon 

NAME: Tim Shapiro 
RANK: Front of house engineer 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Bacon Brothers Band 
PRIOR ASSIGNMENTS: Gladys Knight, Duncan 

Sheik, Fisher 
TRANSPORT: 18-space road rack by Hybrid 
HARDWARE: Yamaha SPX90, SPX 50, Rev7; 

Roland SDE1000, TC Electronic M•One, Behringer 

Tube Composer [2], Composer MDX2100, Multicom, 

Intelligate, Autoquad gate, PEQ5 parametric EQ 

CABLING: Horizon 1/4-inch to 1/4-inch 
COMMENTS: "I love the Behringer Tube Composer 

for vocals," says Tim. "When I was on the road with 

Fisher, I used it on [lead singer] Kathy's vocal. They do 
a cover of Aerosmith's 'Dream On,' and in it her voice 
can go from barely touching the compression thresh-

old to around 24 dB of gain reduction within about 
three notes — and you can't hear the tube composer 

working. It just limits the level. With the Bacon 

Brothers Band, I use tube composers inserted on the 
vocal channels for Kevin Bacon. Michael Bacon, Paul 

BY STEVE LA CERRA 

RO 
Guzzone, and Ira Siegel. I use the Multicom's four 

channels for Kevin's two acoustic guitar channels (he 
has a six-string and a twelve-string), Michael's six-

string guitar, and the bass guitar. 
'The Bacon Brothers have a very diverse show — 

they go from doing a full-out rock song to a quiet song 
with a cello in it. Unfortunately, getting a cello to be 

loud enough in some venues isn't the easiest thing to 
do! I use a Shure Beta 98 mounted in the f-hole of the 

cello, and sometimes I get a little bit of feedback. If I 

don't have adequate EQ on the console, I insert the 
Behringer parametric on the cello channel and use it 

to tune out the feedback. It's saved my butt on more 
than one occasion. I also use the autopan program 

from the Yamaha SPX90 during the 'Sooner Or Later' 
cello solo. It adds a bit depth whereas a delay or 

reverb didn't quite sound right. 
"Generally, the Bacon Brothers do a quiet show — 

when we play a theater gig, we're typically at 95 to 97 
dB SPL. You can hear every note they play. The only 
thing that sometimes gets out of hand is the cymbals, 

so I use the Behringer Composer inserted on my over-

head mic channels [overhead mics are Shure 

KSM44's]. If I were to compress the kick and snare 
drums on the subgroup, I'd lose the drummer's 

dynamics. By compressing the overheads, I can mix 
the show using mostly the overhead mics and the kick 

mic [Shure Beta 91]. If I'm mixing on a console with a 
low-pass filter, I actually roll off some of the high end 

to reduce the amount of sizzle, because we have no 

need for that kind of cymbal sound. I never understood 

why people put up expensive condenser microphones 

for overheads and then roll off all the bottom end. With 

the right placement, they'll sound great. 
"On one particular song, 'Woodstock '99,' there's a 

part where Kevin's voice needs to sound like he's talking 

on a telephone. I use a program from the TC Electronic 

M.One that simulates that sound by rolling off the bottom 

and top, and leaving mostly midrange. I run that from an 

aux send. I also use the M.One for chorus on the back-
ground vocal for a couple of other songs." • 

web 
Tim Shapiro may be reached via email at Idoaudio@aol com 
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Power-Tech M Tile People 

It's hard to please every crowd. But you'll have a better 

chance when you use a Crown Power-Tech.1 Series amplifier. 

Musicians and DJs alike demand a lot from their systems — 

clean, punchy sound; reliability; ruggedness; smatter size; 

less weight— all at a reasonable 

price. And Crown PT.ls bring these 

benefits and much more to the 

table. That's because at Crown, 

CF13111U17 
WHEN YOU FIND A GREAT AMP, PICKET. 

H A F, rri,,in 

Introducing The Power-Tech.1 Series 

we've built our reputation around legendary sound and sup-

port. With over five decades of experience designing and 

building rock-solid products, Crown is the standard in amp 

technology. So check out the affordable, "all-Crown" 

Power-Tech.l. They are a powerful 

argument for quality and value! 

Contact us today for more info: 

www.crownaudio.com 

1-800-342-6939 
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AC/DC TAKES FLIGHT 
RAISING LOW ENO TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

If there's any band that can shake you all night long, it's got 

to be AC/DC. Currently on tour in support of their most 

recent release, Stiff Upper Lip [Elektra, 2000], the band has 

been performing around the world with Paul "Pablo" 

Boothroyd mixing front-of-house on a system designed and 
provided by db Sound (Chicago, IL). What's unusual about 

this system is that, instead of ground-stacking the sub-

woofers, subs are flown along with the rest of the system. 

SUCH A NICE COUPLE 
PA companies have been ground-stacking subwoofers for 

years. Subs are more efficient when located on the floor 

due to the result of what's called half-space loading: when 

a speaker cabinet is placed next to a single boundary (i.e., 

a wall or floor), bass response is increased. Here's why: 
Low-frequency energy is reflected off of the boundary. 

Due to the fact that low frequencies have long wave-

BY STEVE LA CERRA 

lengths, sound reflected from the boundary arrives at the 

listener almost perfectly in phase with the direct signal 
being produced by the low-frequency driver. This reflect-
ed energy adds together with the direct energy, increasing 

the system's low-frequency efficiency. Yours at no extra 

charge, this is often referred to as "coupling." Of course, 

there's a tradeoff. 
As frequency increases, sound waves get shorter, so 

reflected energy arrives at the mix position late compared to 

the direct sound — causing phase problems and comb fil-
tering. Picture this in the context of a live concert situation. 

People in the front rows get the direct energy and the 

reflected energy from the PA adding together (big bass). 
But, as distance from the PA increases, some of the reflect-

ed sound is out of phase with the direct sound, decreasing 
apparent bass response. An engineer at the mix position is 

likely to hear less bass than the front rows, and thus mixes 
> > > > > 
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AC/DC TAKES FLIGHT 
the show accordingly. The mix sounds 

balanced at the FOH position, but the 
front rows get pounded with excessive 

bottom end. 
Flying the subwoofers can reduce or 

eliminate low-frequency phase prob-
lems. The tradeoff has been lower effi-

ciency, a need for more cabinets (thus 

raising touring costs), and increased 

stress on the rigging used to hang the 

cabinetry. 
For the AC/DC tour system, db 

Sound has managed to overcome 
many of these problems, resulting in a 

PA that provides tight, phase-coherent 

bottom-end while maintaining efficiency 
and the ability to fly the entire system. 

The rig comprises Electro-Voice X-

Array and X-Line cabinets. According to 

db Sound president Harry Witz, "The 
design of the AC/DC rig is not dissimilar 

to much smaller X-Arrays we have put 
out on tours. We arrange the system in 

`stripes' similar to multiple line arrays of 
E-V Xf mid-high cabinets (2x12-inch, 

2x2-inch, 40-x20-degree pattern) with 
Xf bass columns (2x18-inch) in 

between to correct interference prob-

lems associated with overlapping adja-

cent column patterns. 
"The columns of Xf's keep the mids 

and highs horizontally aligned, and [due 

to the nature of the cabinet pattern and 

spacing between components] allow 

the mids and highs to be pointed in the 
direction where we want to focus the 

power," Witz continues. "The columns 

of Xb's in the array help control the ver-
tical pattern of the lows in exactly the 

same manner as a line array. Near the 
bottom of the array we use Xn's (a full-

range cabinet with 1x18, 1x12, 1x2, 
60x40 degrees) because they have a 

wider pattern and put out less energy to 

the nearfield. The bottom row serves as 
the front fill, combining Xcn's (a com-
pact mid-high cabinet with 1x12, 1x2, 

60x40 degrees), and Xcb's (a comple-

mentary bass cabinet with 1x18). 
`This arrangement provides extreme-

ly high-output, consistent front-to-back 
coverage, and a long throw. Since high 

frequencies suffer the greatest attenua-

tion over distance, getting highs to throw 
400 feet is a chore. The secret weapon 

for the longest of throws is the Xo cabi-

net, an extremely long-throw, high-fre-
quency cabinet. Each cabinet has a line 

array of five 20x10-degree, 

two-inch HF units — 

putting out basically an 
additional 10 dB of HF out-

put to the extreme dis-

tances." 

For the larger venues 
on the tour, an array of 

eight Xvls cabinets (full-

range, 90x5-degree with 

2x15, 2x8, and 3x2) is 

hung on the back of the 

mix tower for a delay sys-

tem; the focus of this array 

effectively starts at about 

300 feet from the stage. 

"Flying the system is 

faster and takes less peo-

ple than stacking," reveals 

Harry. "Hanging subs 

twelve deep is a matter of 
rolling three stacks under 

a motor, and up and away 

they go. Under good con-
ditions, the system can be up and run-

ning in about four hours from the time 
the truck doors are opened (load out is 

less than two hours). A column of subs 

controls the output pattern of the cabi-
nets in a proportion of column height 

versus frequency. We use a program 
called Array Show, which simulates the 

polar patterns of an array. A 12-cabinet-

high column effectively controls the pat-

tern down to 40 Hz and eliminates ener-

gy from going where you don't need it 
(up and out). The increase in power 

focused forward is phenomenal — at 

least 6 dB — which is equal to a ground 

stack four times greater than the sub 
hang! Also, hanging the subs allows us 

to get them high enough off of the 

ground so that there isn't just pounding 
bottom end in the front rows only. Flown 

at a proper height, the subs blend into 

the rest of the frequency range as you 

move away from the stage. Bleed from 

the PA onto the stage is decreased, 

and the reduced height allows us to put 

the subs directly under the main hang." 
When mixing the show, AC/DC FOH 

engineer Paul "Pablo" Boothroyd has 

noticed that the system is "less peaky 

below around 50 Hz because of de-cou-

pling with the floor." He adds, ' this suited 
our show and music. There's a great 

improvement in low-frequency definition 
and a great improvement in the vibration 

Flying subs gives the FOH engineer a better perception of the low 
end than stacked subs. It's also better for the people up front. 

and feel aspect that the musicians' expe-

rience from the stage floor through their 
feet during the performance — which 
was a main factor in the decision of the 

end design of our PA configuration. 

Obviously, you do have a change in cou-
pling response, but I wouldn't say it 

reduced the bass response of the system 

that much. The X-line subs are very effi-

cient and powerful. Gain make-up was 
never a problem, which is especially 

important when you're outdoors and try-

ing to retain punchy lows. 
"I always feel better knowing the front 

rows are getting less of a pounding and 

that the sound is hitting them more 
evenly by having it overhead," con-
cludes Boothroyd. `This can be a prob-

lem in arenas where people are blasted 

from the typical ground-stack scenario 
with a loud show like this. When inter-
acting with the PA during line-checking, 

etc., monitor world also reported an 
improvement in consistency of stage 

sound set-up on a day-to-day basis. The 
band doesn't soundcheck, so this all 

added up to a better start to the show, 

and less first song surprises!" • 

›wEb 
Visit the db Sound Web site at 
www dbsound com  
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Learn Audio Recording 
Like No Where Else. 

All students train, hands-on, in cutting edge 48-
track Analog/ Digital Recording Studios that 
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Instead of bouncing a signal with 

processing, set the processing for no 
dry signal and bounce just the 

processed sound to a track. As one 
example of why you'd want to do 

this, let's suppose you'd like a 
reverse reverb effect on the lead 

vocal. Here's how to do it: 

1. Duplicate the vocal track and 

reverse the copy. 
2. Bounce the reversed vocal 

through reverb to a track. Make sure 

the reverb has no dry sound so the 
bounced version is reverb-only. 

3. Delete the reversed vocal track. 

4. Reverse the reverb track. You 

may need to shift it forward or back-

ward so that the reverb swells up to the 
exact beginning of the vocal notes. 

5. You can get creative with the 

reverb track — pitch shift it, slide it for-

ward or backward in time to create dif-

ferent delay effects, and so on. 

FINALIZING COMPOSITE VOCALS: 

It's a common technique to record 
vocals in sections, then stitch together 

the best parts to make a composite 

performance. For example, you might 
decide that the chorus on take #3 was 

better than the chorus on take # 1, but 
the second verse was best on take #2. 

So you cut out the unwanted sections 

of various tracks, leaving nothing but 
the good bits. To make it easier to 

work with all these different pieces, as 

well as making it easy to have com-
mon processing (e.g., limiting, EQ, 

reverb, etc.), bounce all the sections 

to a new track. Be sure to match the 
levels and EQ ( if used) as you bounce. 

BOUNCING THROUGH HARDWARE: 

Although plug-in signal processors 
have come a long way, there's much to 

be said for bouncing through high-end 
hardware. To do this, send the signal 

to the hard disk recorder's output, 

route it through the physical processor, 
record-enable a track (or two, for 
stereo) on the hard disk recorder, then 

record the processed sound. 

I do this in conjunction with a digital 

mixer, but there is one caution: the 
mixer, converters, and processors will 

add some delay. Copy a bit of a drum 

intro or click to the beginning of the 

track being processed; when mixing 

down, you can shift the track to line up 

with the original click, thus negating 

any timing errors caused by going 

"outside the system." 

CREATING A STEREO MASTER: 

This is fairly basic. Just bounce every-
thing down to two tracks, and voilà, 

there's your final mix. Export the mix as 
an AIFF or WAV file, or use a pro-

gram's "bounce to stereo" option if 

available. 
But there's a not-so-obvious advan-

tage to this technique. Suppose, as 

you listen back to the track, you find 
there's one section where the piano 
needs to come up just a tiny bit. 

Rather than start over from scratch or 

mess with automation settings, just set 
the piano level as desired, select the 

region where you want the piano to 
change, set up punch recording, and 

bounce just that section. The splice 
points should be sample-accurate, 

meaning that you should hear no click 
or transition as the old mix transitions 

into or out of the new section, unless 
level changes occur in the middle of a 

note. 
Before we go, remember one 

important thing about bouncing: make 

sure your levels are set correctly. 
When bouncing multiple tracks (or 

tracks with effects) you don't want 

them to add up to the point where 

they cause distortion, nor do you want 
to lose any dynamic range as you 

bounce — always make sure the 

bounced signal attains the highest 
level possible short of distortion. 

Craig Anderton is the author of thE clas-

sic texts HOME Recording for Musicians 

and MultieffEcts for Musicians (published 

by AMSCO). HE is also creative director 

for MusicPlagEr.com — stop by his forum 

and say -hi." His last appearance on CD 

was with Dr. Walker on the album Time 

Stretch Paradise (Hotel LottE #4-

039691-020093). 

›WEbidiri 
You can contact Craig Anderton at 
andertonùmusiciplayer com. 
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KURMUDGEON'S 
DR ALEQ@AOL.COM 

Dr. Al looks at MiCE vs. fingErs 

You May Not NEEd Consoling 
First we lost vinyl, then the audiocassette, then 

camera film, and finally recording tape. Now it 

looks like faders (or tactile controllers, as 

they're politically correctly known today) are 
going to get tossed on the scrap heap. 

Recently, I mixed an album on a Neve with 

Flying Faders and was pleasantly surprised at 
being able to get every cue the way I wanted 

by punching in updates without disturbing the 

"soul" of the mix. I know this has been going 

on for years, but I'm descended from the first 
generation of engineers — mono. I've been 

moving faders since they were rotary knobs. 
I'm used to doing that. With the latest genera-

tion of digital audio software, it's possible that 

my arguments for keeping faders around are 

getting weaker. 
One can put up a mix at unity gain on the 

screen, and then, with experience and facility, 

tweak each fader, one at a time, to its 

absolute best position in the mix in various 

audio and visual settings — some previously 

unavailable before this era. Now this is a 
completely different technique than putting 

ten fingers down on a console, but what is our 

collective goal, after all? It's to create a per-

fectly balanced sonic landscape from the var-

ious tracks that we have recorded. Perfection 
is in the ear of the beholder. 

I've been mixing all my productions for 

decades because I simply can't find an engi-

neer who hears it exactly the way I do. I 
would be elated beyond explanation if there 

were such a person, because it's not an ego 
thing. I'd love to finish recording and dump 

the tedium of mixing into somebody else's 

hands. It just hasn't worked out that way for 

me in this life. 
With the advent of home studios, my plight 

became hopeless — who am I going to call 

when I finish recording at 3 AM to come mix 

something that's due at noon that same day? If 
you can do it, a home studio cruises as a one-

man vehicle. It costs less, and it's roomier. 
However, two heads are better than one, 

and I miss the opinions and the gosh-darned 

companionship of the vestigial engineer of 

yesteryear. 

In today's technology, I'm happy/sorry to 
announce that you can't achieve with a hard 
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ware fader the comparative complexity that 

you can with a computer-screen fader pro-
gram such as Digital Performer 3. However, 
if you're Bruce Swedien or Bill Szymczyk, 

and you're the absolute best of the past gen-

eration of engineers, people are not going to 

quibble because you work in a comparative-
ly antiquated manner. It's the end result that 

counts. Many quality products are still pro-
duced in "grand traditions" in many fields; i.e., 

with the advent of quality videotaping, did 
filmmaking cease? 

So, if you're still a tactile controller person, 

take a trip to the store and get a demonstra-
tion of the digital competition. Hey, if it ain't for 

you, it ain't for you. I try to keep an open 
mind, but I never jump into a new technology 

until enough time has passed for the bug 
exterminators to have made their rounds. 
I think now is a good time to examine 

one's alternatives all the way around the stu-

dio. Outboard gear, plug-ins, or both? Plug-

ins offer emulations of great gear at a fraction 

of the cost and space. Some say plug-ins are 

a vote for quantity versus quality, cost-wise. 

You have to try this stuff out for yourself. 

Everyone's got a different groove. I've been 

poised to change my studio over from tape to 
hard drive and console to software for nine 

months now. I'm still auditioning systems as I 
stand at the edge of the cliff, uncertain into 

what company's terrain I'm going to fall. 
I'm looking for something that's Pro Tools-

compatible, though not necessarily Pro Tools 

itself. A full Pro Tools system is way out of my 

budget. Companies like Yamaha, Korg, 
Emu/Ensoniq, Steinberg, and MOTU are offer-
ing comparatively inexpensive alternatives that 

can swim in the same pool as Pro Tools. I once 
had considered the Paris Pro system, but now 

I'm leaning toward Digital Performer 3. 

Goin' to Summer NAMM now 

Sorry, but can't take you 
Gonna look at all the new gear now 

Then I really won't know what to do* 

(*Sung to the tune of any old blues song.) • 

›wEb 
You can contact Al Kooper at draleq@aol.com. 
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"Awesome.You totally forget you're using a digital unit." 
- FRANK FILIPETTI, Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Producer 

"The cleanest reverb I've ever heard." 
- BOB LUDWIG, President of Gateway Mastering and DVD, Les Paul Award Recipient, and 9-time TEC Award Winner 

"The sonic quality was astounding.-
_ DAVID HALL, Independent Recording Engineer, as quoted in the December 2000 issue of Pro Sound News 

THE BEST REVERB? 

MANY OPINIONS. 
"...the best sounding reverb, ' out of the box,' 1 have ever heard.. incredible sounding." 

- DAVE WILKERSON, Owner, Right Coast Recording, Inc. 

"Never have I heard this kind of resolution in any type of reverberation device." 
-TOM JUNG, as quoted in the December 1999 issue of Pro Audio Review 

"Will sell itself to you and your clients within the first 15 seconds." 
- BOBBY OWSINSKI, as quoted in the October 2000 Issue of Surround Professional Magazine 
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The Sony DRE-S777 digital reverb astounds everyone who hears it. VVhy? Because each effect incorporates the actual timing, amplitude and 

frequency response of natural reflections in a real acoustic space.The DRE-S777 gets its power from a massive parallel array of Sony 32-bit DSP chips, 

delivering 1,000 times the processing power of ordinary reverbs. Reverberant spaces are stored on CD-ROMs that bring you studios, churches, 

concert halls and natural spaces from around the world. And with Sony's new optional sampling function software, you can even capture acoustic 

spaces of your own choosing! Form your own opinion of this important development. Call to order your Free Demonstration CD and VHS tape. 

DRE-S777 
I -800-472-SONY ext S777 

www.sony.com/proaudio 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

Producer F,i1111"1"1.1r 
Producer/engineer Michael Wagener of Double Trouble 

Productions, Inc. recently installed two Sony R100 digital consoles 

Producer/engineer Michael 
Wagener with his twin 
DMX-R100 died consoles 

in his Nashville-based WireWorld Studios to ready the facility for 

multichannel surround sound projects. Renowned for his work with 

such artists as Ozzy Osbourne, Metallica, and Janet Jackson, 

Wagener just completed his first project on the R100s-recording and 

mixing the debut album from rock band Olive Carpet. The CD is 
scheduled for a fall 2001 release. 

"I wanted a full-fledged 5.1 studio," com-

ments Wegener. "So, I needed a digital board. In-

depth research led me to the Sony RIO0s. In addi-

tion to its 5.1 capability, the console has really 

clean converters, great mic pres, extremely flexi-

ble input/output routing, and incredible sonic 

clarity I was also impressed by its total recall 

capability. Sometimes, after finishing the mixes 

for an album project, I go back and do some re-

mixes. The ability to recall a complete setup with-

in seconds is critical to the studio's workflow." 

Wagener began working on Olive Carpet's 

album immediately after installing the R100s. "I 

have engineered on digital boards before so there 

was only a short learning curve," he says. "The 

console is really intuitive. We recorded the album 

with surround sound in mind. In fact, we just 

wrapped up the stereo mix, and in a couple of 

months, we plan to mix the whole project in sur-

round." 

With a number of projects on the 

horizon, including the latest release by Brazilian artist Badi 

Assad, Wagener is totally pumped by the performance of the 

new Sony boards: "I received a lot of support from Sony. The 

first project went smoothly - the sound just blows me away." 

Sony Suppors„ 
A-11 JJEar II 

Sony Professional Audio once again lent its support to guitarist Muriel 

Anderson's All Star Guitar Night (ASGN), held Friday, July 20, 2001 at 8P1v1 

at the Wildhorse Saloon during Summer NAMM. The ASGN benefits the 

Music for Life Alliance, a charity founded by Anderson to provide musical 

instruments and music education to underprivileged children via grassroots 
organizations. 

The show's lineup was highlighted by the appearance of legendary gui-

tarist Steve Cropper, co-writer of soul standards "(Sittin' On) The Dock Of The 

Bay" and "In The Midnight Hour." Also performing were five-string banjo 
trailblazer Eric Weissberg, composer of "Dueling Banjos" and a member of 

Art Garfurikel's band; prolific, Grammy-nominated guitarist, Phil Keaggy; 

Thom Bresh, the charismatic son of Merle Mavis; Australian guitar phenom-

enon Tommy Emmanuel; blues guitarist and leading pickup manufacturer, 

Seymour Duncan; Nokie Edwards of the seminal surf band, The Ventures; Jim 

Hurst, known for his session guitar work with Sara Evans and Claire Lynch; 

and Nashville multi-instrumentalist Wanda Vick and Sentimental Journey; as 

well as the inimitable Anderson and special guests. 

--d h[ 
All Star Guitar Ni 

FoundPr, Muriel Ander 
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Producer/musician Michael Omartian recently installed a Sony 
R100 digital mixing console in his Nashville-based private studio 

Sound House. Using the board for both commercial and personal 

projects, Omartian's first completed effort on the R100 is his own 

instrumental album titled Animator, which features both original 

material and variations of hit songs that he produced in the 80s 

such as "Glory of Love," sung by Peter Cetera and "Sailing," sung 

by Christopher Cross. The album is scheduled for release on 

RCA/Victor this summer. 

"My long-time engineer Terry Christian was asked to write a 

review of the R100 for a trade publication so we experimented 

with it here, and it immediately became our central tool," 

reports Omartian. "The delivery of the R100 coincided perfectly 

with the final stage of Animator. We decided to do the mix on the 

console, and were really impressed. I've worked on the Oxford, 

and after using the R100 it was evident that the same high-qual-

ity technology and engineering were put into this desk as well. 

Sonically, the board is wonderful. It's compact, easy to navigate, 

and offers tremendous power and capability." 

"The R100's full automation saves me critical studio time 

because I rarely work on one production at a time, and I need to go 

back and forth between projects seamlessly," adds Omartian. The 

studio is also equipped with Pro Tools and a Sony digital 3324 

recorder. "The R100 was the final piece in the puzzle," he says. "In 

Producer/musician 
Michael Omartian with 

his DMX-R100 digital 

console at Sound House. 

the past with digital, you had to go through some type of conversion 

process somewhere in the chain, and, sonically, the recording would 

sound thin. Now, we are able to stay in the digital domain, and the 

sound is genuine and rich." 
Omartian is scheduled to use the R100 on upcoming projects for 

R8eB group Sons of Soul and traditional country singer Barry Smith. 

A-Pawling Tkirn, io -JH 100 
Peter Moshay of A-Pawling Studios in Pawling, NY is one of a grow-

ing legion of audio professionals switching to the powerful Sony 

DMX-R100 digital mixing console. Having used virtually every 

console on the market, and after researching all the latest available 

models, he selected a Sony DMX-R100. 

j'jJr jyjtfj th-
'-Ftt(Jrlljlia] r_;( 

"It's the sound of this board that impressed me," says Moshay. 

"This is the only console at this level that sounded like I could make 

a serious record with it, and be 100 percent satisfied with the 

results." With the level of projects that Moshay undertakes, one can 

understand why the sonic qualities of a console are so important. 

Nestled in the rolling hills of New York State, A-Pawling 

Studios' rooms are filled with racks of the latest analog and dig-

ital gear. Moshay has recently moved his large-format analog 

console out of the control room, to make way for the new R100. 

This "changing of the guard" is a major step for any audio pro-

fessional, but Moshay is particularly excited about the transi-

tion. "I feel no remorse at all in switching from the analog con-

sole to the R100," he states. "In addition to its terrific sound, 1 

love the instant recall capabilities, the input re-routing func-

tions, and the dynamic automation. Unless you consider six fig-

ure boards, no other console has these features." 

Moshay is equally impressed with the board's flexibility, and 

notes that having every function at his 'fingertips' with the touch 

sensitive screen puts the R100 in a class by itself. "The first projects 

I did on the R100 sounded phenomenal," he comments. "For exam-

ple we did a very organic acoustic record with just a Hammond B-3, 

a drum kit with brushes, acoustic guitars, and vocals. I had done a 

previous mix a few days before on my old board. I quickly put up a 

mix on my R100, took the same 24 tracks and finished in about an 

hour, just learning the console as I went along." 

"The R100 has become my main console," Moshay concludes. 

"People who work with me realize how hyper-critical I am about 

every piece of gear in my studio. I do my research, and everything 

must be the best. Sonically the R100 is as good as it gets." 
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University ?Ith_l'ts R100 
n- roo 

Webster University Professor Gives Console High Grades 

By Barry Hufker 
Associate Professor, Audio Production Degree Program 
Webster University School of Communication 

When it came time to purchase new gear for the Audio 

Production program here at Webster University, I went through 

a lot of trouble to have the school administration ready, and to 

have a dealer lined up so that we would be among the first to 

own a DMX-R100. I saw it as "breakthrough product." In the 

Audio Production program, we try to offer our students profes-

sional experiences and professional equipment. We also try to 

get good value for the money we spend. I was confident the 

DMX-R100 would be a great choice. 

The DMX-R100's possibilities for audio education are 
obvious. If the day's topic is "signal 

flow," then the students can use the 

DMX-R100 to "build a console." 

We'll assign inputs to channels and 

channels to busses and busses to 

monitors and outputs. If the class 

needs to study signal processing, 

there is a very flexible EQ, with gat-

ing, compression, limiting, expan-

sion on every channel. Automation 

and synchronization are also well 

demonstrated by the console. 

The console is a great tool for 

class work, but an even better tool 

for production. The DMX-R100 

enables each student to arrange the 

console to suit his style. If a student 

prefers a certain arrangement of 

inputs or monitoring, it can all be 

had. Further, the students don't 

have to worry they are "missing a 

switch" that hasn't been "normalled" by the previous student. 

The new student can insert the floppy disk with his or her setup 

on it, recall the desired parameters, and begin work. And, 

because production time can be limited, each student doesn't 

have to feel frustrated at having gotten everything "just setup" 

as the allotted studio time has come to an end for the day. A 

quick "save" to the floppy and all is ready for the next time. 

While all of that is important, what I like best about the 

console is its sound. I enjoy the sound of the EQ as well as its 

flexibility. Because the faders have such high precision, it is easy 
to get and recall an accurate mix. The students are also able to 

experiment. They can save what they like. They can undo what 

they don't like. They aren't limited because they've run out of 

compressor or gates. And maybe best of all, they can actually 

learn something of aesthetics. The students can hear their 

progress when they compare their new mixes and setups to old 

ones. They can grow in sophistication as "critical listeners." 

And, because the students aren't limited by the console's sound 

or features, they are free to turn out their best work. 

All of the Audio Production faculty are audio professionals 

as well as teachers. In the time we've had the console, I've mixed 

two compact discs on it and an opera, Scott Joplin's 
"Treemonisha," recorded live in performance. One of the discs 

was a collection of acapella music sung by a local dectet. The 

o o A Professor - . 
tlj(hrit Joni Gibson, , 

Vin 9 . 

music ranged from madrigals, to folk, to pop, to rock. The con-

sole was clean enough and versatile enough to give me those 

styles quite easily. 

When it came to "Treemonisha," I was able to employ 

some lesser known features in the DMX-R100. The first is the 

console's "M/S" facility. The main microphone pair for record-

ing the orchestra consisted of an M/S arrangement. The con-

'sole and its polarity inversion feature on each channel made 

that a quick setup. The "time delay" on each channel also 

proved to be very important. There were a number of spot mics 

in the orchestra pit. Using time delay, I was able to delay the 

audio from the spot mics so that it coincided with the sound 

directly reaching the main pair. This greatly reduced phase 

problems and cleaned up the stereo imaging immensely. 
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• ADVERTISEMENT • 

Raul Esparza, center with cast 
members of The Rocky Horror 

Show on Broadway. 
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• ADVERTISEMENT • 

re ess 
By Dan Daley 

Broadway 
Sony 800 Series Wireless Stays Steady And Reliable 

While "The Rocky Horror Show" Gets Wild 
The Rocky Horror Show is one of those rare anomalies of pop culture: 

it has managed to maintain its charming weirdness even in i he face 

of mass-market success. Over a quarter of a century old now, the 

seminal gender-bending rock musical - which has served as a visual 

and philosophical inspiration or everything from (loth metal music 

to the off-off-Broadway hit Hedwig and the Angry Inch -- is now a 

full-fledged Broadway hit. Yet it remains as interactively 

chaotic as ever, with du. audience anticipating the 

dialog and adding their own, often scatologi-

cal, Observations. But, they never overpower 

ellieleallumbetamm. 

the show, thanks in large part to the 

performance of Sony's 800 Series wireless 

microphone system, which has managed 

to keep up with perhaps the wildest show 

ever to hit Broadway. 

B-efore it opened - around lit 

Halloween, appropriately enough - at the 

intimate Circle In The Square Theater near 

Times Square, the staging of the show pre-

sented a true challenge to sound system 

designers Domonic Sack and Richard 

Fitzgerald, of New York's Sound 

lit/ 4, Associates, which specializes in 
4 11/0e 

.**,eisste44. live-theater sound. 

"The biggest issue 

was the fact that this is 

a small theater in 

which the action 

takes place almost in 

the round," explains 

Sack, noting that the 

stage has a huge 

thrust, on which 90 

percent of the show's 

' action takes place, 

allowing it to be su 

rounded on three sides by the audience. "This is not a traditional 

proscenium-type stage," he says. " In fact, the part or the slue you'd 

consider traditional is where the band is set up, not in an orchestra 

pit. Making the sound work on this was interesting, to say the least." 

Sack and Fitzgerald responded with a dual-sound system 

design approach. A stereo system, using Meyer CQ- I and 650-I' 

speakers, was the main music system, projecting the band, which 

was playing from the rear of the stage area. The second system 

was designed specifically lOr 

voces-ind d-firog, utilizing 

three rings of Meyer and EAW 

speakers in a concentric dis-

tribution system flown from 

above and which amply cov-

ers each of the theater's 700 

seats. 

"The key to making these 

two systems work together 

was time alignment," explains 

Sack. "Each speaker, or pair of 

stereo speakers, has a sepa-

rate channel with adjustable 

time delay and EQ. But, the 

amazing thing about it is that, 

even though it's two systems, 

and even though the perform-

ers are all over the place — 

even in the audience at times 

— the perception of the viewer is that all ol the sound is still com-

ing from the stage. And, we can give each seat upwards ol I 07 to 

110 dB of great sound, all perfectly time aligned between the 

music and the vocals." 

At the heart of the vocal sound system is the Sony 800 series 

wireless system. It was, says Sack, the wireless system of choicc to 

keep up with the frenetic pace of the show, in which cast ment-

bers climb ladders, enter the audience, and generally break every 
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Wireless Broadway 
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rule of theatrical production, just as 

the original film broke the rules of 

the relationship between music and 

the movies. "We needed a compact 

and stable wireless system that 

would be frequency-agile and work 

reliably under any of these condi-

tions," he says. "Sony's 800 series 

[the WRT-860A transmitter, the MB-

806A multi-channel receiver, and 

WRU-806A module] gave us exactly 

what we were looking for." 

A dozen Sony WRT-860A trans-

mitters are coupled with DPA 4065 

microphones and deftly hidden in the 

performers' often-scanty costumes. 

These send a full-bandwidth audio 

signal to the Sony WRU-806A mod-

ules in the Sony 806A multi-channel 

receiver. And, this wireless system, 

says Sack, has performed flawlessly 

since the first night of the show. 

"The 800 series is frequency-

agile, so we can adapt it to the envi-

ronment it has to work in," says Sack. 

"We have to be able to work around 

the enormous amount of RF that is 

generated in a location like 

Manhattan, such as emergency 

broadcasting frequencies, local televi-

sion stations and other Broadway 

shows. In a two-block radius, you may 

have as many as five Braodway shows 

running simultaneously, all using 

between 24 and 40 channels of wire-

less on stage, plus walkie-talkies and 

wireless intercoms. The Sony 800 

series gives us the flexibility to main-

tain signal intensity and integrity 

night after night in the most dense RF 

environment you can imagine." 

Sack also cites the 800 series' 

range performance, critical for a 

show like Rocky Horror since the per-

formers use almost every inch of the 

theater, let alone the stage. "You 

need good performance out of the 

RF side of the system," he notes. "You 

can't have any dropped signals." 

Wally Flores, production sound 

engineer and FOH mixer for The Rocky 

Rocky Horror Show cast member Aiko 
Nakasone applies the Sony 800 Series 
WRT 860 transmitter back stage before 
the evening performance. 

Horror Show, concurs, noting that the advent of digital television 

broadcasting in New York has added a new dimension to potential 

problems for live theater sound — and one the Sony 800 Series is 
particularly well-suited to dealing with. "The 800 Series makes it easy 

to dial around frequency problems like that," he says. "DTV is 

beginning to crush the margins [between frequencies] we have in New 

York. I've actually had the situation change literally between sound 

check and show time due to that. You don't get any warning when 

they're going to turn the DTV transmitter on. And when that happens, 

you simply lose audio on that frequency The 800 lets me get around 

that problem faster than any other wireless system I've ever used." 

Equally important was the Sony WRT-860A transmitter's slim 

profile, which made it much easier to integrate into the performers' 

costumes. "We were able to fit them into wigs, lingerie, even a dog 

collar," says Sack. "And they have held up performance after 

performance — the Sony systems have taken a lot of abuse since the 

show's opening, but they continue to perform extraordinarily well." 

Sony 800 Series 
Takes Broadway 
On The Road 

Sound Ass o. tales is one of tint foremost sound con li . unies 

working in the theatrical business today. It was also one of 

the first companies to embrace the Sony 800 series wireless 

system, and the first to hi ing it to Broadway. 

Says sound system designer Donmnic Sack, "We used 

the Sony 800 series stem on the initial version of Beauty 

And The Beast, the vt.r\ th st use of the system on Broadway, 

and on 42nd Sneer," he recalls. " In addition, we have it out 

's on a number of touring shows. including The Civil kliar, 

›'Cinderella„tiltow Baal and homy Girt.' 

: Sack says that one of the main advantages that the Sony 

80u Series components colliers is adaptability. "You go into 

I: 

so many theaters and ever\ theater is different, as is every 

ploduction," he e \ plains. " You face a lot of challenges as 

productions become mow and mote complex and elabo-

rate. So, the Sony also gives you a sense of confidence, that 

you have a secure RF system that's not going to let you down 

no matter how complex the 11F environment is." 

'By° other advantages Sack cites of the Sony 1100 Series 

wireless system are less immediately noticeable but every bit 

as critical. " With moue and moue pi mint lions going on, you'll 

see a lot of ongoing persou lute! . I ianges on the technical side 

of the production." he explains. "The 800 Series is extremely 

simple to tuse, so engineers call inaster it almost immediately. 

and has engineer-triend4 lea( tit es uni the transmitter such as 

long batter\ life. signal strength and audio level. Secondly, 

there's a cost- ettectiveness that the 800 Series brings to the 

production's bottom line. I can say that I have personally seen 

the 800 Series reduce die wireless audio costs of a show by as 

inucli as twenty-five percent. So, all l can say is, if you haven't 

tried this system out vet, you really need to." - DAN DALEY 
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Palmer-Grassi 
On The Oxford 

Jazz At Lincoln Center's Educational Curriculum 
Taps Sony Digital Technology 

Over the past several months, independent recording engineer 

Sandy Palmer-Grassi has mixed hundreds of music elements by 

legendary trumpet player Wynton Marsalis and the Lincoln 

Center Jazz Orchestra. Working on a state-of-the-art Sony Oxford 

digital recording console in NY's Sony Music Studios, Palmer-

Grassi is incorporating the material into a comprehensive inter-

active music curriculum (30 lessons-available on CD) funded by 

the Louis Armstrong Educational Foundation. Produced by Jazz at 

Lincoln Center in collaboration with Sandy Feldstein of 

PlayinTime Productions, the 

Louis Armstrong Jazz 

Curriculum, which is based 

on the Jazz for Young People 

concert series, is designed to 

educate elementary and mid-

dle school students about 

jazz. Multi Grammy Classical 

Producer of the Year' Award-

w inner Steve Epstein is pro-

ducing. 

According to Palmer-

Grassi, each lesson focuses on 

a different topic ranging from 

What is Bebop? to What is New 

Orleans Jazz? The package 

includes a teacher guide, stu-

dent books, and a series of CDs 
featuring over 10 hours of 

music with informative narra-

tion by Wynton Marsalis, the 

Artistic Director of Jazz at 

Lincoln Center. "It's a huge 

project with many music ele-

ments, many with different 

versions," Palmer-Grassi 

explains. "We just finished 

Program #19, What is Big Band-Part I, which incorporates both 
complete songs and segments from Happy Go Lucky Local, Limbo 

Jazz, and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. The series teaches kids every-

thing about the music-from the instruments to what it means to 
swing. 

Jazz at Lincoln Center is the world's largest not-for-profit arts 

organization dedicated to jazz. With the world-renowned Lincoln 

Center Jazz Orchestra and a comprehensive array of guest artists, 

Jazz at Lincoln Center advances a unique vision for the continued 

development of the art of jazz by producing a year-round sched-

ule of education, performance, and broadcast events for audi-

ences of all ages. These productions include concerts, national 

and international tours, residencies, a weekly national radio pro-

gram, television broadcasts, recordings, publications, an annual 

high school jazz band competition and festival, a band director 

academy, a jazz appreciation curriculum for children, advanced 

training through the Juilliard Institute for Jazz Studies, music pub-

lishing, children's concerts, lectures, film programs, and student 

and educator workshops. Under the leadership of Artistic 

Director Wynton Marsalis, Jazz at Lincoln Center will produce 

more than 400 events during 

its 2001-02 season. Currently, 

Jazz at Lincoln Center is 

building its new home - 

Frederick P Rose Hall — the 

first-ever education, perform-

ance, and broadcast facility 

devoted to jazz, slated to open 

during the 2003-04 season. 

"The flexibility and relia-

bility of the Oxford has been 

vital to the success of this 

project," continues Palmer-

Grassi. "The Instant Recall is 

particularly helpful. We have 

more than 200 titles so far, 

and with all the different takes 

and topics, we frequently do 

adjustments and reprints. I 

don't have a script in front of 

me during the mix. Without 

always knowing what Wynton 

is saying or the intent of the 

element, sometimes my mix 

doesn't demonstrate the 

example as well as it could. 

When I'm finished mixing a 

section, Wynton reviews it, and then I incorporate his revisions. 

With the Oxford, I have had no problems recalling anything." 

This is the first project Palmer-Grassi has completed on 

the Oxford, and she is looking forward to future assignments. "I 

was given a brief tutorial and within a couple of hours, I was mix-

ing on the board," she says. "The learning curve is small. The con-

sole sounds great too, and it interfaces well with every piece of 

equipment in the studio." 

Murray Street Enterprises handled audio production for the 

Louis Armstrong Jazz Curriculum with Steve Rathe as senior pro-

ducer. The series is slated for release in the fall. 
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Chris Andersen, engineer-in-charge and owner of Nevessa Production 

Woodstock, reports that two Sony DMX-R100 digital consoles were 

used to record over a dozen bands at the recent Terrapin Presents' 

Gathering of the Vibes festival in Red Hook, NY. The three-day event 

featured such artists as Bruce Homsby, the Dickey Betts Band, Buddy 

Miles, and Medeski Martin & Wood. The R100s were installed in 

Andersen's Unit 2 mobile recording truck. Nevessa provided complete 

audio and video services for Vibes. 

"Terrapin's Festivals are famous for having two adjacent stages 

where bands play back-to-back," states Andersen. "Quick transitions 

are mandatory. The R100s sound great and are very reliable. I've never 

experienced a crash or a lock-up." Audio engineer Dominick Campana 

piloted the two R100s—processing 48 inputs from the stage and 

feeding 48 DTRS tracks. Nevessa's new Unit 3 truck was used in 
conjunction with the Unit 2 to provide four-camera video coverage 

and allow for flawless transitions and simultaneous recording of both 

stages for Terrapin's archives. 

Nevessa also provided on-site encoding services in multiple 

bit-rates and formats for streaming Internet distribution and 

feeds to WDST-FM to simulcast portions of the festival. 

"Featuring the best artists of the jamband genre, the sixth 

annual Gathering of the Vibes pulled out all the stops topped off by 

a huge three-hour-long jam session that showcased various 

musicians," states Andersen. "We flexed the technology muscle all 

weekend. The R100 set-up worked flawlessly." 

Sony !1190 Jai' Vz U9_ 
Hacho DJ--mori 

WBGO, the NY/NJ market's only 24-hour classic jazz station (88.3 on 

the FM dial) and the only station to regularly broadcast live from the 

area's jazz clubs, has installed a Sony DMX-R100 digital console. 

The R100 complements a major $ 1.9 million renovation of 

WBGO's downtown Newark headquarters. To celebrate the facility's 

grand re-opening, WBGO recently hosted an on-air Jazz Radio 
Festival featuring the Joshua Redman Quartet, the New Jersey City 

University Jazz Ensemble, and the William Paterson University Jazz 

Ensemble. 
WBGO manager of operations and production Steve Brown 

reports that the R100 was installed one day before the festival: " I've 

worked on digital boards before so the learning curve was short. 

The console sounds great - it's a real thrill to hear a live perform-

ance and have it sound like a record. The board's headroom and 

dynamic range allow me to get the sound I want without having to 

rely on compressors and limiters. 

"Nowadays, a lot of jazz engineers have come to expect poor 

digital sound from low-cost digital boards," continues Brown. 

"Sony changed that stereotype by introducing the R100 - a cost-

effective digital console with superior sonic clarity. We're trying 

V\IBG0 manager of operations 
and production Steve Brown 

at the Sony DMX-R100 
digital console 

to push the envelope here at WBGO. My goal is to surpass 

CD-quality sound and dynamics with our live performances, as 

opposed to presenting heavily compressed and limited FM 

sound. Sony has been very active with NPR headquarters and 

member stations like us to make this technology affordable. We 

really appreciate their support." 

9oundDyle: the Sony Pro Audio Newsmagazine is published rpnrrerly by Sony Electronics Inc in association with MP&A GuStOtti POblIshing, a division of United 
Entertainment Media. Editorial Director: Anthony P. Montesano; Managing Editor: Anthony Savona; Art Director: Marshall Moseley; Associate Art Director: Greg Gennaro: 
Design Associate: Brian Jackson, Cover Photo: Courtesy of The Rocky Horror Show. Used with Permission.; Photo Credits: pg 101. bottom. Courtesy of Muriel Andersen. Used 
with Permission.; pgs 104-105 Courtesy of The Rocky Horror Show. Used with Permission.; pg 106 Howard Sherman (4): pg 108, top Kristen Myers. Editorial Office: 
6 Manhasset Ave. Port Washington, NY 11050. Ph: 516-944-5940; Fax: 516-767-1745: Entire contents Copyrighte 2001 Sony Electronics Inc. unless otherwise noted. The opin-
ions expressed in bylined articles herein reprewe those nf the author alone and not of Sony. No part of the publication may be reproduced without the written permission of 

Sony Electronics Inc Sony is a trademark of Sony. For more Information un any of the Sony products mentioned in this magazino, please contact: Sony Pro Audio at 1- 8110-
6136-SONY. Product features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Even among professional CD 
recorders, the Sony CDR-W33 
and CDR-W66 stand apart. 
Three DSP functions fine-tune 
your sources.* There's a limiter 
with adjustable ratio. A 3-band 
EQ. And Super Bit Mappings 
circuitry that captures near 20-bit 
quality on industry-standard 16-bit 
compact discs. Conveniences 
include wired or wireless remote 
operation and even a PC keyboard 
input for CD TEXT' entry. Sony's 
24-bit A/D and D/A converters 
help maintain resolution. 

The CDR-W33 uses standard 
unbalanced analog audio, SPDIF 
and optical digital I/O. 

The CDR-W66 (not shown) adds 
balanced XLR analog and AES/EBU 
digital I/O plus 2X speed duplication 
with a second CDR-W66. 

The Sony CDR-W33 and CDR-W66 
deliver the design and operational 
capabilities that 'professional 
applications require. And you 
get every last bit of performance 
without spending your every last 
dime. To find out more, call 
1-800-472-SONY, ext. CDR. 
'Analog sources only on CDR-W33. 

SONY 
1-800-472-SONY ext. CDR 

viVNI.terly.comiproaudio 

02001 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. 
Features and specifications are subject to change without notice, Sony, Super Bit Mapping and CD TEXT are trademarks of Sony. 



SONY 

"What a great machine!" 
- ROGER NICHOLS. Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Producer, www.eqnsag.corn 

"The R100 packs more creative power per sample than most full size digital consoles." _ BRUCE BOTNICK 

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE 
A DIGITAL MIXER? 

LISTEN. 
"Sony clearly broke the mold with the DMX-R100. A dramatic improvement over other small digital consoles." 

-JOHN NEWTON, Grammy.nornInated engineer and owner of Soundnairror. Inc. 

"We loved it... sonically beautiful and clean...the best small-format console ever.. 
outstanding performance. execution and design." 
- ROBERT MARGOULEFF and BRANT S. BILES, Proprietors of Mi Casa Multimedia Inc. 

"This is the first digital console of this size that sounds this good. 

What goes in comes out. The R100 is right on the money." 
-TOM LAZARUS, Engineer and owner of Classic Sound, NYC 

...pretty fantastic.. rave reviews.. incredible sonic integrity...and 
incredibly easy to learn and operate...a new generation of digital console." 

- DENNY PURCELL, Award.winning mastering engineer. President - Georgetown Masters 

"Sounds great, reliable and easy-to-use." - All-EN SMITH, Chief Engineer, Soundtruck Baton 

The DMX-R100 is changing even the experts' opinion of what to expect from monitoring; and a high resolution touch screen that becomes an extension 

a compact, affordable digital console.A full input module with a knob for every of your hands. The next thing to do is go out and hear one for yourself. In 

key function; selectable high sample rate operation; 5.1 surround mixing and the meantime call today and we'll send you a brochure and tutorial CD-ROM. 

D V1X- R100 ( 
I -800-472-SONY ext. DMX 

www.sony.com/proaudio 

ss.-yiCYD Sony bectron os my Reproouchon whole on h part wrthout written perrnisPon rs proh.bhed Al nets : roer . eo Sony o a vaoemart of Sony 



AOKI 
PAGE BRAND INFO# 

FOR FAST AND EASY INFORMATION, USE 
THE READER RESPONSE CARD IN THIS ISSUE 
PHONE# PAGE BRAND INFO# P.ok # 

59 Aguilar Amplification LLC 1 

29 AKG/Harman Pro 

16 AMEK 

60 

2 

212-431-9109 46, 112 

615-360-0499 63, 73 

888-286-9358 33 

91 American Music Supply 67 

48 AudioMidi 66 

17 Audio-Technica XX 

34 Avid Technology, Inc. xx 

800-458-4076 

818-993-0772 

330-686-2600 

978-640-3202 

114-117 B & H Photo-Video-Pro Audio 6 

54 BBE Sound Inc. 54 

96 Conservatory Of Recording Ads & Sciences 3 

89 Crown International 4 

212-239-7500 

714-897-6766 

800-562-6383 

219-294-8200 

112 DM. Feam COmPanY 39 

25 Digidesign 5 

40 Disc Makers 

112 Discount Distributors 

610-793-2526 
- - 

800-333-2137 

7 609-663-9030 

40 800-346-4638 

45 DMX-R100 Forum XX 

87 Entertainment Technology Network XX 

516-944-5940 

212-378-0400 

112 Essential Data, Inc. 42 530-692-2459 

71 Event Electronics 68 805-566-7777 

3 Eventide 56 201-641-1200 

77 Full Sail Recorders, Inc. 69 800-226-7625 

113 Furman Sound, Inc. 8 707-763-1010 

65 Grace Design 9 

Markertek Video Supply 16, 63 800-522-2025 

Martin Sound 

Medea Corporation 

17, 55 626-281-3555 

35 888-296-3332 

51 

41 

46 

37 

50 

38 

47 

94 

42 

69 

53 

Midiman/M Audio 41 800-969-6434 

Millennia Media 18 530-647-0750 

Music Yellow Pages XX 516-489-6514 

Musician's Friend 19 800-776-5173 

Neato 20 203-466-5170 

Neumann 21 860-434-5220 

Panasonic Pro Audio XX 615-824-9112 

Peavey 65 601-483-5365 

Primacoustic 64 604-942-1001 

Professional Audio Design 45 781-982-2600 

Quantum Technologies Inc. 22 256-922-1200 

75 Rode Microphones 

32 

61 

50 011-61-2-8765-9333 

Royer Labs 

SAE Institute Of Technology 

80-81 Sam Ash 

22-23.66-67 Samson Technologies 

23 818-760-8472 

25 212-944-9121 

27 516-932-6400 

29, 31 516-364-2244 

97 Shreve Systems Audio 28 800-214-9222 

9 Soundcraft USA 

303-443-7454 31 

96 Grandma's Music & Sound 10 800-444-5252 

30 HOSA Technology. Inc. 11 

44 Institute Of Audio Research 12 

127 Kurzweil 30 

714-522-5675 

212-777-8550 

800-421-9846 

11 Lexicon 62 781-280-0300 

112 Little Labs Pro Audio 43 323-851-6860 

73 Los Angeles Recording Workshop 24 818-763-7400 

74 Lynx Studio Technology, Inc. 13 949-515-8265 

59 888-251-8352 

Steinberg N.A. 71 818-678-5100 

19,64,124125 Sweetwater Sound 51, 53, 57 800-222-4700 

13 TannoyfTGI North America, Inc. 49 519-745-1158 

4-5, 55 TASCAM/TEAC America, Inc. 44, 58 323-726-0303 

40 The Recording Workshop 33 800-848-9900 

45, 53 Transamerica Audio Group 34, 36 702-365-5155 

112 

39 

70 

Underground Sound 

Universal Audio 

46 615-533-8234 

32 831-466-3737 

Universal Concept, Inc. 37 508-234-8832 

2, 84 Mackie Designs Inc. 14, 26 800-258-6883 27 Waves, Inc. 

21 Manley Laboratories, Inc. 98 909-627-4256 7 

38 865-546-6115 

Yamaha Corp. Of America 61 714-522-9000 

128 Mark Of The Unicorn 15 617-576-2760 15 Z Systems 52 352-371-0990 
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SHOPPER 

Anyone who has 
heard it knows ... 

VT-2 Dual-Channel 
Vacuum Tube 

Microphone Preamplifier 

(VT-1 Single-Channel also available) 

D.W. FEARN 
RAND-CRAFTED 
PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

610-793-2526 
(Fax 610-793-1479) 

PO Box 57 • Pocopson. PA • 19366 • U.S.A. 

www.dwfearn.com 

CIRCLE 39 ON INFO CARD 

SALE I PLUS FREE NI ADHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM ACOUSTIC FOAM 

gre 
GIANT 54"x54 2" Just S19" 

3" Just 529" IMMEDIATE SHIPPING 
Kill Noise Quick! Maximum density, full-size 
sheets of Markerfoam offer super-effective sound 

absorption for studios worldwide. Easy to mount in your choice of Blue 
or Charcoal Gray. Markerfoam offers the best value and looks proles 
sional. Request your Catalog, specs & free samples today ! 

Bass Traps 16" BladE TilEs 
Unique, low 
frequency 
diffuser 
blades cut in 
a triangular 
profile 
mounts with 
ease to walls 
& room corners for perfect low 
end control. 23.5" Ho II" D. 

Charcoal gray. 119.99 each 

High perform-
ance, low, low 
cost!!! 
America's best 
acoustic tile 
value 
only from 
Madœnek! 

2" Charcoal or Blue .. 53.49 ea. 
3" Charcoal or Blue.. $4.49 ea. 

4" Charcoal 55.49 ea. 

Jumbo Sound BlankEts 
Heavy-duty 76"x68" padded blankets absorb sound 
wherever they're hung or draped. Fabulous for stage, 
studio and field use, lop professional quaky at a super 
saver price! Weight: 6 lbs. Black. $19.99 

FREE Markertek Foam Adhesive with any 6 sheet Markerioam pur-
chase when you mention this ad! Limited offer. A $8.95 per tube value. 

FREE 
Amencis most unique catalog featuring 364 pages of over 
16,000 exclusive and harckto-find supplies for Pro Audio, 
Broadcast Video, Audio Visual & Multimedia production. 

« Z:Zet:e».com 

MARKERTEK VIDEO S UPPLY 

800-522-2025 • Fax: 845-246-1757 • www.markertek.com 

____UNDERGROUND 

From 

the 

biggest 

sessions 

to 

the 

smallest 

project 

studios 

since 

vir 1986 

RENTALS 
(61.5) 

CIRCLE 46 ON INFO CARD 

CD Duplicators 
We) Duplicators 
From: 
Essential Data 
Specializing in CD 
& OVO duplicating 
equipment 

ED) Onyx Autoloader 

.11•••Il 

EDI MT616PT 

Toll free: 800-795-4756 

Intl: 530-692-2459 

Fax: 530-692-1221 
sales@essential-data.com 

www.essential-data.com 

The Case 
Specialists 

Flight cases for guitars, 
peddiboard;. I nixes, (rums, 

rackmount equipment, keyboards. 

DJ equipment, etc. 

Call for quotes and 
FREE catalo 

Discount Distributors 
800 346-4638 

In New York: 631 563-8326 
www.discount-distributors.com 

CIRCLE 40 ON INFO CARD 

111151 1hristrumteint 
Dust ro 

AN ENGINEER'S TOOLBOX 

FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR, BASS 

& VINTAGE EFFECTS. 

Ultimate guitar splitter 

Triple " re- a mp" box 

Audiophile direct box 

Little Labs 

See Reviews:)EQ Magazine 12/00 

Audio Media 1/01 • Pro Sound 3/01 

www.littlelabs . corn 
800.642.0064 • 323.851.6860 

CIRCLE 63 ON INFO CARD CIRCLE 42 ON INFO CARD 
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ACROSS THE BOARD 
continuEd from page 126 

you added the two channels together for 

mono, information that was placed in the 

center of the mix got louder than material 
that was placed on one side or the other. 

Engineers were very careful with phase 

relationships in stereo recordings because 

out-of-phase portions of the recording 
would cancel completely when combined 

to mono. In the early days of stereo 

records and stereo radio broadcasts, very 

few people had the newfangled stereo 

gear to playback this high-tech source 

material, so stereo records and stereo FM 

broadcasts had to be compatible with 
existing mono playback equipment. 

MONO MIXES 
Because of the way the left and right 
channels add together when combined, 

the balance of the stereo mix is changed 
when listening in mono. All of the materi-
al panned to the center in a stereo mix 

(lead vocal, kick drum, bass, and snare 

drum) will be louder when listening in 
mono, while instruments panned far left 

and far right will be very low. This isn't 

good if you're trying to promote your 

record from airplay on a radio station 

that's being heard in mono. 

When a group was in the studio mixing 

their album, the record company required 

mono-only mixes to be done at the same 

time the stereo mixes were done for the 

album. The artist punched the Mono but-

ton on the console and made the balance 

changes necessary to make the mix 
sound good in mono. Bring down the stuff 

in the middle, and ride up things that were 

panned way out to the sides. Sometimes 

you had to change the reverb and other 

effects because of the mono combination. 
The mono version was used to press the 

45-rpm singles and promotional copies 

that were sent to the AM radio stations. 
FM radio usually played the album version 

of the song, which was in stereo. 

QUAD 
And then in the 70s came Quad. There 

were basically two commercial Quad for-

mats competing for the market share (I 

won't even mention Quad eight-track 

wEb 
You can contact Roger Nichols at 
rogernichols@earthlink.com. 

tapes). One was the JVC CD-4 system 

that worked a lot like FM transmission (45 
kHz recorded on a vinyl record). The main 

stereo channels were in their normal 
groove configuration so as to be stereo-

compatible. The back channel difference 

information was added into a 30 kHz sub-

carrier that could be read by a Quad 

decoder. The second system was the 

Sansui QS system that used phase 
encoding to get the rear-channel informa-

tion in and out of the stereo mix. 
Because of the phase encoding sys-

tem, there would be some strange artifacts 

when listening to a stereo record on a 

Quad system or a Quad record on a stereo 

system. Separation from front to rear chan-

nels was bad in the phase-encoded sys-
tems, and the calibration and noise from 

the JVC system was horrible. Quad made 
a sad attempt at a format and died a slow 
death by the end of the 70s. 

STAY TUNED 
In the next two installments I'll cover cas-
sette, eight-track, EL-cassette, PCM-F1, 

DAT, DBX, CD, MP3, DSD, DTS, AC-3, 
MLP, MPEG-2, DVD, DV, DV-PRO, DVD-

A, Digital Radio, and anything else I can 

dig up. • 

Rock Star Rule Number 1: Never Get Too Wrapped Up in Your Work 
Experimenting with effects is key to making great music. But you should never let 

your effects control you. Too many cords connected to too many pedals can 

cause you nothing but trouble and frustration. 

That's why Furman Sound created the SPB-8, the first-of-its-kind stereo pedal 

board. It Is designed to hold up to eight pedal effects or boxes in place on a velcro 
surface, and features tough metal construction 

that stands up to the rigors of the road. What's 

more is that the SPB-8 uses Furman signature 

power conditioning, with two levels of surge 

and short-circuit protection, as well as RF and 

EMI filtering. Each DC output is protected, so 

if one pedal goes out, your others continue 

to function. 

You get all of this for just under $ 400 - once again, Furman comes through with 

just the thing for creating music with the greatest of ease. And by getting all of 

those extra cords out of the way, the SPB-8 will also keep you from taking stage 

dives that are not part of the act. 
MIMI' /UM /11.11, 

IT"' tin/MI I I 

FURMAN SOUND, INC., 1997 South McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, California 94954-6919 
Phone: 707-763-1010, Fax: 707-763-1310, Website: www.furmansound.com, E-mail: info@furmansound.com 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE" 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 www.bhphotovideo.com 

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th st. New York, N.Y. 10001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS  

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

59 

LOUD 

COMPUTER-BASEIYAUDIO 

MOTU 

828 

Firewire Audio Interface 

• Total of 18 simultaneous ins and outs- 8 channels of 24- bit analog I/O 
with 40dB of trim (2 XLR-balanced min preamps w/ phantom power. 6 
bal/unbal 1/4" TRS ins and 8 bal/unbal 1/4 - outs). 8 channels of ADAT 
optical (switchable to S/PDIF optical) and RCA S/PDIF digital I/O 
• ADAT SYNC input • CueMix Plus zero-latency live input monitoring w/ 
front-panel volume control • Connects to any FireWire-equipped 
windows PC or Apple Macintosh computer via standard 1394 FireWire 
• Includes an ASIO driver for compatibility with all maior audio software 
on both computer platforms • Also includes AudioDesk audio 
workstation software package for the Mac 

MOTU  

• Complete virtual recording studio with fully 
automatable mixing, effects and 60 • Unlimited 
audio tracks • Sample-accurate waveform editing 
• 32-bit reaffirm effects • 64-bit MasterWorks 
Limiter and Multiband Compressor • POLAR 
window - Interactive audio loop recording 

New in DP 3 — 
• Redesigned user interface based on Apple's OS X 
• Apple 04 Multi-processor support • Pro Tools import/export via 
DigiTranslator and OMF with all tracks, regions, croustades, and time-
stamps in tact. • Open architecture surround compatibility with support 
for mono. stereo, quad. LCRS, 5.1. 6.1. 7 . 1 and 102 surround formats 
• VocAlign ADR (Automatic Dialog Replacement) support 

Digital Performer 3 

Digital Audio - MIDI Sequencer For Mac 

bierfixner 

emagie 
Music Production Software  For Mac & PC 

Logic Audio Platinum 4.7 

• Unlimited MIDI tracks • Up to 64 audio tracks 
(128 with multiple hardware) • Supports 24-
bit/96kHz audio resolution • Support for up to 24 
audio instruments • Includes 40 native effect 
algorithms • 32 effects busses • Up to 8 effects 
inserts per track or bus • Plug- In support for 
VST2.0 and Direct)) (Win) and ReWire 
• Arrange and edit MIDI and audio tracks with a 
comprehensive set of tools • Draw controller data 
directly into the arrangement with HyperDraw 
• Instantly switch between 90 Screensets containing customized window 
configurations • Built-in Stereo Sample editor • Supports all currently 
available Surround formats • Hardware support tor ASIO. (3) Audiowerk8s 
ProTools TDM ( Mac), DIGI001, Yamaha DSP Factory and more 

RealVerb 

Reverb Plug- In For TDM & MAS 

• , patial and spectral reverberation 
technology to accurately model an acoustic space 
• Choose from a graphic menu of Room Shapes 
and Sizes (from 0.5 meters to 99 
as Materials with adjustable th,. 
• Two different room shapes/sizes â 
be blended and even morphed in reaa., MI Mk 
• Control intensity and timing of early rete. . 
and late-field reverberation 

• Inteikve graPhiC Control over Resonance 1E0). timing and diffusion nanems 
• Stereo Soundfield Panning uses psychoacoustic principals to allow 
WreM and cOnfrol ot the cignal between stereo speakers creating an 
impression of center and width 

=sir. 

Stainbarg Cubase VST 5.0 

Complete Pro Music Recording System 
• Combules lugh iesuluhun MIDI recording onth 
audio recording in either 16 or 24 bit formats 
• Up to 72 audio tracks • Includes lots of VST 
Plug-Ins • Access the world's largest range of 
add-on realtime audio effects and sample 
accurate synth plug-ins. • True Tape analog 
sound recording built in • Supports ASIO audio 
cards - accessing the latest low latency audio 
cards • Includes the Universal Sound Module 
VST instrument with over 70 MB of sound data 

Also Available Cebase VS P132 5.0 
• Up to 128 Channels of Audio • 32- 24- 20- and 16- bit recording 
• Up to 96kHz • Apogee UV-22 dithering included 

cakewalk Sonar 

Digital Multitrack Recording System 
• Unlimited digital audio and MIDI tracks 
• 24-bit/96 kHz audio • 32-bit, real-time effects 
• Multdurocessor and dual monitor support 
• Audio loop construction and editing tools with 

and full support for 
unport.nd • DX) ( DirectX Instruments) 
Software synthesizer plug- ins 
• Fully-automatable DirectX 8 audio effects Plug-Ins 
from Power Technology • Includes DXi-compatible 
soft synths from Roland, Applied Acoustic Systems. Live Update and 
Audio Simulation • Optimized for Windows 2000/ME/98 SE systems 
• Compatible with Microsoft's WDM low latency audio driver technology 

Cev MotorMix 

Automation Desktop Motorized Fader Worksurface 
• Eight 100mm long-life motion sensing 
motorized faders with dedicated Mute, Solo 
Rec/Rdy switches • Eight high quality 

rotary pots with display for control of Pan, 
Aux Sends, EQ. and Plug-ins. - 40020 
Backlit LCD display with track labels, pans. 
send levels and plug ins • Control levels. 
mutes and plug in parameters in real-time 
• Automate fader moves and mutes into your sequencer • Bank select 
switches and the LCD display let you control an unlimited number of 
channels and many plug-ins in each channel.• Create a custom console 
tailored to the way you work • Pro Tools supports up to 4 Motor Mixes 
for 32 channel banks • Play. Stop, Fast Forward, Rewind transport keys 

TC !W ORKS PowerCore 

The DSP-Turbo For Your Native Audio Workstation 

1:117=1 BIGI001 

Digital Audio Workstation For Mac & PC 
• Completely integrated digital 
recording, MIDI sequencing, mixing 
and editing environment for the 
kAacOS and Windows 
• Sample-accurate simultaneous 
editing of audio 8 MIDI 
• 18 simultaneous. 24-bit ins and 
outs with support for 44.1 and 48 
kHz sample rates 
• 2 XLR mic/1/4' line inputs with -26 
d8 pad. 48v phantom power, gain 
knob, and HP Filter at 60Hz 
• 6 1/4"TRS balanced/ unbalanced 
line ins w/ software controlled gain 
• 14dB balanced 1/4-inch Main 
outputs and balanced ue monitor 
outs with front panel gain knob 
• 1/4-inch unbalanced line outputs channels 3-8 
• Headphone output with independent gain control knob 
• 2 channel S/PDIF coaxial digital I/0 and 8 channel ADAT Optical 1:0 
(switchable to 2 channel S/PDIF) 

• Includes Pro Tools LE software, based on Digidesign's world renowned 
ProTools software. supports 24 tracks of 16 or 24-bit audio and 128 MIDI 
trackS 

• Supports both RealTime AudioSuite ( RIAS) and AudioSuite effects Plug- Ins 
— Bundled RIAS plug-ins include. 1 and 4-band ED, Dynamics II-
compressor. limiter, gate and expander/gate: Mod Delay - short, slap. 
medium. and long delays with modulation capabilities for chorus or flange 
effects and dither. AudioSuite plug-ins include Time Compression/Expansion, 
Pitch Shift, Normalize, Reverse. 

• All mixing parameters including effects processing can be fully automated. 

X-Project Firewire 

30GB Firewire Hard Drive 

• 7.200 rpm 30G8 drive optimized for digital AN. 
• IEEE 1394 ( FireWire) Interface- drive automatically mounts 
drives on your desktop 
• Record, mix & edit 144 minutes of 24 track audio at 24 bit, 48kHz. 
• Tabletop or rack-mountable configuration 
• Rot-pluggable dynamic reconfiguration allows re-cabling peripheral 
devices without re-booting 

• Includes Rack ears, feet, firewire cable, power cord. 

WAVES Version 3.0 

Native & TDM Plug-In Bundles 
• Crossplatform PGI card with 5 

hi-end DSPs ( 2800 MHZ 
WORTH OF DSP POWER!) 
• World class Reverb. Modulation 
FX and EC right out of the box 
• 24196 compatible • Works with any VST/MAS-compatible application 
• Works with all sound cards supported by the host software • Includes TC 
TOOLS/96 PLUG-INS — TC MegaReverb, TC Chorus/Delay, TC ELI SAT 
• Also includes SPARK LE Mastering Software • One complete set of TC 
TOOLS Plug-Ins ( MegaReverb. Chorus/Delay and E0) only requires one 
DSP to run. • Optional TC MASTER X 3,5 multiband mastering processor 
• fines processing vial inrin «films itilure rompatibluty ny 3m party 
developers 

Waves Bundles feature some of the hottest software processing plugins toc 
tracking, mixing, remixing, mastering and sound design. Choose from 
precision dynamics and spatial processing capabilities Of the Neel 
Pack ¡TOM Bundle for ProTools), the vintage pr 

Renaissance Collection and the extreme sou 
•• Pro- FO Plus Bundle Also available is the ca 

Processor d - , • sa 
Gold Bundle ne 

USB Audiosport Quattro 

4-in/4-out Audio Interface w/ USB and MIDI 
• 24-bit./96kHz compatible • Multitrack 
recording and mixing without PCI card 
installation • Zero-latency direct monitoring 
• Balanced 1/4-TRS connectors 
• Selectable input and output levels provide 
compatibility with both pro and consumer 
equipment • lei USB MIDI interface 
• Ships with ASIO drivers for Mac & PC - more di. .,.• •ne way 
• Add even more professional connectivity with the opt, •• Omni iio 

which provides 2 mic preamps with phantom power i• . • 
gain and pad. 8 additional inputs. 2 headphones sends. an FO send and 
retum dedicated monitor and record outputs and more 

O 

zaound 
Pitch 'N Time 

Intelligent Sound Algorithm ( AudioSuite) 

• Performs a sophisticated auditory scene analysis 
based on the human auditory system and uses a • 
patented mathematical algorithm to speed up or 
slow down music without artifacts - works on 
solo instruments, voice and complete mixes 
• Completely cross-platform code works with both " 
Motorola and Intel architectures 
• Preserves sample accurate timing 

• Works with all bit depths, and sample rates 
• Multi-channel phase accurate processing works 
with 5.1 and 7.1 surround stems without loss to 
rho nerreend imane 

AreARES 

New features in Auto Tune 3 

Auto-Tune 3 

Pitch Correction Plug- In 

if* 
b 
• Pi . i.,..2-s.hcbh: y : 
lowest detectable frequency to 25Hz • Set target pitches in real- tune via 
MIDI from a keyboard or sequencer track • Mak Scale From MIDI f unction 
allows you construct a custom scale from a MIDI keyboard or sequencer 
• Sample rates of 88 2kHz and 96kHz are now supported • Available for 
dnst wog MAS I/CT lnri IlvartY dIghl 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS  

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

www.bhphotovideo.com 
a 

TASCAM® 

COMPUTER-BASED AUDIO 

788 

12-Track Hard Disk Recording System 
• 6-track simultaneous record • 250 - 6501 
tracks • 24- hit A DA converters 

1,1f.t.• 
• 14-channel mixer • 3- band CO 
• Dual effects processor • 10 scene memories 
per song • S/PDIF digital out • ( 4) 1/4* TAS 
mic/line ins • RCA main and monitor outs 

• (2) ve aux sends and returns 
• ve headphone output • MIDI in/out • Optional CD burning kit 

• Non-destructive editing with 999 levels of undo 
• Jog scrubbing and Shuttle with real sound • Dedicated locate and 
editing buttons • Wave form display • Title edit functions 
• 16% pitch control • Built-in metronome 

AKAI 

ietattli4 

DPS-16 

16-Track Hard Disk Music Production System 

KORG D-12 

12-Track Hard Disk Recording System 
• 12-tracks of uncompressed 16- bit 
playback or 6-tracks at 24-bit • 16 track 
mixer with 3-bands of ED per channel 
• Comprehensive editing and DSP function); 
with 99 levels of undo • 20- bit A/D/A 
converters • 4 analog inputs including a 
dedicated guitar input • 24-bit optical 
S/PDIF I/O • 106 REMS effects types 
• 11 simultaneous realtime effects — 8 insert. 2 master and 1 master bus 
effects • Powerful scene memory and realtime automation capabilities 
• Internal 6GB hard drive allows up to 18.6 hours 0116 bit recording 
• Optional intemal CD-RW drive • 50-pin SCSI-2 connector 
• Built-in auto-chromatic tuner and metronome 

•I 

YAMAHA AW4416HDCD 

16-Track Digital Audio Workstation 

• True 24-bitz96kHz recording capabilities 
provides up to 144db dynamic range 
• Record up to 10 tracks simultaneously 
• Coaxial S/PDIF Digital I/O 
• 56-bit internal processing 
.8 analog inputs Including 2 OLA mrc 
inputs with phantom power • 10GB IDE 
internal hard drive • 16 track faders with 
pan, 3-band Ea, 4 aux sends and mute 
per channel • Optional EB4M 4 bus EFX card can assigned to any of the 4 
aux sends or inserted on any channel. • Large flip-up graphic display and 
user-friendly interface makes editing and navigation a breeze • Built-in 
scene memory as well as dynamic automation capabilities via MIDI 

ee 

ur 
Feeel f PM,' r 

iE • 

SONY CD-RW66 
Standalone CD Recorder 

• Supports Standard CD-R. CD-RW 8 consumer audio discs • Bullt-in 
32kHe - 960i: sample rate converter • On-board DSP functions: 
Parametric 60, Limiter 8 Super Bit Moping eihkh proidia near 20 
bit dynamics • 24-bit A/D/A converters • CD-Text support ( up à 
fe 23 íhlielors oit !lame) • AE3rERif input, optir 
digital I/O and RCA analog I/O * Word Clock input 
• 2x finalize • 2x duplication with 2 CO-RW66s 
• Fhll status. 1',-,, ^,pnt display • Includes wireless/wired remote 

Panasonic  

• Record edit, mix and master to CD all in 
one machine • 16 tracks of 16 or 24 hit 
recording with 8 virtual tracks each 
• 32-bit internal signal processing 
• 44 input mixer with, 20 mix buses 
• 16 motorized faders and full mix 
automation • 4-band fully parametric EC) 
and dynamics per channel 
• 2 built-in effects processors • Optional 
I/O interface cards provide connectivity 
with all types of digital and analog gear • 8 sampling pads provide real-
time playback of samples • Internal 10GB IDE hard drive • Built- In CD-
RW drive for creating audio CDs and archiving • Word Clock 1,0 

1111111A 111111 CDR-500 

Standalone CD Recorder / Duplicator 

millilaIl111111111111•111•11111111W 

KORG D-1600 

16-Track Hard Disk Recording Syster 
• Korg's top-of-the-line fully integrated 
hard disk recording system 
• 16 tracks of 16-bit or eight tracks of 
better than CD quality 24-bit recording 
• 24x8 mixer • 3 bands ED with a 
sweepable mid per channel 
• 24-bit A/D/A converters • 8 analog 
inputs including a dedicated guitar input 
• 24-bit optical S/PDIF I/O 
• 106 REMS effects • 11 simultaneous realtime effects — 8 insert. 2 
master and 1 master bus effects • Massive 20GB Internal hard drive 
provides 31 hours of 24 bit/44.1 kHz • Optional internal CD-RW drive 
• 50-pin SCSI-2 connector • Editing functions are controllable using the 
240 x 64 pixel TouchView waveform display. 

• 

E-mu X17  Command Station 

• Combines the synth engine of 
E-MU's Proteus 2000 and XL-1 
sound modules with a new multi 
track sequencer • Designed for 
Electronica/High Energy Dance 

Station 

• • •-•= :1111 
%,• • • . 

- 
.imerous knobs. buttons and 

• Case, expandat,:e ti. ,, aartronal ROM slots • Easily rack 
mounted into a 6-space rack • 512 presets. 128 voices and 128 Factory 
Sequences with hundreds of user locations • Dual effects processor. 
• Compatible with external MIDI devices via its Sequencer. Arpeggiators. 
Controller Knobs. Trigger button section and Key Pad. 

C MICROBOARDS , DSR-1600 Series 

CD Duplicators 

- ell MI II 
• 
• (20) CD duplication from the internal CD player • Pro and consumer 
CD-R and CD-RW compatible • CD-TEXT editing • Memory buffer 
• Menu selectable SCMS copy protection • Digital and analog record 
loveVbelence control • nil-Balanced and ric• unbalanced analog ins 
• Coaxial and Optical digital ins • Unbalanced ( RCA) analoo and Coaxial 
digital outs including Ccarrial loop-out for unprocessed connection to 
other digital equipment • IR remote control included 

WR-DA7 MKII 

Digital Mixer 

Streamlined Version 2.5 operating system with more than 70 new or improved features 

including new shortcut control features. advanced MIDI faders, new panels for LCD and LED 
areas, and enhanced software features. such as improved visuals and navigational controls. 

FEATURES-
• 32 fully featured inputs and 6 auxiliary 
send/retums 
• 8 buses (sub-groups) can be digitally 
routed using a built-in patchbay for a total 
of 24 digital and analog VOS 
• 32-bit intemal processing and 24 bit A/D/A 
converters yield a dynamic range 110 db 

1, 1 IC , , I,, 1 

user- assignable MIDI tatters 
• Built-in 16- bit dithering to 23 outputs 
Connectivity 
• 16 balanced OLA and 11 ORS Mic litre 
analog inputs with 16 pre A'D analog 
inserts 
• AES/SiPDIF (2 Ch.) digital I/O. Word Clock 
In/Out. MIDI. IN/OUT. MIDI Machine 

Control ( MMC) RS-422/485 standard 
• Expandable with up tO 131 8-ch I'0 cards 

s • Optional SMPTE-Video-sync card 

• Optional Tandem card allows dual- s.. - 
operation providing a total of 76 inputs 

EO & Dynamics-
• Four true parametric bands of ED on every 
channel and 2 bands of parametric E0 on 
the Aux returns 
• 42 full function Compressor/Gate/Limiter 
or Expanders 
• ^. ' -.cry channel 
Automation and Control-

• Optional KO resoadlon Mete, Budge am: 
Automation software for Mac and PC 

Sullt-in Surround Mixing-
• Equipped to mix 5.1 surround through its 
buses (doesn't tie up auxes) with full 
dynamic control of panning. 

M in ! g il il li fi l ms ' 

OPTIONS-
• WR-ADAT 8-channel ADAT digital I/O card 

• WR-TDIF 8-channel TDIF digital I/O card 
• WR-AESS 8-channel AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O card 
• WR-800A 8- channel A-to- D, D-to-A card 
• WIUNDM Tandem (dual-console) connection card 
• WR-SMPT SMPTE and V-sync card 
• WR-MTBR ieleter bridge ( Included) 
• WR - WRAC .,--note control software 

• 

• 160 record speed 
• Compact footprint 
• Ore./ouch operate) 
• Disc to disc, or disc to multiple disc 
ier flea, iennin rainnainann, 
• Caching image files is done on- the-fly. to 
multiple writers simultaneously 
• LED error detection prevents had drsc 
duplication 
• Available With One To Eight Recorders 
• Supported Formats. CD fl()),) •.• 
2, Form 1 and 2, CO DA ( Red Book Auc., 
CD 1, Mix Mode, Multisession 8 Video CL 

TASCAM. MX-2424 

24- Track Hard fini,  pprnrrier 

LI lilt j eià 
- eg •••• ,71 e• • • edi 

• • • ell 
ti —  • e 7 

f - 

• mcmges anaftemai 9GB Ilan] are, • ; • 
the back and a front 5-1 ,2 bay available supports an addlbonal (Uwe or 
an approved DOD- RAM dove for back-up • Record to Mac iSDil i or PC 
WAV) formatted drives • Open 11 format allows compabble sufte.sare 

recognize virtual tracks without having to load reposalon and Pat, 'face 
digital file. • Jog/scrub wheel • MIDI In. Out. and Thru fo, tsIMC & ,ITC 
• Built-in editing capabilities include cut, copy paste split and npple or 
overwrite • 100 levels of undo • Supports destructive loop recording and 
non-destructive loop recording which continuously records new takes 
without erasing the previous version. • TBUS protocol can sample 
accurately lock up to 32 machines together • Can generate or chase 
SMPTE timecode or MTC • Word Clock In. Out. and Thru ports 
• Includes ViewNet Java- based Graphic User Interface software 

I/0 Options-
• Optional analog and digital cards 
provide 24 channels of I/O each. 
There is one analog slot and one 

} \Coital. 

• IF-1D24- T/DIF module 
• IF-6024- ADAT Lightpipe module 
• IF-AE24- AES/EBU module 
• IF- AN24- A-D. D-A I/O module 
with DB-25 connectors 

CIRCLE 06 ON INFO CARD 
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TO INQUIRF ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS 

800 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

COMPUTER-BASED AUDIO 
PreSonus 

DIGIMAX 

8- Channel Mic Preamp With Digital Outs  

IF: 9°.°•*; 9; 9; 9; 9; 9; 
• 8 Dual Servo Mic Preamps with UltraWide dynamic range and very 

low noise operating levels. • Dual Domain limiter on every channel 

• E0 enhance, Pad and Phantom Power on every channel 

• Instr. inputs on channels 1 8. 2. • Phase reverse on channels 1 8, 2 
• Eight 24 bit ADC converters • 24- bit Light Pipe and S/PDIF digital 

outputs • AES/EBU digital outputs are available as an option 

• External clock sync input and Master clock output 
• 1/4" thick, milled aluminum panel with blue anodized knobs 

XIC011 MPX-200 

'4- Bit True Stereo Dual Effects Processor 
- 

• Powera by Lexicon's proprietary Lexicnip • 24- bit Ar CPA converters 
• 1/4-analog I/O • S/PDIF digital inputs and outputs • A newly designed 
digital compressor is buiii-in to all presets • 19" rack. 14 high processor 
• 240 presets and 64 user locations with classic Lexicon reverb programs 
including Ambience. Plate. Chamber and Inverse as well as Tremolo. 
Rotary. Chorus. Flange, Pitch. Detuve. 5.5 second Delay and Echo 
• Dual-channel processing provides two independent effects in a variety of 
configurations — Dual Stereo ( Parallel). Cascade. Mono Split and Dual 
Mono • Up to 8 adjustable parameters are available in each program 
• Full controllable over MIDI • Delay times and modulation rates can lock 

( 
audio techniCa. AT3035 

Cardioid Condenser Microphone 
• Large diaphragm provides exceptional detail 
• 148(113 max SPL 
• 136dB dynamic range 4- max SPL 
• 12 dB/octave bass roll-off tt 80Hz 
• 10 dB pad 
• Requires 11 - 52v phantom power 
• Custom shock mount provides superior isolation 
• 20Hz • 20kHz frequency response 
• Includes shockmount and protective pouch 

Hafier 
Complete 5.1 Surruund Monitoring Solution 

TRM-6 Bi-Amplified Studio Monitors 
rerIng honest, consistent sound from top to bottom. the TRM-6 

ta-amplified studio monitors are the ideal reference monitors for 
any recording environment whether tracking. mixing and 
mastering. Supported by Hafler's legendary 

amplifier technology providing a more accurate 

sound field, in width, height and also depth 

TRM-6 & TRM-10 

• 1 TWIeter, 6 Woofer 
• Biamplified (50 W Lf, 33 W Hf) w/Crossover 
• 55Hz - 21kHz frequency response 
• Electronically and Acoustically Matched 
• Magnetically shielded 

TRM-10S Active Subwoofer 
Combininc - 
amplifier te..• 

proprietary woofer design, the 
TRM10 active subwoofer 

provides superb bass definition 
required in today's studio and 

surround Sound environments. 

• 10- inch cellulose fibre cone down firing woofer 
• 200 watt low frequency amplifier 
• 30Hz to 110Hz frequency response ±2d13 
• 24d8/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover variable (40Hz to 11 ,re 

, X - iii• AD2022 

Dual Mono Pure Class A Preamplifier 

r.1 
• 4th generation ! ally discrete. synunetocal Pure CUSS A ITU prearnp 
• Mic and hi-Z instrument inputs • Selectable mic source loading for 
optimized cable/mic matching • Gain switched in 4dB steps with r 3dB fine 
output trim • Regulated .48v phantom power supply • Phase reverse 
• Variable-passive HPF • 20dB pad • Large illuminated analog VU meters 
and twin peak LEDs • High headroom .36dB input before overload 
• Fully discrete Class A regulated audio power supplies • Teflonrsilver wiring 
and doubled plated circuit boards for superior low level signal transfer 

1144-ARES AIR- la 

Auto-Tune Intonation Processor 

feer„--:;asetwiamiwl4 
while preserving the integrity 

of the original perfot inane 
• Includes factory programmed chromatic and standard diatonic scales 
and has the ability to create custom scales 
• Bass Mode detects pitch down to 25Hz 
• Make Scale From MIDI function allows you to construct a custom 
scale using a MIDI keyboard or sequencer 
• 20-bit data path. 56-bit internal processing and balanced I/O 

RODE NT1000 

Cardioid Condenser Microphone 
• Externally polarised 1- pressure-gradient condenser 
• Ultra low noise transformerless circuitry 
• > 134d8 Dynamic Range 
• > 140d8 SPL Max SPL 
• Requires 35 - 53v phantom power 
• Internally shock mounted capsule 
• 20Hz 20kHz frequency response ±6dB 
• Includes zippered pouch. M2 Stand Mount. 
3/r-5/8" Thread Adaptor 
• Optional SM2 shockmount 

) 

IJUL LSR Series 

Linear Spatial Reference Monitors 

Ideal For Surround Sound Applications 
LSR28P Near- Field Monitors 
• P: lun— 250 watts for the low 
trequenc and 120 watts for high frequency 
• 8-woofer and 1 tweeter 
• XLR ,1 A ccr-dc rnput connecters 
can act n.r1rnorlale balanced 
M111,101,111,, 10 111. 
• 50 Ilz - 20 kHz frequency response 

LSR25P Near- Field Monitors 
• Bi-amplified design— 100 watts for the 
frequency and 50 watts for high frequenc,, 
• 5.25" woofer and 1' tweeter • Shielded 
• XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced inputs 
• Front Panel Volume and Power Controls 
• Built in 80 Hz HPF for use with optional subwoofer 
• 70 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response 

LSR12P Powered Subwooler 
• Incorporates the 252F low-
frequency transducer and the 
LSR171, Amplifier which provides 
250-watts of continuous power. 
• Designed lo be compatible tor 
both the LSR28P self-powered 
speaker system. 
• Multiformat compatibility with 
Dolby AC-3, DIS and other 
surround audio systems 

«Ib 11i ret 1st ,,,• ISA 110 

Channel Strip 

  vv,f:à.0 : ctu‘e..141 
• Reissue of a single channel strip from Me legendary focusrite Studio 
Series reccrdiro; roncoIe 

and E0 croarith, ¡ lesion orirlarared Pirc,r1 N. e r 
:et transparent sound 
• Line input included in prearnp section with . 18dB gain Connor 
• High and Loes shelving and two separate hands or parametric E0 
• High and Low pass filters reprove unA.anted !cab 
Or love frequenct, content 

TE HELICON Voice Prism 

Vocal Formant Pitch Processor 

11111M eke 
• Built-in mic preamp with 48V phantom power • 24 bit digital converters 
• 4 voice backing -vocal harmony with independent gender- and 
humanizing controls • Lead-voice double tracking • Complete vocal 
processing including Compression, ED. Delay. Tape Delay, Chorus, 
Flange and Reverb with Pre-delay • Ultra-easy interface • XLR mic input. 
1/4" unbalanced/TRS balanced I/0 and S/PDIF stereo digital outs. 
• Optional Voice Craft card adds human voice modelling DSP algorithms 
as well as AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O 

KSM-44S1 

Multi- Pattern Condenser Mic 

Premium Vocal And Instrument 

Microphone Built Without Compromise 

• Car dim. anon anti Ordrrectruiral po/ai patterns 
• Includes ShureLock elastic- suspension shock 
mount and swivel mount, protective pouch and 
locking aluminum carrying case 
• 20 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response 

YAMAHA MSP-10 

Bi-Amplified Monitor Speakers 
• 40 - 40k Hz frequency response (- 100B) 
• 120-watt power amplifier for the low/mid driver and 
a 60-watt power amplifier for the tweeter 
• 8-woofer and 1-titanium-dome wavegurde tweeter 
• Balanced XLR inputs 
• Magnetically-shielded enclosures 
• Green power on and red clipping LEDs 
• Master volume control for each speaker 
• I? position low and high trim ay.Itchúx 
• Switchable low-cut filter optimizes performance 
when used with a subwinfer system. 
• Available in Black (MSP10) and Maple-Sunburst (MSP10M) 
SW10 powered sub-woofer also available 

_ HR-824 

Bi-Amplified Studio Monitors 
• 150W LF amp 100W HF amp 
• 8 75 ' mineral- filled polypropylene cone woofer 
• 1- aluminum dome tweeter with ferrofluid-
cooled voice coil 
• Every sel is a eue matched- pair with a signed 
certificate from Mackie designs to prove it 
• Full space half space and quarter space 
placement compensation 
• 39Hz to 22kHz frequency response +1 5dB 
• Broad " sweet spot" 
• 1 4' and balanced XLR inputs 
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CLASSIFIEDS  

www aiiralex corn 

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

SILEN 
INFO 

T413) 664-71344 
FAX 

(413) 564-3377 

58 Nonotuck St. Northampton, MA 01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583 - 717 4 
infoesilentsource.com • www.silentsource. corn  

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 

Silence Wallcovering • VVhisperVVedge 

Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

ACOUStiCSFirSr 
Tee 888 -765- 2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

BIG STUDIO SOUND: $299 
With the new Roomlnators - Alpha' Acoustical Control Kit, It's easy to make your place sound great! 

Big-name artists, networks. motion picture companies & studios know it good gear in a bad room sounds no 
better than bad gear, so they tame their acoustics with goodies from Auralex. Now we've shrunk that big-studio 

sound down into the handy 'take home' sized Alphal! 

It's never been this easy & affordable to make your room sound better! 

• In this one kit you get everything you need to improve the sound of your small 
studio. 8o booth or control room, bass traps, absorbers.. .. Aven adhesive & 
installation tips! If your needs dictate, simply add more Alphal kits. 

• You'll immediately notice improved imaging, tighter bass & less 'room' sound. 

• Your monitors. mics, & other gear will sound better than you ever thought 
they could and your recordings will be much more accurate. Everything 

you record or listen to will sound clearer! 

• Gone will be the dastardly room reflections and bass buildup that 
have been keeping you horn hearing the 'true' sound you desire 
(and thought you were paying for when you bought your gear)! 

Don't put up with bad sound any longer! Get to your favorite 
dealer and check out the full line of affordable Roomy-rotors 
Kits & other industry-leading Auralex products today. You'll 
be surprised at how easy & affordable great sound can be. 

If you need help, remem-
ber we've always given free 

initial consultations. And if 
you're building a studio, check out our 

acclaimed booklet Acoustics-101 -. 
a free download from our website! 

rAurale ocousti., 
• Sound Control For The Rest Of Us 800 95 WEDGE 

SPEAKER RECONING 

SPEAKER RECONING 

REPLACEMENT DIAPHRAGMS 

ACCUTRACK RECORDING 
AND SOUND, INC. 

www.accutrackrecording.com 

(847) 465-8862 

POPSCREENS 

AVAILABLE NOW! 
The revolutionary 
Proscreen by 

STEDMAN 
'Worth Us wolght in gold' 
Stephen ?downy 
Pro Audio Revlon, 

Call 888-629-5960 www.atedmancorp.com 

BAND IN A BOX 

The award-winning fland-in-allox accompaniment software 
for Macintosh' ir Windows" is so easy to use! Just type in the 

chords for any sung using standard chord symbols (like C, Fm? 

or Cl 3b9), choose the style you'd like, and land-in-a-lox does 
the rest - automatically generating a complete professional 
quality five instrument arrangement of piano, bass drums, 

guitar and strings in a wide variety of popular styles. 

landlo-a-Box Pro 1418 USO 
Sand-Ina-Bos MogaPAK $249 USO 

PG Musk Inc. 
29 Cadillac AvênUS 

Victoria, Put. l.r&I I t I Canada 
nr 

rumble 

1-800 268 6272 www.pg_rnAigs„om 

(250) 475-2874 ,aloWoornu1k,com 

EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

Studio 
[ free catalog ] 

Consoles, 

Mastering Desks, 

Digital Workstations, 

Keyboard Workstations, 

Rack enclosures, Spkr. Stan 

argosyconsole ,corn 
70 consde 

%MOW PA? 
(shown) $849.95 

ARGOSY"0 .427.5698' 573'346.8549 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 10 years of reducing 
wand to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

A1DL 10z126S 
6X10 5 ) 

15 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 
New! SoundWave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

gkeogidik,4 
New, Used and Vintage Recording Equipment 

Buy • Sell • Trade 

API, Neve, Fairchild, Henley, Quested, Urei 
Puttee, Neumann, Lang, Studer, and More! 
www.odysieyprosound.com 

ax:(978) 744-7224 I: (978) 744- I I 

American Acoustic Technology" 
Manufacterers of sound management products 

• Wall panels • Ceiling & Floor Tiles 
• Foams & Barriers and much more. 
Toll Free 866-222-2233 

Superior Quality Competitive Prices 
www.americanacoustictechnology.com  

.Íitieuse 
Awsi 

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
BUYING YOUR NEW & USED 

EQUIPMENT FROM US 

94 STATE STREET • NEW LONDON, CT 06320 

800.264.6614 • 860.442.9600 
carusomusi@aol.com • http://wwwaruso.net 

CONSULTING 

Starting a studio? 
Trying to kEEP 011C OPEll? 

Get advice, ideas and guidance from an 
EXPEPIEIXEd studio owner and educator 

www.CriticalPathCoach.com 
301-596-5018 

DOUCET'S AUDIO SALES 
WWW.DOUCETS.COM 

888-923-0123 
New and Used Gear 

Manley, Langevin Universal Audio ieletronix. 
Millennia API SS1. Neu, losigise.Empirical Lain 

Focuslite Avalon inbereekIMISIMINwritarn matne 
Sytek.Mertecte Roper klaNINIMINtheInnIs Did1001 

NRK VIntech Audio. Genelet Adam Mt Fruition 
CM Dynamics Glyph KB Audio Or audio Dalung 

and many more visit us online 

1 
--e••• 4 
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DUPLICATION / REPLICATION SERVICES 

ONE-STOP AUDIO 
MANUFACTURING 

• CD Replication 
• Vinyl Records (colors available!) 

• Cassettes 

• Graphics Design 

• Super-Hot Mastering Studio 

NEW - On-Demand Color Printing 

Work directly with the factory and save! 

Best Price, Iles! Sen ice - for more lhan 20 ,, ears! 

EUROPADISKILLC 
www.europadisk.com 

1000 Retail-ReadyCDs 

Si 350.00 

ED,S 
FOR 

includes: 

glass master 

film output 

color 2P inserts 

iewel case 

4488/18/18a overwrap barcode you CD Manufacturers 
Major-Label Quality • Fast Turnaround 

Intelligent Friendly Service • Online Order Tracking 

1-800-237-1811 
vvw vv.cd sfc. ryc, n et 
nfc.@c sfc. rya u n et 

M MEDIAWORKS. 
INTERNALTION.L.INC. 

ICW 1029 Elm Hill Pike 

V V Nashville TN 37210 

compact discs _ cd rom dvd 
Ed +/cd enhanced -video 

distal bin-cassette duplication 

short-run discs and cd one-offs now available 

call toll tree for quotes,special 
packages and large quantities 

•competitive pricing 
*friendly service 

*professional results - . 
1-800-211-4689 

www.mediatvorkscd corn 

PECIAL PACKAGE PRIC 
1000 CDs for $1545 

e lude graphics, filer, pron.. duplication, pacig• 

500 CDs and Jewel 
Boxes for $650" 

800-859-8401 
Great prices on complete packages with 
printing, graphic design & mastering 

www.go-QCA,com 

earthclisc 

500 free CDS 

5986 -e) 

(800) 455-8555 
(718)407-7300 

s 2.99 -e"oxcDS 

ww• 
ivaj.•,Froa." 00 Cal.... 

ee'r o • err 

Barrode Fast, relmble end friendly seome 

•IFL:1411411 
DUPLICATION 

CD-ROM • 11111 • 110010 CD • HO CASSETTE 
Perfect! 

/ACCURATE $1129:9.99 

touil (€71,,1 
iirfAatiy 

Media Stnirices 
Iwlv.v.vv8.aCr,ecCurea-te8aPerniasen-706.,s6.r.o4rn 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
50, 249 300. 1.89 
100. 1 99 500. 1.79 
200.. 1 94 1000+ 1.69 

Price Includes. CD - R, Duplication, Thermal 

Imprinting, Jewell Box, 

Inserting of cover. 

THE 4th CREATlO & Shrinkwrapped 
DUPLICATION  

(936) 756-6861 

AUDIO CD & CASSETTE 
25 CDR's $2.99ea / 100 CDR's $1.79ea 

1000 CD's $890.00 

wmv.acdc-cdrcom 

818.762.ACDC (2232) 

HEY LOOK! 
WE'RE ON THE WEB! 

Toll Free ç oblIFLIS All Formats, 
800-538-2336  Best Prices! 

NMIMMI RP:acing Swans Inc 

w w w. ta pes . co m 

Castle Technology, Inc. 
CD • Video • Cassette Duplication 

INCLUDES: GRAPHIC DESIGN, PRINTING, 
LABELING, PACKAGING 

"Committed to Quality...Fast Turnaround" 
For a quote call: (800) 636-4432 or 

Fax: (615) 399-8855 
Email: castletch@AOL.com 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CDRs - $45 / 50 CDRs - $88 

100 CDRs - $ 150 / 200 CDRs - $290 
ASE ANOOT OUR OISCOCST FOR ASCAP MEMBERS.' 

From CD or CDR master Includes CDR in level box with text 
pnrbng on CD label Add 535 for other digital roaster, $55 for 
analog master Orders must be prepaid Shippng not included 

42W557 Hawk Circle, St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850 5423 • E-mail: info@46p.com 

Visit Our Web Page at: http://mcw.46p.com 

Miisicrt.ft 
-MiElt»ri, 

THE BEST CD AND CASSETTE PekAGES ¡pr Ter WORLD 
co MANI,F4CTIIIIN6, GISSFITi DUPLICATION, 

s, I'1011%6 a Men 

Portland 1-800-637-9493 Los Angeles 
A Division ol SarShan Marketing, Inc. • E-mail: jaibrist@hg.tetarms.cem 

Factory-Direct Pricing. 

CD Se/URCE 
CD • CD-ROM • CASSETTE 



CLASSIFIEDS 
DUPLICATION / REPUCATION SERVICES 

81/0575-7010 

lonely fieconis.eein  
. 

i1.0.0!$elta91199!, 11000 CDs 1 100,2.1;8911 Cops 

1-800-409-8513 

www.yourmusiconcd.com 
lo cdrs -$50, 25 cdrs -$75, 50 cdrs 4125 

100 BULK CDRS-$99.00 
IrlICIL/C1 0. 15 "c=111 I( 4 11.11,11C ,.--31tiC»ril 

100 BASIC CDRS1169.00 
Includes cdr, on cd prillt.Emc jf ,wel case 

100 MI COLOR CDR 
PACKAGE-$349.00 

500 CDR SINGLES-$599,00 
"Aidnia.6iel°42--0933»T011 'Fr-e"e".8Ï/«.«-442-0933 

CD-R COPIES Lowest 
Quick Turn-around prices! 
lot. 10,000 copies 

1-800-927-3472 
www.eisproductions.com ÎlriétikS'ecrag 

RECORDING SUPPUES 

EST1961"IF IT'S RECORDABLE WE HAVE IT"EST1967 
FOR EASY SECURE ORDERING 

www.andol.com 
16X BLANK CD'S CALL FOR BEST PRICE 

?IND—L. 800-221-6578 
CUSTOM LOADED AUDIO CASSETTES AVAILABLE 

FROM 1 MIN TO 126 MIN 

BLANK MEDIA 
ALL THE BRANDS 
ALL THE TIME, 
EVERYTIME 

TON- SONY - BASF MAXELL PRINCO MEDIAFORM 
MICROBOARDS QUANTEGY - TAY 10 YUDEN - AUDIOLAB 

TALK WITH A 
HUMAN BEING 
ABOUT D REPLICATION 

OASIS' DUPLICATION OFFERS: 

• Innovative Packaging, including the 

revolutionary Oasis Jewel-Free' Box 

• Free Radio Promotion on our 

OASISSAMPLEr CD compilations 

el National Distribution of your CD 

to Major Retail & Internet Chains 

• The industry's best reputation for 

quality, for 12 years running 

[: OA S I S 
CD & CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

We do what a label doe.s 
For you. 

(888) BY- OASIS ( 888/296-2141) 
info@oasisCD.com 
www.oasisCO.com 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000 
We'll beat any price! 6.95 SHIPPING • FREE CAT. 
SONY MAXELL TDK 

DA1.120 5 49' XL1199 1 99 CDH-'4 TINN 149 
DAT-1249$ 699 061.120 499 SA-90 1 19 
1-1209 129 112014DX 193 SAX-90 199 
1-750131 399 T-160GX 199 SAX-100 209 
H113-120 499 T-120P 109 112091 199 
MCIN .7 4 179 CDR-14 69 DAT-120 649 
F6-95 59 I.F1-50 69 PVC- 60 699 

FUJI 
SO1,1 2. Eut 

cce« 39 
DR-1-60 59 
T120 Ste 199 
NCST120 449 
Jeri?) 139 
AUDIO .," Is 

TAPEWORLD.001A,BUTLER.PA 1&103•FAX 800-T22-F273 
OVER 500 DIFFEREle SC1-KIXXS ON PO M-F11.5 

D 816 Fifth Avenue 

Pittsburgh. PA 15219 

CD Mastering and Replication 
Cass Mastering & Replication 
Digital Audio Post Production 
CEDAR Sonic Restoration 

Full Service Digital House 

http://www.4ddal.corn 1-800-444-DDAI 

FAX YOUR AD 
631-547-1181 

to duplication 
; Guaranteed Reliable, Highest Quality! 

r£, 100 CD 
lark..11 Retad Ready 

Promo Package $379 
Call Toll Free 888-673-2615 

877.591.6000 
www.newenglandcd corn 

New England 

Compact DISC 
land Digital Media, Inc. 

Feel the Power of Excellence 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM, & DVD PRODUCTION 

toll free: 1•877•DISC•USA 
(212) 252-9300 in NYC 

149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

"www.cligitalforce.com 

WIIITEWATER STUDIOS 
Mastering Services 

Major label quallty/Inelle Prices 
SINcE 
1141 

1000 CPs, PaelaniFIlms/Color Print $1499 • 500 LP Fronurer/$499 = 

Y.)0 12411-iltne Owens tapen/Colar J-carda/layoutfillrarr $998 

CO & CASSETTE PACKAGES 

828-274-0956 --

Life is already 
complicated enough: 

Simplify your 
CD manufacturing. 

e MUSIC 
MANUFACTURING 
SERVICES 

The most complete and cost effective 

CD, cassette and vinyl services 

under one roof. 

I -800-MMS-4CDS 
www.mmsdirect.com 

MUSIC MADE SIMPLE 
Since 1988 

TRAINING / TUTORIALS 

7RECORDING ENGINEER 
kti 4 TRAIN AT HOME 

Easy Home-Study practical training in 
Multi-track Recording. Join our successful 
working graduates or build your own studio. 

FREE INFORMA TION 

.'ondin Institute of America 
814 46th Ave. Suite AN San Francisco. CA 94121 

— Or visit us at www.audloinstdute.com 
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CDs • CD-ROM • CD-R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETTES 

NEEC/ CEls? 
the choice is 

YSTALCLEA 
DIC 8( TAPE 

ence for over 30 years. 

-800-880-CIC173 
visit us at vvvvvv.crystaiclearcds.corro 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

Toll Free - 800-542-8283 Fax - 337-363-6934 Wasik - WWW.ACCUPRESS.COM 

AC Quality Compact Disc 
& Cassette Duplication 
& Promotional Printing 

Current Turnaround Time Is 7-10 Working Days! 
Serving The Independent Musician Since 1975... 

vughg 
Menu 

QUALITY STARTS MERE! 
FOR ALL REPLICATION @IUDS 

1000 DVD 
Complete Package 

$1950 
Includes films 6 prmtng 

DOD Box tPackaging 

Authoring Starts at 

$750 

1000 CD 
1000 Cassettes 

full color 

$2500 
.20 Free Posters 

CD-ROM 
CD-AUDIO 
CASSETTE 

VHS 

1000 CD 
Business Card 
3/c print on CD, 
with vinyl sleeve 

tot $1000 

Aud o Dynamix 

Besl Vane 

• mir sien 

1000 CD 
500 Cassettes 

full colors 
$2250 

+20 Free Posters 

170 Cooll ge Ave. Englewood. NJ OM 

tel: 201 567-6488 Ian 20111E74411 

1-800-455-15E9 

«C. faii  

INTERCONNECT 

Reamp 
Plug this In! 
(imagination not included) 

A tool designed by an audio engineer for audio engineers 

find out why at > www. re a m p. co m < 

Auni() CD & CASSETTE 
25 CDR's $2.99ea / 100 CDR's $1.79ea 

1000 CD's $890.00 

www.acdc-cdr.corn 
818.762.ACDC (2232) 

MUSICAL GEAR 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear in stock. 

ALTO MUSIC 
Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, drums, pro sound. 
new & used. One of the largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692.6922 Fax: (845) 692.5551 

altomusic.com 
680 Route 211 East, Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

VOCALS 

SINGERS f REMOVE, - - 
VOCALS 

Unlimited Low Cost. Instantly Available 
Backgrounii Music from Original Standard 
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke 
does... Better and gives you the 
Thompson Vocal EhminaWr'" 
Free Srochure & Demo Tape 
LT Sound Dept EQ- I 
7980 LT Parkwaylithonia,GA 30 4 0t. 
Internet-http://ltsound.com 
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Une (770)482.2485-Ext 28 
When You Want Semethin Better Than Karaoke! 

MASTERING 

LAST COAST MASTERING 
PROFESSIONALLY POLISHED LOUDEST CD POSSIBLE 
• Pro Tools • Mix Plus 5.0. Manley • Avalon • L2 

• Lexicon • Tube Tech • Summit • Focusrite Ez Many More 

*10 YEARS EXPERIENCE* 

CALL JOE TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT AT. 

732-831-035S • HARRPROD@OPTONUNE.NET 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

You will have the fat, slammin' major-label 
sound that sells (fists... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 

800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

BEYOND MASTERING 
Get DEMO 
Get BEYOND 

300 CD's Only $1.33 ea 

877.507.0130 

DeNoik'ê 
Mastering and Sound Restoration 
on Sonic Solutions & AudioCube 

Toll Free 1-866-DENOISE  

masbaering 
'guaRetri to be the best! 

(8) 881-LZR 
5 74 7 

recordinglair.com 

Eden Small 
Ads Work! 

For Advertising Rates Christine at 631..547.1180 
E-mail cvela420uemedlia.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
COMPUTERS 

C MP E OR MUSI 
Pre-figured Macs and PCs optimized for Cakewalk, Cubase, Digi 001, 

Digital Performer, Emagic, Gigasampler, Pro Tools LE/TDM, Sonar, and more. 
Featuring audio & MIDI hardware from Digidesign, MOTU, Midiman, Frontier, RME. 

Optimized for MIDI sequencing, hard disk recording, AlV, CD-R mastering & 
duplication. Desktop, tower and rack-mount configurations available. 

wvvw.wavedigital.com (0  (973) 728-2425 

Call for information about our new Rack-mount Apple G4 Macs and 
Apple G4 Powerbook-based portable DAW solutions. 

rnrnn! rte.'« ‘111̂ rket*tinnQ 

Broadcast • Sound Reinforcement • Recording 

nnwrusA.com 
"Computer experts who understand pro audio!" 

e raffalSES DOTFIBEFTEIZEI 

wvvw.leighs.com 
Software-Audio Cards 
Discounts— shipped world-wide-

PREAMPS COMPRESSORS AND E0s 

AVALON ED DESIGN 
PURE CLASS A MUSIC RECORDING SYSTEMS 

www.avalondesign.com 
tel: 949-492-2000 fax: 949-492-4284 email: avalon@avalondesign com 

EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

Guitars, Keyboards, 
Pro Audio, Recording 
HUGE INVENTORY - FAST SERVICE 
DISCOUNT PRICES EVERY DAY' 

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 

>888-348-5003 
Or shop ON-Ltf at www.rocknrhythm.com 

leeia division of 51w Woodwind a Brasswind 

SOUND DEALS, INC. 
Audio Production Specialists 

Digital Recording Systems 

Keyboards/Microphones 

Professional Support 

1564 Montgomery Highway 
Birmingham, AL 35216 • ( 205) 823-4888 

www.sounddeals.corn 

800 822-6434 

VINTECH AUDIO 
X73 MIC PRE / EQ 

CLASS A, ALL DISCRETE, TRANSFORMER 

BALANCED. CLASSIC BRITISH DESIGN. COSTS 

HUNDREDS LESS THAN VINTAGE. CALL 

TOLL FREE 1-8 7 7.4-M1C-PRE 

www.vintech-audio.com 

INFORMATION GUIDE 

In the 
Stud' 

FREE Guide 
Saves You Time and Money! 
Contact us today: 1-800-468-9353 
www.dIscmakers.com/eq infobdiscmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 

111' /WU¶E 1JflD 1ninuene 
MU II Ï 'I MIMI lilt ISM Ee Yckel Are f.-YL:t.ii-52-1-1---tii)(0 

COVERS / CAS_ES & RACKS 

OMNIFIAK 
STUDIO FURNITURE 
MixStation/O2R 

Also available for 
Mackie 
8•13us mixers 

Custom Design 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
outside U.S. 415.332.3392 
VIVAV.OMNIRALCOM P.O.Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94968 

PANELS 

SORBER ClearSonic Panel 
Effective Factory Assembled 

Portable 24. 48 or 66 Inches Tall 

Free-Standing Durable Full-length Hinge 

ALM FACTORT-DULECT AT NEW LOWER PRICES, 

1.800.888.6360 
www.clearsonic.com 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

GREAT EQUIPMENT 

212-502- 1880 
234 WEST 30TH t. NYC 10001 

yeraudio@aol.com 

NO FUNNY AFTERTASTE 

INTERCONNECT 

Radiol. 

(604) 942-1001 

World's Best 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE CAREER MARKETPLACE 

The gear •Re.critungs 
you need. • Amplifiers 
We've got it. • Pro Audio 

• Keyboards 
We have everything you need . 8e more 

for studio and stage! 

7 

MUNK' technolop direr t 

800-222-4700 
%ARNIM. sweetwatencorn 
sales@sweetwater.com 
5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
(219) 432-8176 • FAX (219) 432-1758 

150K OF PREMIUM 
PROJECT GEAR 

INCLUDING ITEMS FROM: 

* Oram BEQ32/24 * Tube Tech * Genelec 

* Focusnte * Meek * Neumann * TC 

415-845-7653 
jimmileeepachelL tier 

RECORDING STUDIO WITH 
wCOUNTRY HOME FOR SALE 

In Eugene, Oregon. Rock-solid acoustically 
excellent artistic creative turn-key 24-track 
studio & separate four bedroom home in 
picturesque setting. Price & photos at 
www.brightway.org. (541) 686-3114. 

THE Toy SPECIALISTS 
ykOfFSSIONAL 

hundreds of items in stock 
just point.click.. and buy 

www.toyspecialists.com 800 445 3330 

ATLANTA - 5,625 sq. ft. 
free standing office/loft/studio 
building looking to lease to 
a medium to large tenant 
desiring creative space. 

Call 404-892-7700 for details. 

INSTRUCTORS-Full Sail Real World Education, a dynamic multi media training 
facility in Winter Park, FL is seeking FT Instructor to teach all aspects of audio pro-
duction for our Recording Arts courses. Full Sail is a 24 hour, 7 day-per-week facil-
ity and requires flexible schedule. Candidates must possess a minimum of 3 years 
related professional experience and/or a BS degree in a related field. If you have 
a passion to share your knowledge and experience with young audio profession-
als and are looking for a rewarding opportunity, please forward your resume to: 

Full Sail-Audio Instructor Position 
3300 University Blvd. Suite 160, 
Winter Park, Fl 32792 
Att: D. Wiskus 
Fax: 407-679-9685 or email: dwiskus@fullsail.com 
No Phone Calls Please 

MONITORING EARPHONES 

ER•4 
microPro 
re/mace-quality earphones 

.e ER-4B Binaural 

. ER-4S Stereo 
ER-4P Power 

Next best thing to live music, 
plus noise isolation 

which far surpasses that of 

active- noise-reduction earphones. 

Difference Between ER-4B and Ear Response 

ER dB r 
1  

Eroquencr 
Comparison between the response of the ER-4B earphone 

and the diffuse-field response e the ear. 13 studies) 

Effective Response of ER-4 Earphones 

ReduerdY 

Real-ear response of these earphones: 
- equalized for binaural manikin recordings 

4$- normal stereo recordings 
4P- higher output with portable CD players 

ETYMÓTIC 
RESEARCH 

www.etymotic.corn 

847-228-0006 

SPEAKER RE-CONONG 

www.speakerrecone.com 
Consolidated Audio Technology 

973-831-7500 

AUDIO UPGRADES 

••• ••:•• -11-••tte 

!•LA.2A Litt.3A OWNERS 
• Before you by a new T4B optical 

attenuator, have it rebuilt at a fraction 
• of the cost. Also stock OPTO's. • 
• ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS • 

14-256-0032 : • 9 • 

FOR ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES IN 

Christine Ve1a. 

631•547.1180 
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Build Your MOTU Dream Studio 
•ÎLCWNOLOGILS. INC 

MAS STOR High performance drives & backup 
Glyph Technologies is the undisputed leader in 

storage solutions for audio. Now Glyph partners 

with MOTU to bring you the absolute latest in high-

performance storage technology: MAS STOR is a 

two-rack high, two-bay, removable-drive storage 

solution that provides enough massive throughput 

to support even the most demanding multitrack 

recording environments. MAS STOR is the ONLY 

drive you'll want to use for multitrack 96kHz projects 

PreSonus 
[audio electroftle+] 

recorded with the MOTU 1296 

audio interface. Configure a system 

that's perfect for you with the 

following removable drive 
components:15,000 RPM 18GB Uttra3 

SCSI drive, VXA 33GB backup tape 

drive and/or a Plextor 12x redbook 

compliant CD burner, all backed by 

Glyph's legendary service and support 

DigiMax Pristine mic pre-amplification for the MOTU 2408 audio interface 

Why is the PreSonus DigiMax perfect for your MOTU 

rig? Because it's the purest path to digital. DigiMax 

combines 8 channels of award winning 24- bit mic 

pre- amplification with our unique simultaneous 

—3-- Peak 2.6 VST 
Advanced waveform editing and mastering 

RMS/peak detection limiting and EQ enhancement 
giving you maximum gain before clipping while 

maintaining the musical transparency of a 

compressor. The result? Fast, natural and versatile 

BIAS Peak 2.6 VST is the ultimate 

editing and mastering companion for 

Digital Performer! Peak gives you 

lightning fast, nondestructive 

waveform editing with support for 

audio files up to 32 bits and 10 MHz, 

including 24-bit/96kHz files. Unlimited 

Undo/Redo with independent edit 

histories for each audio document 

gives you the freedom to work 

creatively. Select an audio region 

in Digital Performer, choose the 

"Use External Waveform Editor" 

command, and instantly switch 

into Peak! Peak's sophisticated 
options for on-the-fly marker, 

region and loop creation are 

simply unparalleled. Advanced 

looping tools include Loop 

Tuner'", Loop Surfer-, Loop It" 

and Guess Tempe. Process 

thousands of tiles—or just a few— 

using Peak's batch processor. Peak 

directly supports the 2408mk11 and 

all other MOTU audio interfaces and 

includes Toast' CD burning software 

for making your own redbook audio 

CDs directly from Peak's powerful 

playlists. Or create web or multimedia 

content and export to Shockwave, 

RealAudio, MP3 and other formats. 

fla•Ilet 
mocworld 
• • y • 

trIvo vac 

limiting on every channel. And DigiMax connects 

all 8 channels via ADAT optical to your MOTU 2408 
system in pristine, 24-bit digital glory. And you can 

expand: add up to 3 DigiMax's to your 2408. 

MotorMix' 
Hands-on automated mixing 

With its new, custom 

software written 

specially for Digital 

Performer, MotorMix 

becomes a seamless, tactile 

extension of your MOTU 

software recording environment. 

Put your hands on eight 100mm 

motorized faders and rotary encoders 

to tweak your mixes in record time. 

Gain instant easy access to all MIDI 

and audio tracks with control banks. 

You'll never even think about mixing 

with a mouse again. Imagine having 

tactile control over most of Digital 

Performer's features with MotorMix's 

,fneiriee 
easy operation. MotorMix gives 

you all the advantages of a 

professional mixing board, at an 

incredibly affordable price. Bring 

motorized mixing to your MOTU 

desktop today. For more info, visit 

cmlabs.net or contact your 

Sweetwater sales engineer today to 

enter the future of mixing. 

intuitive layout and 

music technology direct 



Start 
G4 Power Mac 
Such as a GI ' 72,3 dual processor desktop 

MOTU DP3 — now shipping! 
Award-winning audio workstation software 

el MOTU Hard Disk Recording System 
Such as the 24u8inkli, 1296 or 828 Fir eWire 

122L`i`wEs Gold Native 
It's all new: Version 3 for MAS! 

WAVE: 

COLD GOLD 

, 

Waves is the industry standard, and 

Version 3 Gold Native includes the 

entire line of Waves native plug- ins, 

including the C4 Multiband 

Parametric Processor and new 

Renaissance Reverberator! Waves 

Gold Native is the ultimate package 
with everything you need—from (Hy 

Lii 

• • • d d 
tools, to sweetening and mastering 

processors, to sound design mind 

benders. From the original Q10 arid 

Li, tu the Renaissance series, to 
Enigma and MondoMod. Don't skimp. 
Go for the Waves Gold, on the way 

to your Gold record... 

NATIVE INSTRUIA [ PITS Absynth. 
Feed your addiction to sound... 

ABSYNTH, new from 

Native Instruments, is 

the benchmark for the 
future of soft,synths. 

The powerful semi-
modular architecture 

and clean interface let 

you effortlessly sculpt 

everything from organic 
textures to rhythmic 

madness, from time-

evolving soundscapes 

to vintage sounds. 

ABSYNTH's unique 

strengths lie in its multiple synthesis 

techniques combined with the most 
flexible envelope control ever. To get 

a taste of ABSYNTH's potency, try 

drawing the shape of your LÍO with 

the mouse while twelve rhythmic 

envelopes twist your sound. Absynth 

is surprisingly efficient, giving you 

plenty of leftover bandwidth for 
mixing and processing. And Absynth 

feeds directly into your MOTU mixing 

environment for seamless operation. 

vmomumnsivisturatme 
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Plug-ins 

TC.PowerCor e is a 

major breakthrough 

for Digital Performer's 

real-time MAS plug-in 

environment because it 

provides DSP turbocharged plug-in 

processing. At last, the renowned TC 

TOOLS/96 studio-quality FX package 

(included), with TC MEGAVERB, 

TC Chorus/DELAY and TC al', can 

be at your fingertips in Digital 

Performer, plus other TC I Works 

plug- ins such as 

TC MasterX and 

TC Voice Tools 

(sold separately). 

These powerful 

e---2fr SAC-2K controller 
Precision touch-sensitive automated worksurface 
The Radikal Technologies SAC-2K 

sets a new standard for hands-on 

control of Digital Performer with a 

custom plug-in for DP 

and 

easy, 

one-touch 

access to 

every element o 

the recording process 
in Digital Performer with 

responsive, touch- sensitive 

TC•PowerCore 
DSP Turbo for 

MAS•PowerCore 

e eifei 

e  
Tr 

automated controls. Wthin minutes, 

you'll achieve a whole new level of 

interaction and creativity that you 

never thought possible with fader 

groups, mix automation, plug-in 

atitometion (up to 12 parameters at 

once), transport with jog/shttle, 

solos, mutes.. it's all just 

one touch away. 

04el° 
Pe 

plug-ins 

appear in Digital 

rformer's mixing 

board, just like regular native 

plug-ins, butthey run on four powerful 

56K DSP chips on the TC•PowerCore 

PCI card. It's like adding four G4 

processors (equal to 2.8 gigahertz of 

extra processing power!) to your 

computer. Run 12 studio-quality TC 

plug-ins with no hit on your CPU 

power, and run other native plug-ins 

at the same time! TC•PowerCore is 

an open platform, so it will also run 

plug-ins from other respected 3rd 

party developers, too (details IBA). 

TC ! WoRKs 

Ittl.metiro 
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How mang audio formats are too mane 

Format OvErload (Part I) 
Back in the Good Old Days, there was one 

final mix format — mono. Actually, there was 
no mix; even the recordings were in mono. 
How easy could it get? Records had evolved 

from the cylinder to the 78, and then finally the 
45 and 33-1/3 rpm LP, but they were all 
monaural. It took over 20 years from the time 

they started messing around with stereo 
recordings until there was actually a stereo 

product for the consumer. 
One of the earliest stereo recordings was 

done in 1932 in Philadelphia for Bell Labs — 
the recording by Stokowski of Scriabin's Poem 

of Fire. It was done on a vinyl disc using two 
grooves, one for each channel. Two years 
later, stereo recordings were being done at 

Abbey Road studios using a vertical-lateral 
technique. Decca records released the first 
stereo records in 1945 using the vertical-later-

al system. They could not be played well by 
the then-current playback systems. The Robe, 

in 1953, was the first movie to be released in 

Cinemascope with a stereo (actually four-
channel) soundtrack. There were more than 

30 other stereo films released that year. 
The following year, 1954, was a good one 

for stereo recordings. RCA made the first 
commercially available recordings with a RCA 

RT-11 two-channel recorder and a pair of 
Neumann U 47 microphones. RCA actually 

released open-reel tapes of stereo recordings. 
These tapes sold for about four times the price 

of an LP. EMI was recording "stereosonic" 
recordings at Abbey Road, and Decca was 

using the first Ampex 350-2 15 ips, two-track 

recorder for their stereo recordings. 

LP format wars raged until 1958 when the 
RIM adopted the Westrex 45/45 system as 

the standard for stereo records. The 45/45 
system was actually patented by Arthur Keller 

for Bell Labs in 1932. The application wasn't 
actually filed until 1936 because Bell saw no 

useful purpose for the invention. I wonder 
what else he didn't patent? 

The 45/45 system is a technique where 

each wall of the record groove moved indepen-
dently of the other. The left channel modulated 

one wall and the right channel modulated the 

other wall. If the material recorded was mono, 
the groove moved laterally. If the material was 
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completely out-of-phase, the groove moved 
vertically. Mono phonographs only recognized 
lateral movements of the stylus, which would 

only play back the in-phase portion of the 

recorded material. 
Talk about format wars — FM stereo was 

having a battle of its own. There were two com-
peting formats: the Crosby system, which used 

a FM sub-carrier for higher fidelity, and the 
Zenith/GE system that used an AM modulation 

system for the sub-carrier. In 1961, the FCC 

chose the Zenith/GE system as the standard. 
That's why FM stereo is noisier than FM mono. 

The signal that gives you the stereo is AM. 
The matrix system used in FM worked this 

way: The left and right channels were split into 
two stereo streams. In one stream, the right and 

left channels were added together to form a 

mono signal. In the other stream, the right chan-

nel was phase inverted and subtracted from the 
right channel, resulting in a difference signal. 

The main carrier of the FM station broadcasts 

the mono signal. All mono FM receivers could 

demodulate this signal. The difference signal 

was broadcast on the sub-carrier frequency that 
could be decoded by a stereo FM receiver. For 
the left channel, the difference signal was added 

to the mono signal. For the right channel, the dif-

ference signal was subtracted from the mono 

signal. In the Zenith/GE system, the AM differ-

ence channel is where the noise comes from. 
Also around 1961, a dual-optical system 

was developed that allowed two-channel 
sound for film. Yes, films started driving the 

market for multichannel (only two back then) 

audio in the home. 

MONO COMPATIBILITY 
Early stereo recordings were exaggerated in 
their stereo placement. Most consoles didn't 

have pan pots yet, so the program material 
was assigned to the left channel or the right 

channel. When the two signals were combined 
for mono radio broadcast, the results were 

pretty good. As production techniques added 
panning to the bag of tricks, stereo started 

calming down, and most stereo program mate-
rial tried to realistically represent the left/right 

spread of a true listening environment. When 

continued on page 113 



Unparalleled Audio and Technical Dominance... 

Again 
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KURZWEIL 

Kurzweil Music Systems 
9501 Lakewood Drive, S.W. 

Suite D 
Lakewood, Washington 98499 

253-589-3200 
Fax: 253-588-6809 

www.kurzweilmusicsystems.com 

Canadian Division Division 
3650 Victoria Park Avenue 

Suite 105 
Toronto, Ontario M2H 3P7 

416-492-9899 
Fax: 416-492-9299 

Kurzweil takes great 

pride in offering an 

insirument designed to meet 

and exceed the expectations 

of the world's most demanding 

sound professionals. The PC2 

Performance Controller represents a 

continuing quest to achieve the highest 

musical and technical quality possible. 

Stunning new sounds, fantastic effects, 

precise control, and superior audio 

quality, are only a few of the features 

that make the PC2 the finest instrument 

of its kind 
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Depeche Mode output. 

Depeche Mode input. 

When inspiration strikes, 

Depeche Mode switch on their MOTU 828. 

Advanced, portable 

FireWire hard disk recording. 

MOTU8213nr ....•imm 
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